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Calloway Sheriff's
Department backs
local calendar

Tuesday, January 9, 2007

Murray, KY 42071

75r

New mayor shares vision

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
HAZEL, Ky.— New Hazel
Mayor Kerry Vasseur has a
vision for community progress
and unity for Calloway County's
second largest city and he wast
By TOM BERRY
ed no time in asking city comStaff Wnter
missioners and residents to
The Calloway County Sheriff's Department is working
share his goals during his first
with a private Georgia firm to produce a calendar featuring
official meeting at Hazel City
the department with proceeds from sales to benefit the
Hall Monday night.
Kentucky Sheriff's Boys and Girls Ranch and other local
Vasseur laid out what he
groups.
termed "A Shared Vision of
Shenff Bill Marcum said Monday afternoon that the
Hazel" to the commission:
Police and Sheriff's Press Inc. of Vidalia, Ga., will be solicpointing out that the ideas were
inng advertising from local businesses beginning today and
the result of discussions with
he wants potential advertisers to know that the effort is not a
city business owners, home
scam.
owners and residents during the
'They do this for different police departments, sheriff's
past month concerning what
departments and different kinds of groups," Marcum said.
they would like city government
"It's just a big calendar that they put out and the companies
to do — or not do — in the
buy these ads. So I just want them to know that they might
future.
be coming."
'The first thing I was told is
Marcum said representatives from the group would be
that the Hazel City Commission
accompanied by a sheriff's deputy.
needs to 'do something.— he
A fringe benefit from the collaboration is that the compasaid as he pointed to a handdepartment's
new
identification
the
sheriff's
ny will print
written chart he had prepared for
cards. Marcum said the effort will benefit local charities as
the presentation. -They think
well.
there are things that need to be
TOM BEFIRvtedger A Times
"I also want to take those proceeds from that and send it
done. One lady asked us to get a New Hazel Mayor Kerry Vasseur, standing center. presents his 'Shared Vision of Hazer to
to the Boys and Girls Ranch and for our local neighborhood
grocery store, I don't know if we
city commission members dunng a meeting at Hazel City Hall Monday night Vasseur said the
watchs to buy supplies," he said.
can manage that because our
For more information about the Police and Sheriff's Press
resources are so limited, but we ideas, which center on promoting progress and unity, onginated with the city's business ownInc., go online at www.policeandsheriffs press.com
ers and residents that he has talked to during the past month
can do what we can."
However he pointed out that and other infrastructure, invite life.
additional hours of law enforceothers he spoke to during his residents to attend city governHe cited a project by new ment per week above what the
survey pointed him in exactly ment meetings, promote more commission member Karl Flood sheriff's department provides to
the opposite direction. 'They community-based programs and in getting many of the city's other communities in the counsaid we shouldn't do anything," projects. and partner with the young people involved in paint- iY.
Vasseur said. 'They want the Hazel Merchants Association to ing a mural on the rear exterior
The city's previous contract
status quo; leave everything promote Hazel's businesses.
wall at city hall as a good exam- was canceled until Dec. 31.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — lion. County governments alone. Don't do anything. Leave
2006 at the request of former
Providing law enforcement ple.
Key lawmakers haven't dis- would have to shoulder up to $3 it the way it is. One man told me was also at the top of the list for
"We want to get people inter- Shenff Larry Roberts.
missed the possibility of chang- million of the cost, and that has that the only good politician is action. -That was the number ested and participating in what
Roberts told the commission
ing a state law that could trigger some local officials urging law- the one that does nothing."
during a meeting in September
one thing 1 have heard talked we do," Vasseur said.
a runoff election following the makers to take action to elimiTaxes were a bone of con- about," he said.
He also pointed out that com- that the department did not have
nate the possibility.
May primary.
tention for some residents. "It
Vasseur said be would begin ing up with a city slogan would the manpower to guarantee fulGov. Ernie Fletcher and run- has been argued that the taxes
The provision has been on
work immediately, with the hap promote Hazel as a com- fillment of the contract.
the books since 1992 but so far ning mate Robbie Rudolph have are too high and they're not getHowever dunng a December
cooperation
of the commission, munity.
seek
never used. It says if no one gets filed candidacy papers to
ting anything in return," Vasseur to act on the suggestions during
like meeting at Hazel City Hall.
-It
might
be
something
at least 40 percent of the vote, the Republican nomination. said.
his four-year term while point- 'Hazel: A Good Place To Visit, Marcurn requested a copy of the
the top two candidates go into Paducah businessman Billy
He said he would like for the ing out that some of the goals A Good Place To Live,' or contract saying he would review
Harper. Fletcher's former politithe runoff.
commission to take a look at the could be realized short-term something like that,- he said.
it in light of changes in the sherSecretary of State Trey cal ally. filed Friday. And other
city's
tax rate — 50 cents per while others would take longVasseur said he would like to iff's department after Jan. I.
Grayson has been alerting Republicans may be considering
$100 of assessed value on all range planning and a search for work with city business owners, 2007 to see if it could be
potential gubernatorial candi- entering the race.
individually or together as part renewed.
Among Democrats, state real and personal property — resources.
dates that they face the possibil"I'll be getting together with
Vasseur said he also hopes to of a revitalized Hazel Merchants
ity of three elections this year, Treasurer Jonathan Miller, for- which is one of the highest in
rather than the traditional two, mer Lt. Gov. Steve Beshear and the state according to Kentucky kick
off community-wide Association, to promote more the sheriff to talk about that
because of a potentially large former Lt. Gov. Steve Henry Revenue Cabinet data.
efforts, such as Hazel Day, to tourism and economic progress before our nest meeting."
Other suggestions included involve the people of Hazel in in the city.
field of candidates. A runoff have announced they will run.
Vasseur told the commission.
election stands a greater chance Others, including Attorney raising taxes, lowering taxes, promoting progress and unity.
The action was prompted by
Vasseur said he would conof being triggered when the vote General Greg Stumbo, are con- enhancing services, getting a He said progress would only be tact Calloway County Sheriff a report from Vezina Loranger, a
is split between numerous can- sidering entering the race. dedicated water district just for possible if Hazel residents work Bill Marcum soon about renew- representative of Hazel's newlyOtis Hazel, search for state and fed- together as much as possible to ing the city's contract with the
Long-shot candidate
didates.
Conducting a runoff election Hensley. a Democrat from eral grants to upgrade roadways improve the city's quality of deparunent to provide about 20
IN See Page 2A
could cost as much as $5 mil- Harlan, has already filed.

Lawmakers may change
state runoff election law

County clerk, sheriff budget
proposals clear fiscal court

Photo provided
MHS BASKETBALL QUEEN HOMECOMING COURT: Pictured from left are Murray High
School seniors, Sarah Doran, Amy Futrell, Meagan Pember, Toni Duffy and Madelyn Linzy
who were nominated by members of the MHS boys basketball team as basketball queen
candidates. The student body will elect the queen. The Murray High Tiger Basketball
Homecoming will be held Thursday evening as the Tigers and Lady Tigers host Community
Christian. Prior to the MHS Boys' 6 p.m. tip-off game time, the 2007 MHS Basketball
Queen will be announced at 5:30 p.m. during the pre-game ceremony. The MHS gins' basketball game begins at 7:30 p.m.
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
While reflecting a 3 percent
pay raise for employees this
year, budget proposals for calendar 2007 for both the county
clerk and the county sheriff's
office- were approved by
Calloway County Fiscal Court.
Larry
Judge-Executive
Elkins and magistrates Eddie
Clyde Hale, Connie Morgan,
Bobby Stubblefield and Johnny
Ginglcs unanimously approved
a clerk's budget of $6,839. 200
and a shenff's budget of $1413
million during a special-called
meeting at the Calloway County
Courthouse Monday morning.
Both County Clerk Ray
Coursey Jr. and Sheriff Bill
Marcum said their respective
budgets include the pay raise
expected for proposal dunng
fiscal court's 2007-2008 budget
cycle. However both offices are
considered "fee offices" and
budgets are set according to the
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Jan. I -Dec. 31 calendar year
instead of the standard fiscal
year for county government
which runs from July 1 through
June 30.
Pointing out that he also
expects to see some spike in revenues from fees on license
plates and automobile transfers
from a state-mandated hike.
Coursey said his budget is as
accurate as possible.
-That also includes a 3 percent cost-of-living increase that
we expect later in the year." he
said. "We also expect an
increase from the fees. The state
has set a $6 hike on that and we
send $3 of it to the state and we
keep $3.Total disbursements for the
year for the clerk's office were
set at $6,683,525. Magistrates
also approved a limit of $-thl.
440 for employee salaries,
wages and other compensation
with the exception of health,
social security and retirement

as
funds
by
required
state law.
According
to a copy of the
budget provided to the court,
total receipts
for the year
were set at
$6,8 3 9 , 200
Couraoy
with disbursements predicted at $6.683,525
with an expected surplus of
$155.675. If estimates are realized, the office is expected to
collect $775,000 in licensing
and transfer fees. $3 million in
usage fees, $2.4 million in property taxes and $6.500 in late fees
on taxes on motor vehicles in
2007.
Deed transfer and delinquent
taxes are expected to bring in an
additional $340,000. However
disbursement of collected funds

•See Page 2A
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II County ...
From Front
to the state treasury from the
county is expected to COMMIE

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times
RELAY FOR LIFE HONORS: During a local Relay for Life meeting Monday night, several awards and honors were handed out to local groups and the
Murray-Calloway County Chapter, itself. At left, Rosanne Radke (left) and Kathy Hodge display a banner noting Murray and Calloway's Relay being recognized as a top 10 per capita award winner for the nation. Murray and Calloway's Relay efforts ranked sixth with an average of $6.47 contnbuted per
person for a community of this size. Also honored were local media outlets, the Murray Ledger & Times and Murray Electric System, at hght. Shown
accepting a Kentucky Media Award for Best TV Support (1St place) and a Mid-South Division "Beacon of Hope" Award are, from left, Edwin Richerson
and John Gibson of MES. and Ledger & Times Publisher Alice Rouse with the Kentucky Media Award for Best Print Support (3rd place).

Policelog
Murray Police Department
• Laura Kirks, 34. was arrested for fourth-degree assault for
allegedly striking Shawn Buchanan in the nose Monday at his
residence, according to a release from the Murray Police
Department. MPD officer Byron White responded to Forrest View
Apartments on North 16th Street at 8:45 a.m. Upon arriving,
White saw Kirks. who also lives in Murray, leaving the scene in a
vehicle. She was detained when White stopped her vehicle on
North 16th Street. After a brief investigation. MPD officers
learned Kirks was at Buchanan's apartment trying to obtain her
personal property. The two were arguing when she struck him in
the nose, according to the release. Kirks was lodged in the
Calloway County jail.
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.

Murray man is convicted
of drug, firearm charges
Staff Report
PADUCAH, Ky. — A 34year-old Murray man was convicted of drug and firearm,
charges last week in federal
court.
A jury found Michael Yandal
gully of possessing with intent
to distribute crack cocaine and
marijuana and possessing a
firearm during a drug trafficking
crime in U.S. District Court on
Friday, according to a release
Monday from U.S. Attorney
David L. Huber
The jury's verdict was
returned following a two-day
trial before U.S. District Judge
Thomas B. Russell.
Yandal is scheduled to be
sentenced before Russell at
11:30 a.m. April 12 in the
Paducah court. The maximum
potential penalties are between
15 years and life imprisonment,
a $4.5 million fine, and at least
five years supervised release.
Yandall possessed 63.5
grams of crack-cocaine and

about 8 ounces of marijuana
with the intent to distribute the
drugs when his vehicle was
stopped in June 2005 in Graves
County. The drugs had a street
value of $7,000. He also had a
.40-caliber Glock handgun.
Detectives with the Tr County Drug Task Force —
which has since joined the larger Pennyrile Narcotics Task
Force — stopped Yandal's vehicle on June 23. 2005. near
Lynnville, according to the
release.
When Detective Tye Jackson
approached the vehicle to ask
for license and registration, he
smelled marijuana coming from
inside the vehicle. A drug canine
then alerted to the presence of
drugs in the vehicle.
Yandal eventually admitted
he had drugs inside the vehicle
and surrendered them. A search
of Yandal's person and vehicle
revealed a loaded .40-caliber
Glock handgun, two sets of digital scales, and $2,150.
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Correction
A headline for a story in
Saturday's Ledger & Times
about Reda and Robert Overby
incorrectly implied the couple
had been married for 50 years.
An editor erred.
The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and
fair reporting; however mistakes occasionally occur. It is
the Ledger's policy to correct
errors. To report a news mistake or error, please call 7531916.

Clarification
An article in Friday's
Ledger & Times discussed the
need for blood donations and
quoted representatives from
both the American Red Cross
and the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Blood Bank.
Those are two separate entities.
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT PROJECT: The Calloway County Sheriff's Department is partnering with a Georgia firm to produce a calendar from which proceeds on sales will fund local
charities. Swift Roofing of Murray has chosen to be a sponsor of the project. Pictured above,
from left, are: Deputy Sheriff Charles Tidwell; Steve Williams of Swift Roofing; John Caputa of
Police and Sheriffs Press Inc. of Vidalia, Ga.; Calloway County Sheriff Bill Marcum and Robert
Swift, owner of Swift Roofing.
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Get Sparkling Cloan Carp•ts. Fast. Drior. Cleaner. litalthier.'"
Chem-Dry cleaned carpets and upholstery are left sparkling clean and dry in 1 to 2 hours — not 1 to 2
days. The secret is our powerful effervescent carbonating cleaning solutions that use just a small amount
of moisture to achieve miraculous results. Because the bubbles do the work, Chem-Dry will never soak
your carpets with soapy cleaning chemicals that can attract dirt like a magnet. Traditional steam cleaning
can dump buckets of water into your carpet and pad, creating a breeding ground for mold and bacteria.
Chern-Dry uses very lithe water, thus creating a healthier environment in your borne. And what's more, all
of our cleaning solutions are safe, non-toxic with no harmful chemicals.
'Since Chem-Dry Is now a divon of the Home Depot. you will receive a coupon for 10% off your next
Horne Depot purchase, as wellII a $30.00 gM certificate to Home Decorators Collection.
We will match any of ow competitor's advertised price

1-270-759-1569
1-270-227-4601
1-800-273-5184
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sheriff's 2007 budget also
includes the expected pay raise.
"It includes the raise and
what we think we're going to
collect this year on the fees," hc
said, noting that the budget is
primarily based on estimates
and last year's actual numbers.
"We aren't like some of the
other offices. We can't say for
sure just how much we'll collect."
examining a copy of
last year's sheriff's budget,
Elkins said the sheriff's budget
also apparently includes the
possible loss of income on the
collection of some fees and
maybe an increase on the collet:tionmoafg
istrcapped
fsees
oth7te
wages on
salaries and other personnel
compensation for the sheriff and
his deputies at $837,000; however that amount — as in the
case of the clerk's deputies —
does not include compensation
paid for health insurance and the
required employer match for
social security and retirement
According to a copy of the
sheriff's budget provided, the
department expects to collect
about $32,000 in federal grants,
state
$62,000 in
funds,
$133,000 from the state Finance
and Administration Cabinet,
$65,000 in funds paid by
Independent
Murray
and
Calloway County schools for
providing security, $70,000
from serving summons and
other court papers along with
other sources of income for total
receipts of $1,413,500.
Total disbursements, listed at
the same amount. includes
$17,500 for training and travel.
$32,500 in equipment expenses.
$112.000 in dispatch personnel
salaries, $725,000 in deputies
salaries. $3,000 in postage,
$54,500 in vehicle expenses and
the state-mandated
of
$74,0.salry
Disbursements also include a
$92,000 payment to the
Calloway County treasurer's
office and a $213,000 payment
to the state treasurer.

•New mayor..

•

From Front
organized Neighborhood Watch.
Loranger said an antique store
business owner had contacted
her and reported some recent
vandalism
to
her store.
Vandalism has been a persistent
problem in Hazel during 2006
involving thousands of dollars
in damage to the Hazel
Community Center and other
locations around the city.
Commission
members
briefly discussed what action
could be taken to prevent vandalism and other law enforcement difficulties in Hazel. The
commission recently voted to
shut down the community center at dark and has discussed a
curfew for the city's young people. Other suggestions included
hiring a full-time police officer
to provide security.
Loranger also reported that
the Watch group had purchased
eight Neighborhood Watch
signs that will soon be placed in
key places around Hazel.
"That's what a neighborhood
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TOM BERRY/Ledger 8. Times
New Hazel Mayor Kerry Vasseur. right, reads a certificate to
outgoing Mayor Harold Pittman, left, hononng Pittman for his
four years of dedicated service to the community during a
presentation at Hazel City Hall Monday night. Pittman, who
chose not to run for re-election, told the commission he was
proud to serve and said he would be willing to do what he can
in the future.
watch is ... everybody getting
Loranger also reported that
together and looking out for the group had received a $1,000
each other," she said.
grant from Wal-Mart to help pay
any future expenses.
In other action, the commission:
— heard a report from City
Clerk Janice Wilkinson that a
large pothole on Fifth Street has
been repaired. Wilkinson also
reported that new storm drain
covers have been place on two
street openings in front of
Full Automotive Service & Repair
BB&T Bank and the Hazel
Community Center.
• Computer Diagnostics • Brake Work • Tune-ups
— voted unanimously to
• Tires • Mechanical Repairs • Gas & Diesel Oil Change
eliminate the city's poll tax that
has remained on the books since
the 1930s. The ordinance
requires anyone who wants to
vote to pay a fee before going to
the polls. Vasseur said he found
the requirement still on the
city's books during a review of
Hazel ordinances and requested
e z-icileien RiWe
-V06cthat it be removed. City commission members said they were
unaware of the ordinance.
— honored former Mayor
QUALITY SERVICE II LURE. INC.
Harold Pittman for his years of
service to the community with a
Mon.-Fri. 8 am-5.30 pm
Plaque thanking him for all of
...Sat. 8 am-2 pm
his hard work and drriication.
507 S. 12Th ST.• MURRAY•759-0003
"I did it because I live here."
Pittman said. "I enjoyed working with the commission and
I'm still here. If you ever need
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Federal officials pursuing
more gun-related prosecutions
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
West, 51. of Eddy yule, was
Jefferson County's state
Police and prosecutors are using charged
with being a felon in court handled 1,162 cases in
a different strategy in western
possession of ammunition and is 2005 by the county attorney's
Kentucky to convict suspects of
serving a I5-year sentence in office as pail of Project
gun-related crimes.
Backfire.
prison, Dyke said.
If suspects can't be prosecutHuber said the federal proseThe strategy has arisen from
ed in state court, cases are being
cutions are designed to help
the
federal
Department
Justice
's
sent to federal court, where the
local prosecutors and law
sentences are harsher and plea "Safe Neighborhoods" program,
enforcement agencies. They're
which
in
Kentucky
is
known
as
bargains are fewer, prosecutors
"Project Backfire.- Gun viola- "only being federalized," he
and defense attorneys say.
said, because of inadequate
That's what happened when tors are targeted in both the state funding at the state
level "for
and
federal
court
systems.
state police found ammunition
state prosecutors and state prisGun-related cases in U.S.
in the van of William West, a
convicted felon. Since police District Court in western
"If you don't want it to be
didn't find a gun. West couldn't Kentucky increased from 56 in federalized
, support your prosebe charged under state law — so 2004 to 79 in 2005, after U.S. cutors
and state prisons," he
the case was turned over to fed- Attorney
Dave
Huber said, adding that only a small
eral prosecutors, said assistant announced an effort to increase number
of cases are elevated to
U.S. Attorney Tom Dyke. who Project Backfire federal prose- federal
court. "We're not a
oversees
prosecutions
in cutions. By late last year, there panacea. We're just trying to
I.ouisville.
had been 66 cases.
help where we can."

Federal public defender Scott
Wendelsdorf
questioned
whether the federal prosecutions
were
worth thr trouble
Wendelsikut said that federal
prosecutions should be limited
to crimes "uniquely federal in
nature,- such AS interstate trafficking in child pornography or
drugs - crimes local law
enforcement isn't equipped to
tackle.
But gun violators are taken to
federal court solely to hand out
stiff punishments. Wendelsdorf
said.
"I'm not sure that's a legitimate reason, but it's legal and
they do it. and God knows, it's
effective,- Wendelsdorf said.

Democrats may deny money
to send more troops to Iraq
WASHINGTON I AP) —
The war in Iraq is four years old,
hut the war over the war is just
beginning in Congress, newly
under Democratic control.
In a blunt challenge to
President Bush, the leader of the
Senate's
new
Democratic
majority said Monday he will
"look at everything" within his
power to wind down the war in
Iraq, short of cutting off funding
for troops already deployed.
"I think we've got to tell the
president what he's doing as
wrong. We've got to start bringing our folks home," said Sen.
Harry Reid of Nevada, in
remarks that portend a struggle
if, as expected, Bush announces
plans later this week for an
increase in troop strength of
20,000.
Another senior Democrat,
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, said
one option under consideration
would be for lawmakers to vote
on denying the use of funds for
any increase in the U.S. deployment. Officials said late
Monday
night
that
the
Massachusetts Democrat was
preparing legislation that would
require Congress to approve the
deployment of more troops, and
was hoping for a roll call on the
topic swiftly — before any
increase is implemented.
More broadly, Reid signaled
that Bush's expected call for an
additional $100 billion for the
war would receive close scrutiny from newly empowered
Democrats.

"We have a platform we didn't have before, Leader Pelosi
and I, and we're going to ...
focus attention on this war in
many different ways." said
Reid. Speaker Nancy Pelosi, DCalif.. suggested over the weekend using Congress' power of
the purse to restrain any troop
buildup.
More than 3,000 U.S. troops
have lost their lives in Iraq in a
war nearing the end of its fourth
year, and many Democrats
attribute their success in last
fall's elections to public opposition to the conflict.
The election results, combined with an assessment by the
bipartisan Iraq Study Group that
the situation in Iraq was "grave
and deteriorating.** coincided
with Bush's effort to begin work
on a revised policy.
He is expected to make a
nationwide televised address on
the issue on Wednesday. Several
officials have said one leading
option for Bush is a so-called
"surge- in troop strength, in
which about 20,000 troops
would be added to the force
already in place, in hopes that
sectarian violence can be
quelled.
The debate over the war has
overshadowed the early days of
the new Democratic-controlled
Congress and a politically
potent domestic agenda that
leaders had planned.
The Senate began debate
Monday on legislation to toughen ethics rules.
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Kostiallitnirief
Man sentenced to five years for
threatening letter
FRANKPURT. Ky (AP) — An inmate who pleaded guilts to
mailing former Gov Paul Patton a threatening lever was sasienixd
to five years in prison Monday
U.S. District Judge KM= Caldwell also ordered Aaron Rivers.
34, to spend three years on supers isod release and mimed lom in
pay a S100 special assessment. according to the U S alannsey's
office.
Last October. Rivers pleaded guilty to sending Nam a lam isi
November 2003 that said."ANTHRAX. Die Amencan
Rivas, who once lived in central Kamicky. piesiled /inky sn a
count of mailing a threatening communication He was indicted iii
2004 but underwent at least two evaluations related to the charges
Parton. who left office in December 2010 was unharmed tis the
mailing

Seminary president out of intensive
care after surgery
LOUISVILLE. Ky t API - R. Albert Mohler Jr president ot the
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary. was released Monday from
the Intensive care unit at Baptist East Hospital. a school offk. JAI said
Monday.
Mohler. 47, an outspoken evangelical leader, was adnutted to the
ICU Friday to treat blood clots that developed in his lungs after Inc
underwent abdominal surgery to remose scar tissue from a 19140.
operation
Mohler was hospitalized Dec 27 after experiencing abdominal
pain.
Russell D. Moore, dean of the School of Theology and senior
vice president for academic administration at the seminary, said in
a written statement that Mohler is in good spirits following a diffi
cult weekend.
"He looks strong. is in remarkably good pints and is even crack
ing jokes,- Moore said. "He has a stack of books and articles in his
bed along with a massive number of highlighters, so the Albert
Mohler I know is back."
Mohler has been the seminary's president for 14 sears
He also hosts a radio program carried by about ht) stations across
the country that focuses on moral, political and cultural issues from
an evangelical Christian perspective.

DNA helps identify skull as man
missing for 26 years
Photo provided

A SPECIAL GUEST: Lance Cpl. Justin Collier of the
United States Marines visited eighth grade students in
Richard Todd's history class recently. He talked to the students about the war in Iraq and let students ask questions
they'd like to know about the war or about the Marines. "It
was great for the students to be able to ask any questions
about things they are interested in and Mr. Collier was a
great role model for the students." Todd said. Pictured
above, Collier greets eighth grade student James Slater.

LEDBETTER' Ky. (AP) — The skull of a darn builder from
western Kentucky who was missing for 26 years was positively
identified using DNA evidence, officials said.
The skull, found along the Ohio River in July 2005, was that of
Oliver Jewell Paris of Smithland. Livingston County Coroner left
Armstrong said.
Paris was reported missing from a towboat on Aug. 26, 1980,
while working on the Smithland Lock and Dam project, just upriser from Smithland. Ingram Barge Co. workers found the skull while
dredging the river.
The FBI took a DNA sample from a family member and matched
it with DNA from the skull. Armstrong said.
"We are very glad we can bring closure to the family."
Armstrong said.
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Women
at Work
Throughout history, women have found ways to be the
unofficial speakers in their own houses, so to anyone who
doubts the credibility of Representative Nancy Pelosi as THE
Speaker of the House and third in line for presidential succession, all I can say is, "Get over it."
Why; in the United States of America for goodness sakes,
it should be considered revolutionary for a
woman to earn a position of political
power is baffling. Even more puzzling,
however, is why it has taken so long.
For those who need a quick review,
women in the United States were not
granted the right to vote until 1920. Ahead
of America in women's suffrage were Australia. Finland, Norway, Denmark, Iceland,
Canada, Netherlands, Austria, Estonia, GerMain Street many, Hungary, Ireland, Kyrgyzstan, Latvia,
By Constance
Lithuania. Poland, Russian Federation, UnitAlexander
ed Kingdom, Belarus, Belgium, LuxemLocal
bourg. New Zealand. Sweden and Ukraine.
Columnist
Scary, isn't it, so many countries considered not as "advanced" as the U.S. beat us
to the ballot box?
The push for suffrage in America dates all the way back
to 1776, when Abigail Adams wrote to her husband, John,
pressing him to "remember the ladies" as the Constitution
was being formulated. By the time ratification rolled around
in 1787, voting qualifications were left up to the states. One
by one, women lost the right to vote in all but New Jersey;
and in 1807. the Gaiden State jumped on the bandwagon
and prohibited women from voting too.
Even today, one does not have to look far to see women
under-represented in countless ways. At work, women earn
less on the dollar -- about 76 cents to the full monty for
the men. Males are CEOs in overwhelming numbers; out of
500 CEOs in the Fortune 500, only ten are women. In the
Fortune 10(X). 20 females rule the corporate roost. With the
college enrollment rate of women outpacing that of men
70.4 per cent to 66.5. perhaps there will be some increases
in the future, but baby, we have a long way to go.
The statistics are just as dismal closer to home. Kentucky
is 48Ath out of 50 states in the number of women serving
in elected offices, according to the Center for American
Women in Politics. Things are looking up as of last week,
however, with three Kentucky women heading statehouse
committees in this legislative session. The trinity is comprised of Kathy Stein of Lexington. Louisville's 1011i Jenkins,
and South Shore's Tanya Pullin.
Ms. Stein heads the Judiciary Committee; Ms. Jenkins,
Licensing and Occupations: and Ms. Pullin. Seniors, Military
Affairs and Public Safety.
The landscape tor local women is a bit brighter, with
women well-represented on the Chamber of Commerce and
on the Murray State University Board of Regents. With Marilyn Buchanon as chair and Beverly Ford, vice chair, the
board totals II. with 6 women. Looking around at other
leadership positions, females are less plentiful. The manufacturing companies in town, the hospital and MSU still rely
mostly on white men to steer the course at top levels.
Representative Kathy Stein puts it this way: "Kentucky
remains a bastion of the good old boy network."
For more information on the status of women in Kentucky, visit the site of the Kentucky Commission on Women
at http://women.ky.gov/.
Read Main Street online at www.murrayledgercom. Contact the columnist at constancealexander@newwavecomm.net .
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House Dems & Ethics Reform
When one is "converted,"
people look for changes in
behavior that testify to a
transformation of heart and
mind.
The new House Democratic majority has announced its
"conversion" on matters of
institutional and individual
ethics. Now
comes the
watching
and waiting
to measure
the depth
of their
sincerity.
Initial signs
leave room
Cal's
for cautious
Thoughts optimism,
By Cal Thomas or pesSyndicated
simism,
Columnist
depending
on one's faith, in people who
have created the problem to
provide the solution. Liken it
to how much trust one
might place in an embezzler
who is put in charge of
bank security, or a serial liar
who is asked to devise an
honor code.
House Democrats touted
their ethics reform package,
which, among other things,
requires lawmakers to attach
their names to the "earmarks," also known as
"pork," they slip into spending and tax measures. In
addition, members would be
required to reveal if they
have any personal interest in
the measure.
Suspicion as to whether

Democrats, who have long
engaged in bipartisan pork
barrel spending with Republicans, are serious about going
on the wasteful spending
wagon were quickly raised
when Charles Rangel (DNY), the new chairman of
the House Ways and Means
Committee, said, "You have
to assume that everything we
have done is subject to a
revisit. . These things are
not locked in cement."
The earmark legislation is
also tied to the Democrats'
proposed "pay as you go"
rule that would keep the
House from adding to the
deficit with new tax cuts or
entitlement spending without
offsetting them with spending
cuts or tax increases. Republicans see that as stealth tax
hikes.
The New York Times
reported that the earmark
measure "could prevent the
kind of corruption that led
to several big scandals in
recent years, including former
Representative Randy Cunningham's sale of earmarks
to government contractors for
cash, gifts and campaign
contributions."
Not exactly.
According to Citizens
Against Government Waste
(CAGW), which has published a "Guide to Earmark
Reform," "Projects such as
digitization of Department of
Defense manuals, which
helped land former Rep.
Randy "Duke" Cunningham

in jail, would not require
sponsor identification because
the funds were directed to
DOD, not a specific company. In that situation, the
company that eventually
received funding for the
project had bribed Cunningham."
This is not the only
potential loophole in the
ethics rules change. "The
ultimate goal of earmark
reform," says CAGW,
"should be the elimination of
all pork-barrel projects from
the federal.budget." That is
not likely to happen, so
CAGW proposes the ultimate
in transparency and accountability in order to reduce the
number and overall cost of
such projects.
The new House rule
defines a congressional earmark as a "provision or
report language included primarily at the request of a
Member, Delegate, Resident
Commissioner, or Senator
providing, authorizing or recommending a specific
amount of discretionary
budget authority, credit
authority. or other spending
authority for a contract, loan
guarantee, grant, loan authority or other expenditure with
or to an entity, or targeted
to a specific State, locality
or Congressional district,
other than through a statutory or administrative formula
driven or competitive award
process."
Clear now?

CAGW says the House
definition of an earmark falls
short in two ways. In addition to the one mentioned
above regarding the Pentagon
and Randy Cunningham. "It
omits projects earmarked for
more than one state and
those designated for federal
agencies."
"For example, the fiscal
2006 Agriculture Appropriations Bill includes $6,435,000
for wood utilization research
in Alaska, Idaho. Maine,
Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, North Carolina, Oregon, Tennessee, Washington
and West Virginia. The
House rules would not
require the identification of a
sponsor of this earmark."
Republicans will have little credibility advocating that
these or tougher rules be
placed in cement. They have
been at the spending trough
as much as Democrats. Neither will President Bush have
much influence calling, as he
has, for spending reforms,
since he has refused to veto
a single spending measure.
The Senate this week considers revising its ethics
rules. Don't look for the
"king of pork," Robert Byrd
(D-WV.) to take the antipork pledge. That would be
like asking Britney Spears to
"convert" to responsible
behavior. Any real reform
will be up to "we the people." A good beginning can
be found in the CAGW
guide.
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Obituaries
James H. Phillips

Robert Brown Van Dere.k

am warm

The tuneral for James H. Phillips was Monday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Brown Funeral Home. Clinton. Rev. Stan Waldon and Rev
Aaron Dowdy officiated. Burial was in the Oakwood Cemetery,
Mr. Phillips, 92, Clinton. died Saturday. Jan. 6. 2007, at
Dyersburg Regional Medical Center.
A retired principal of Hickman County High School. he was
inducted into the Hall of Fame in Crittendon County, Murray State
and Kentucky State Athletic Association. He was a member of
Clinton United Methodist Church.
Preceding him in death were his wife, Effie Kimbell Phillips, one
sister, Betty Robinson and one brother, William Charles Phillips. He
was the son of the late James William Phillips and Katherine
Hammond Phillips. Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Vicky P
Taylor, Dyersburg, Tenn.: two granddaughters, Kristen Malone.
Nashville, Tenn.. and Ashley Price, Atlanta. Ga.; two great-grandchildren, Jack and Alli Malone, Nashville.

A pnvate memorial service for Robert Brown Van Dorm Jr. will
be held at a later date. Imes-Miller Funeral Home is in charge of
arrangements.
Mr. Van Doren Jr., U. Murray. died Sunday. /so. 7. 2007, at
10:38 p.m. at his home. He was a member of League City
Medxxint.Born Jan. I. 1943. be was the son of the late Ruben
Brown Van Dorm Sr. and Rosemary Soper Van Doren. One sister,
Vick Van Doren, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Zane Van Dorm. three KIM,
Mark Van Doren and wife, Margie, Bossier City, La.. Randy Taylor
and wife, Lee Ann. Murray, and Russ Taylor and wife, Kim,
Metropolis. Ill.; one daughter. Mrs. Tern Burnson and husband.
Ron, Brentwood, Tenn.; two sisters, Sharon Van Doren, Springfield.
Mo.. and Mrs. Lon Townson and husband, Herb, Arkansas. nine
grandchildren

Glenn Warren. 85. Hardin. died Monday. Jan 1, 3107, at 116
p ni at his home
(oilier Funeral Home. Benton. is in charge of amogeasseets

Eddie Lee WilNaiss

The funeral for Jack Edwards Jr. will be today (Tuesday) at 1
p.m. in the chapel of Coillier Funeral Home, Benton. Kevin
Williams will officiate. Burial will follow in the Walnut Grove
Cemetery, Benton. Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Heart
Association, Kentucky Region, 240 Whittington Pkwy., Louisville,
Ky.. 40222, or International Gospel Hour, P.O. Box 118.
Fayetteville, Tenn., 37334.
Mr. Edwards Jr.. 76, Dogtown Road. Benton, died Sunday. Jan. 7.
2007, at 10:30 a.m. at Vanderbilt University Medical Center.
Nashville, Tenn. A retired traffic engineer for the Kentucky
Highway Department. he was a member of Walnut Grove Church of
Christ. He was the son of the late Jack Edwards Sr. and Nonnie
Covington Edwards.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Edna Fay Morris Edwards; two
daughters, Mrs. Kim Edwards Hunt and husband, Johnny. and Mrs.
Debra Edwards Miller and husband. Donnie. all of Benton; four
grandchildren, RaShae Davis, Murray, Bethany Miller. Pensacola,
Fla., Travis Miller, Hickory, and Laressa Bazzell, Madisonville; five
great-grandchildren, Ashley Bazzell and Gage Bazzell.
Madisonville, Kes lee Miller and Ty Miller. Hickory. and Hiu-lee
Davis. Murray.

The funeral for Eddie Lee Williams will be Wednesday at 10 a.m.
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Rev.
Sammy Cunningham will officiate. Burial will take place at a later
date.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8
p.m. today (Tuesday).
Mr. Williams. 60, Rabbit Creek Road, Buchanan,
Tenn., died Saturday, Jan. 6, 2007, at 1050 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
An Army and Navy veteran, he served during the
Vietnam War. He was a carpenter and a member of the AM VETS.
His wife. Michaela E. Williams. preceded him in death. Born
Dec. 26, 1946, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late
Charles Jefferson Williams and Audrey Maxine Valentine Williams.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Tammy Jean Wilson, Joliet.
III.; one son, Charles Lee Williams. Germany; two sisters, Ms. Rita
Kay Williams. Murray, and Mrs. Paula Jo Burgess, Almo; one brother, Larry J. Williams. Hamlin; two grandchildren, Ronald Arthur
Wilson and Tara Ann Wilson. both of Joliet.

Owen Hodges
The funeral for Owen Hodges will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Danny Herndon and Josh
Herndon will officiate. Pallbearers will be John Brittain. Sam Henry,
C.R. Henry. Kenneth Gcurin. Bill Stubblefield and Harold Phillips.
Burial will follow in the Hicks Cemetery. Visitation will be at the
funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Mr. Hodges. 84. Murray. died Saturday. Jan. 6,2007, at 4:50 p.m.
at his home.
A retired farmer, he was a member of Pleasant Valley Church of
Christ.
Born Aug. 28. 1922, he was the son of the late Jeff Hodges and
Easter Hodges. Also preceding him in death were his twin brother,
Noah Hodges; four brothers. Thomas. Loyd, Woodrow and Rubber
Hodges; four sisters, Dorothy Thompson. Burlene Hodges, Ava
Kiger and Sheltie Hodges; one half brother. V.B. Hodges; and one
niece. Judy Thorn.
Survivors include one sister. Lavelle Hodges; four nephews.
Bobby Hodges and wife. Barbara, and Pat Hodges and wife. Carol,
all of Murray. Larry Kiger, Pennsylvania, and Lonnie Kiger and
wife, Judy. West Virginia; several great-nieces and great-nephews.

Jack Edwards Jr.

1111111111am Hicks Siderhea
A inetnonal service for William Hicks Sisterben will be
assounoed as a later date McCommons Funeral Home. Greensboro.
Ga., is in charge of arrangements Persons may regime, at
www mccommonsfuneradoene.cum.
Mi. Sisterbess, 81. Greensboro. died Saturday. Jan
6.2007. at Piedmont Hospital. Adam& Ga.
He served as a carrier fighter ptica in the United
Navy from 1943 until 1956 during World War II and
the Korean conflict He was a 1943 graduate of
Savannah High School and a 1958 graduate of Georgia Tech with a
degree in industrial engineering He owned and operated Albany
Box Compass and was a member of St John's Episcopal Church.
SAN annAh
Born April 2. 1925. in Chatham County. Ga.. he was the son of
the late Karl Miller Sisterhen and Madge Hicks Sisterhen Also preceding him in death were one daughter. Marcia Lee Sigernen
McIntosh, and one grandson, William D McIntosh
Survivors include his wife. Mrs Martha Belle Hood Sisierhen.
formerly of Murray, Ky.. to whom he was married in 1946. two sons,
Dr Daniel Hall Sisterhen and wife. Chnsta. Alpharetta. Ga., and
Corn. George William Sisterhen, USN ret. and wile, Patricia.
Collierville, Tenn., son-in-law, John McIntosh. Cincinnati. Ohio,
seven grandchildren. Dr. Laura Lee Sisterhen. Dr. Lesley Ann
Sisterhen. Patrick Karl Sisternen. Martha Hood McIntosh. Anne L.
McIntosh, Katie Scott Sisterhen and Alexander McIntosh.

Dennis Earl Merrick

Ihe funeral for Dennis Earl Merrick was Monday at II 71.M in
Schneider Funeral Home, Mt. Vernon. Ind. Rev. Denc Ousley and
Rev. Darrell Eldridge officiated. Burial was in the Bellefontaine
C'emeter!..
Expressions of sympath may be made to Wildcats Remembered.
Caring Bridge. or the Amencan Cancer Society.
Mr. Memck, 54, Mt. Vernon. died Friday. Jan. 5. 2007. at his
home.
Mrs. Peggy Jeanette Chilton
Born March 28. 1952. in Princeton. Ky., he was the son of the late
'The funeral for Mrs. Peggy Jeanette Chilton was Monday at I
p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Gary Knuckles Huell Brandon Memck and Maine Frances Wilson Merrick.
A 1970 graduate of Caldwell County High School. Ky.. be was a
officiated. Burial was in the Pace Cemetery. Hardin.
Mrs. Chilton,64. Chilton Lane. Benton. died Friday. Jan. 5. 2007. 1978 graduate of Murray State University. where he earned his
at 9 p.m. at her home. A homemaker, she was a member of Hardin bachelor and master's degrees in chemistry.
Church of Christ. She was the daughter of the late Lloyd Sills and
He worked as a chemist in Calvert City. Ky. until moving to Mt.
Dorothy Elizabeth Rowlett Sills.
Vernon in 1984 to take a chemist position at General Electric
Survivors include her husband. Ronnie Morris Chilton; two sons. Plastics. In 1990. he left G.E. to won. at ('ountrymark Cooperative
Rick Chilton and Mike Chilton, both of Benton; one brother. Lloyd Inc.. for 17 years of service. He was a member of First Baptist
Claytus Sills. Johnson City. Term.; one sister. Mrs. Betty Jones, Church. serving as treasurer, trustee and Sunday school teacher. He
Humbolt, Tenn.; four grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.
was a member of American Chemical Society and volunteer statistician for the MVSHS Football program.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Kimberly Faye Willie Memck;
Charles (Chuck) Pennington
two children. Cara Lynn Merrick and Brandon Edward Merrick, Mt.
Charles (Chuck) Pennington. 67, Hazel. died Monday. Jan. 8. Vernon; mother-in-law. Mrs. Faye Willie. Kirksey. Ky.; one brother,
2007, at 4:33 p.m. at Vanderbilt Medical Center, Nashville, Tenn.
Mark Willie and wife. Mitzie. and two nephews. Matthew and Ricky
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrange- Willie. all of Benton, Ky.
ments.

U.S. airstrike in Somalia targets embassy bombers
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COMMUNITY
Make a Difference Day planned
at Stewart Stadium on Saturday%

'New Year,
New You'
by MWC
Each year, for one hundred
years, the Murray Woman's
Club has provided countless
community service hours and
dollars to the Murray/Calloway
County community.
If you are a local woman
interested in making wonderful friends, learning new things,
and having lots of fun while
contributing service to youi.
Murray
the
community,
Woman's Club would like to
invite you to "New Year, New
You".
There is no charge to attend
this fun and informational meeting.
The evening will consist of
representatives of spas, makeup, diet programs, massage,
hair, nail and tanning salons,
nutrition programs, exercise
programs, and fun games. You
will be able to visit and talk
each
representative,
with
receive samples, and win lots
of great door prizes.
A sampling of vendors are
as follows:
Beauty Control, Curves,
Dinh's Martial Arts America,
Essential Day Spa, Illusions
Salon, Kneaded Touch, Lia
Sophia, Mary Kay Cosmetics,
The Wellness Center, and Murray Laser.
"New Year, New You" will
be held at 7 p.m.. Thursday
at the Murray Woman's Club
building, 704 Vine Street.
Any interested woman is
invited to attend, and bring a
friend.
For more information, call
Sandra Whittenberg. 436-5755.

The Resource Centers of Murray and!
Calloway County will host the 59th Mak.;
A Difference Day on Saturday from 9
to I p.m. at the Murray State Universitt
Stewart Stadium.
7:4
Items to be recycled are paper and cardF;
board (please box, bundle or bag); alai
minum cans; eyeglasses; tin cans; plastifi
and glass; used motor oil; ink jet caq
tridges; cell phones; used clothing; old come
lo's
puters but there is a limit of two computDatebook ers per carload.
For more information call Rita Burtod
By Jo Burkeen
at 759-3549.
Community
Editor

Delta Department will meeS

Delta Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Wedne
day at 1 p.m. at the club house with Jimmie Joyce, directc15
of Hospice Program at Murray-Calloway County Hospital, Al;
.
:
speaker. Hostqses will be Karon Olson and Edna McKinne.Photo provided

Pictured at a recent meeting of the Calloway County Genealogical Society are, from left,
Susan O'Neill, treasurer, Shirley Brown, secretary, Barbara Moore, president, and Ruth Cole,
program chairman.

Local genealogical society holds meeting
Calloway County Genealogical Society held its December meeting at Ryan's Steak
House.
A discussion on the routes
that the early settlers used to
reach Kentucky were discussed.

The society will meet Satw-day at 11 a.m. at the Garden Gate Cafe, Ky. Hwy. 94
East, Murray.
Members are asked to bring
a copy of the families that
they are researching to be

reviewed and discussed.
The meeting is scheduled
at Garden Gate as the Calloway County Public Library
will be closed for inventory.
All members and interested
persons are invited

Start year right by recycling household waste
It's a new year, so why
not make
it your resolution to
recycle
some of
your
household
waste. Taking recyclable
Extension waste to a
community
Notes
recycling
By
center
or
La Dawn Hale
Calloway County putting
recyclable
Extention Agent
for Family & items out
for collecConsumer
tion is one
Sciences
of the

ovistrnos Bills Got You Down? ,
tiffskunicE NOW WITH

'
TN. ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION

most important environmental
efforts you can make.
Recyclable waste is anything that can be collected
and remanufactured into new
products. For example, steel
food cans are used to make
appliances, auto parts and
construction beams. Aluminum cans can become
new soda cans and house
siding. Paper can be turned
into new paper, building
insulation and packaging.
Plastic bottles and milk jugs
are made into lawn furniture,
can liners. plastic lumber
and pots for plants. Glass
containers are used to make
decorative tiles, paving material and new glass packaging.
You might also make a
new year's resolution to buy
items that are made from
recycled content. This is
called "closing the loop" on
the recycling process. Items
made from recycled content
have gone full circle, from
recycling bin to manufacturer
to the marketplace and back

to your house.
Recycled-content items are
not difficult to find. Some
items will always have recycled content; including food
cans, glass bottles and jars,
and most paper products. But
don't stop at that. Look for
out-of-the-ordinary items that
have recycled content,
including carpet, reusable
shopping bags and furniture.
From start to finish, the
recycling process helps
reduce the burden on landfills, conserve natural
resources, save energy,
reduce greenhouse gas emissions and reduce emissions
of air and water pollutants.
Make recycling your goal
this year — and every year.
For more information,
contact the Calloway County
Cooperative Ertension Service. Educational programs
of the Cooperative Extension
Service serve all people
regardless of race, color,
age, sex, religion, disability
or national origin.

Ida Patrick - Deborah Moreland • Recta Hobby • Richard Reed
408 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY 42071 • 270-753-7665
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Post 6291 to meet Thursday
Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars of Murray is scheduled to meet Thursday at 7 at the headquarters of Murray
State University Reserve Office Training Corps inside the Trio
complex of the campus off North 16th Street. For information
contact David Foley at 753-5822.

Lodge 592 will meet Thursday
Woodmen of the World Lodge 592 will meet Thursday at
6 at Ryan's Family Steakhouse.

Veterans

will be given assistance

Veterans and their families will be given free counseling
and assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits
Wednesday from 9 a.m. to noon at the National Guard Armory.
Highway 121 North, Murray. Ron McClure, regional field representative of Kentucky Department of Veterans Affairs, will
give the assistance. For information call 1-877-812-0840.

United Way will honor Rouse
The United Way of Murray-Calloway County will host a
reception today from 4 to 5:30 at the George Weaks Community Center to recognize Alice Rouse for her work as past
United Way Campaign Chair and 2000 chair of the board of
directors, according to Peggy Billington, executive director of
United Way of Murray-Calloway County. Billington said "this
is an open invitation to everyone who would like to recognize
Rouse for everything she has done for our community and
please stop by to show your support."

Dexter meeting tonight
Dexter town meeting will be tonight at 6 at the Dexter
Center. Hot dogs and chili will be served. All area residents
are urged to attend.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet tonight at 7 at Taco John's
as the Calloway Public Library is closed for inventory. For
information call Pat at 809-3809.

Two meetings scheduled
Discipline Committee of Calloway County High School
Based Decision Making Council will meet today from 3:30 to
4:30 in room 811 of the school. On Wednesday at 3:45 p.m.
the Council will meet in the media center of CCHS.

Bingo play at Knights of Columbus
The Knights of Columbus sponsor Bingo each Tuesday from
6:30 to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd.. Murray, KY
42071. Funds from the Bingo help support local, national anrj
international charities. For more information call 293-7061.

Eastern Star Chapter will meet

Kailee Shea Winfrey

112 N

Mr. and Mrs. Barry Winfrey of Housman Street, Mayfield,
are the parents of a daughter, Kailee Shea Winfrey, born on
Wednesday. Dec. 27, 2006, at 7:31 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed 6 pounds 15 ounces and measured 20
1/2 inches. The mother is the former Leah Sims.
Grandparents are Buddie and Vickie Winfrey of Mayfield,
Rhonda Sims of Sedalia and Louis Sims of Murray.

Cr of
111th • Murray • 970.75947SO
www.cainpbefirealty corn

Openings For New Clients
Are you experiencing

Hearing Aid Problems?

Individual, Small Business & Farm Returns
Limited Openings • Coll Now!

753-6069

Taxes by Joyce, Inc.
917 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY 42071

Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star will
meet tonight at 6:30 at the Masonic Hall.

Al-Anon meeting tonight
Al-Anon will meet tonight at 7:30 at First United Methodist
Church. Please enter from the southside rear door located near
the playground. The only requirement is that there be'a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

IAAP plans computer class at meeting
Murray Chapter of International Association of Administrative Professionals (IAAP) will have its monthly meeting today
at 5 pin room 209 of the business building at Murray State
University. The class will be on computer shortcuts and any new or interesting tidbits that have come up in the last year
in excel and word programs. Conducting the session will be
Dr. Andy Batts. A short question and answer period will follow. For more information regarding IAAP contact Marion
Hale. president, at 809-2387.

Angel Alert issued by center
An Angel Alert has been,issued for a reliable vehicle for
a single mother of three children has been issued by the Calloway County Family Resource Center. Any person having a
vehicle to donate call the center at 762-7333.

All returns flied electronically.

Athletic Hall of Fame banquet planned

PS.S.

We service and repair most brands of
hearing aids ... regardless of where you
purchased your aid. See us for ...
Better Quality' Better Service Better Prices
Call 270-753-8055

STONE-LANG CO.
MEDICAL PRODUCTS CENTER

210 South 12th Street• Murray
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The Murray State University Athletic Hall of Fame banquet
will be Friday. Jan. 19. The reservation deadline is Monday:
Being inducted this year are Dennis Jackson, football and track
(1960-1964); Gary Stephens, rifle (1984-1988); Tony Wretlund,
men's tennis (1985, 1987-1989); Jill Doty, women's track &
volleyball (1988-1993); Ronald (Popeye) Jones, men's basketball (1989-1992): and Jessica Widman, women's golf (19%2000). For reservations contact Crystal Morrow, administratil,c
assistant, department of athletics, MSU, at 809-3746.
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It's Baaaaack
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EDGAR'S STYLE OF BASKETBALL BACK IN ACTION

ut-

MICHAEL DANN I Ledger & Times

Calloway County's Sam Butts (15) dives on the floor for a
turnover against Graves County's Keisha Starks in the second
half Tuesday at Jeffrey Gymnatsum.

Lady Lakers
can't cool off hot
shooting Graves
a
t
of
of
is
ze

er
ts

DORAN'S 22
POINTS DOES
IN CALLOWAY
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
Every day is a winding road,
according to some lyrics coined
by Sheryl Crow.
But Scott Sivills can take solace in knowing that if each day
is a winding road, at least there's
something that can be learned while
you're out there.
The Lady Laker head coach
won't call Monday night's 49-31
loss to Graves County at Jeffrey
Gymnasium a letdown. Instead, he
puts most of the onus on himself.
After playing Marshall County
to a two-point thriller on Saturday night, Calloway returned home.
where the Lady Laker% only mus-

tered 11 second-half points against
the Lady Eagles in First Region
action.
"No excuses. It all starts with
me, down to the very bottom,"
Sivills said. -We looked sharper
in warm-ups tonight than we did
for four quarters in the basketball
game.
"We weren't assertive on defense
or offense. When you do that
against a top-caliber team in the
region like Graves County, you're
going to get beat by 20, like we
did tonight."
Jessica Doran had a game-high
22 points for Graves County, including a balanced effort with six
points in each quarter, with the
exception of the second, where she
had just four. Mallory Clapp added
13, including 10 in the second
quarter. where Graves County built
a 25-20 halftime lead.
See CCHS 28

BCS TITLE GAME

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
There was a familiar face and a
familiar scene developing on the Racers' home court on Monday night.
Much to the chagrin of Murray State
fans, though. it didn't involve their team
or their head coach.
Just like with his past MSU teams.
former Racer head coach Scott Edgar
used his unique brand of basketball to
wreak havoc, as his young and improving Southeast Missouri State squad took
it to the Racers in a 96-85 final in
front of 2.777 at the Regional Special
Events Center.
All the brashness and self-confidence
of an Edgar-coached team was on display for the full 40 minutes last night,
and it was all the Racers could do to
keep up.
A decisive 174 run midway through
the second half, combined with a pair
of career nights from junior forward Brandon Foust and reserve guard Johnny
Hill, were enough for the suddenly hot
Redhawks t6-ll. 4-4 OVC), who have
now won three straight after a six-game
losing streak.
"They're starting to look like my
teams. It has just taken a while," said
Edgar of his first Southeast squad. "It
really reminds me an awful lot of my
first year here, even to the fact that
we went 30 days in one stretch without winning a game. My first year here.
I started 3-3 and went 30 days without a win."
It's been far from 30 days since the
Racers 17-9, 5-31 got their last win, but
it perhaps seemed that way to first-year
MSU head coach Billy Kennedy after
watching his ballclub allow the Redhawks to shoot 47.5 percent (29-of-61)
from the floor, including 52 percent
I3-of-25) in the second half and 43.5
percent (10-of-23) for the game from
the 3-point line.
"Obviously, we ended up playing a
style of play that was in the best interest of SEMO," Kennedy noted. "They
did a really good job of attacking us
off the dribble, and we couldn't handle their guards, nor could we handle
Foust."
Edgar's up-tempo style — patterned
after his stints as an assistant under
former Arkansas coach Nolan Richardson and current Tennessee coach Bruce
Pearl — proved to be too much for

SCOTT NANNEY

Ledger & Times

Murray State guard Ed Horton drives in for a layup attempt past the
defense of Southeast Missouri State's Brandon Foust (1) during the Racers' 96-85 OVC loss to the Redhawks and former coach Scott Edgar on
Monday night at the RSEC.
the Racers, who are better suited to
playing a more conventional style, especially with a hobbled Shawn Witherspoon in the lineup.
Witherspoon — still suffering the
effects of a broken bone in his left foot
— mustered just six points and four
rebounds on 3-of-5 shooting in 21 min-

utes of action. And the quicker anti
more athletic Redhawks took advantage.
led by Foust's 23 points on 9-of-1?
shooting. The 6-foot-6 junior also had
nine rebounds, two assists, one block
and one steal in 31 minutes of action
"I told Brandon Foust that he prob-

Chomps!! Old habits hard to break
II See MSU 2B

GATORS MAKE HISTORY

.t

WITH DUAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
GLENDALE, Ariz. (AP) —
Florida football coach Urban Meyer
stood in the basketball team's locker room last April in Indianapolis, watching Joakim Noah and his
teammates celebrate a national
championship.
The experience was educational.
And motivational.
"I didn't win it, but I sat in
that locker room after the game,
and that re-energized, refocused,
re-everything the passion you had
for coaching and trying to reach
the pinnacle of college football,"
Meyer said.
Meyer witnessed his players frolic in similar fashion Monday night.
Florida became the first program to hold football and men's
basketball titles at the same time
with a 41-14 romp over top-ranked
Ohio State on Monday night.
Call it the Gator Slam.
The basketball team won its
first championship in April, beating UCLA 73-57. The football
team claimed its second title —
the Gators also won in 1996 —
with similar ease, using stifling
defense and creative offense to
Upend the Buckeyes in the RCS
championship game.
"How do I compare them? Both
have confetti landing on my head,"
athletic director Jeremy Foley said.
"I couldn't believe it in April; I
can't believe it now. We're just
going to enjoy this. Obviously,
it's tremendous achievement. It's
the football team's turn to celebrate"

LADY RACERS REVERT TO OLD WAYS IN LOSS TO SEMO

to this game were rebound- 62 percent. That just can't ing the ball all evening. Senior
By SCOTT NANNEY
happen. You can't do that forward Joi Scott had 19
Much like when Tiger Woods Sports Editor
ing and defense.
held all four golf majors — he
"Our defense was poor in against anybody and be suc- points on 6-of-13 shooting.
The 2006-07 season has
but the rest of the team corndidn't win all of them in the same been one of change for the the second half. We just let cessful," she added.
The Lady Racers unchar
them come down the middle
year, so it was dubbed the -Tiger Murray State Lady Racers.
•See RACERS 2B
Slam" — Florida may have an asterReverting from their past with layups. We let them shoot acteristically struggled shootisk next to its latest accomplish- downtrodden form, the Lady
ment..........
Racers started their current
Nonetheless, only six Division campaign charting a new
1 schools — including Florida and course, entering Monday's
Ohio State — have won champi- Ohio Valley Conference showonships in the NCAA's two mar- down for first place against
quee sports. But none of those rival Southeast Missouri State
had come closer than eight years with a perfect 6-0 mark in
apart — until now. The others are league play.
Maryland, Michigan. Michigan
But Murray (9-4, 6-1 OVC)
State and Syracuse.
seemingly reverted to its old
"That's why we're the best," form against the Redhawks
said Mike Peterson, a former Gators (11-4, 6-1), who held a prelinebacker and current Jacksonville viously high-flying Lady
Jaguars star. "I'm not going to Racer offense to just 36.7
apologize for us being good any- percent shooting, including a
more."
21.1-percent effort from 3Florida players and coaches said
point range, while taking it
they were barraged by wishes from to the MSU defense on the
friends, family and fans who want- other end of the court.
ed them to match what the basSonya Daugherty had a
ketball team did last year.
big night for Southeast, leadMeyer heard the same stuff.
ing four players in double
"A couple thousand times," he figures with 19 points on 7said. "I say, 'Sure, let's go do of-9 shooting from the floor.
it."
Guards Tarina Nixon and
They did.
Ashley Lovelady added 14
"I got to experience Billy Dono- and 12 points, respectively.
van's crew win a championship," while center Lachelle Lyles
Meyer said. "I walked away say- had her way with the Lady
ing there is a bunch of young Racers in the post, grabbing
people in there doing it the right
18 rebounds while capping the
way and they can say they're the double-double with 10 points.
SCOTT NANNEY I Ledger A TITIOS
best at what they do. I just walked
Murray State was out- Lady Racer guard Alaina Lee (20) passes ahead to a teammate as Southeast
into the (football) locker room and rebounded 41-27.
Missoun State's Ashley Loyelady (1) looks on during Murray State's 67-61 loss
they are doing the same thing."
"We didn't come out
the Redhawks on Monday night. Lee had 10 points on lust 4-of-12 shooting
to
aggressively." said MSU head
II See BCS 28
coach Joi Felton. -The keys as the Lady Racers shot only 36.7 percent for the contest
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From Page 1B
Although Ohio State's Ted
Gum Jr. returned the opening
kickoff 93 yards for a touchdown, the Gators responded
with five scores on their first
five possessions.
Three different players lined
up at quarterback, freshman
Petty Harvin made Ohio State
defenders looks slow, and defensive ends Derrick Harvey and
Jarvis Moss dominated their
matchups and put constant pressure on Heisman Trophy winner Troy Smith. Heck, even
Qhris Hetland made two field
goals after missing nine of 13
this season.
Maybe it was "the year of
the Gators," as former Florida
coach and current South Carolina coach Steve Spurrier predicted after Moss blocked a
game-winning field goal attempt

to stave off defeat in Gainesville
in November.
"It's a great accomplishment
to win both," defensive tackle
Clint McMillan said. "It's going
to make it just crazy on campus."
The first person to put the
pressure on the football team
was Noah. As he held up the
national championship trophy
during the team's return reception in Gainesville the day after
winning it all, Noah shouted
to a large crowd: "I love you!
Let's do it in football now!"
that
Meyer
remembers
moment well.
"I'll never forget that,"
Meyer said. "(I said), 'OK,
man, I'm with you. Let's go."
Meyer later had the basketball players judge a dunk contest for the football players.
He also had Donovan address
the football team.

NIurray Ledger & Times

Jurich will move swiftly
to replace Petrino

SPONSORED BY STUART ALEXANDER

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)- numerous jobs even as he took
Tom Jurich no longer sees the the program to unprecedented
Louisville football program as heights, a little stability would
just another rung for a young be a nice change.
Never one to take his time
coach making his way up the
ladder.
when making a major hire.
"This job has really evolved Jurich said he expects to have
into a special job," Jurich said. a new coach in place as early
So rather than flip to the as Tuesday. The Louisville Athhottest names in his quickly letic Association board of direcexpanding Rolodex after for- tors' personnel committee
mer head coach Bobby Petri- scheduled a meeting for Tuesno left to coach the Atlanta day afternoon in case Jurich
Falcons on Sunday night, the reaches an agreement with a
Louisville athletics director said candidate. Any new hire must
Monday he's looking for a coach be approved by the commitwho views the Cardinals as tee.
Jurich wouldn't name spemore than a steppingstone.
"I want consistency and sta- cific candidates, saying only
bility, and I want somebody who "you all know the names that
has an incredible amount of are going to be involved. It's
integrity," Jurich said. "That no secret."
And unlike previous coachwould probably be my top priority. ... I want somebody who ing searches. Jurich won't lack
for options. Whomever he hires
wants to be here."
And after four years of will take over a program that
watching Petrino flirt with went 12-1 this season.

Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 • MU HWY 121N. BYPASS• MURRAY,KY
.con.
$13Mur
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Monday's mores
By The AseedWied Poses
PREP BASKETBALL
Bon Ilebelbell
Beectiwood 58. Sellsvue 49
Bowling Green 77, Logan Co. 49
Carlisle Co 84, Ballard Memonsl 42
Elliott Co 97, Fleming Co 59
Franidort 74, Lou Brown 73, OT
Henry Co 70. Carroll Co BO
Hentage Academy 71, Calvary Chnsean

ss
Lee Ctinstian 86. Model 59
Lmngslon Contra188, Foil Campbell 61
Lou Holy Cross 71, Lou Portland
Christian 52
Silver Grove 86 Dayton 47
Villa Madonna 47, Ludlow 45
Whiteheld Academy 77 Lou St Francis
35
Girls Basketball
Australian National Team 79. Mercer
74
Co
Berea 46 Williamsburg 43
Boone Co 65. Scott 23
Breckeindge Co 55 Fort Knox 25
CaldereS Co 77. Ballard Mernonal 38
Central Hardin 84. Hart Co 59
Conner 64, Dixie Heights 37
Corbin 56. Middlesboro 25
Daviess Co 60. Hancock Co 54
East Carter 59. Raceiand 58
Fort Campbell 82, Providence 20
Garrard Co 66. Boyle Co 50
Grant Co 64 Augusta 24
Graves Co 49. Calloway Co 31
Grayson Co 68. Whotesville Trinity 38

CCMS eighth grade
girls stay perfect

AP

Florida quarterback Chris Leak (12) celebrates with the
championship trophy after defeating Ohio State 41-14 at
the BCS National Championship football game in Glendale, Ariz.. Monday.

Staff Report
Pressure defense was the
key for the Calloway County
Middle School eighth grade
girls' basketball team during a
58-19 trouncing of South Marshall on Monday night.
The Lady Lakers, who are
now a perfect 14-0 on the season. used their defensive pressure to force South Marshall
into 16 turnovers in the first
half on their way to a 31-5
halftime advantage.
Averee Fields paced CCMS
with 19 points. Kristin Boggess
followed with 12, while Karlee Wilson tossed in seven and
Kara Smith five. Emily Chrisman had four, Taylor Futrell
three and Alyssa Cunningham,
McKaylon Wilson, Kelsey Gray
and Morgan Smotherrnan two
each to close out the scoring.
Layla Choate and Lindsey
Rucker also played for Calloway but did not score.
CCMS returns to the floor
on Thursday, when they host
crosstown rival Murray Middle.
•In seventh grade action,

23rd Annual

T(D;WOR
BoAistSOUH(
Free Admission

West Kentucky

the Lady Lakers improved to
22-0 with a 45-16 triumph over
South Marshall on Monday.
Wilson was the leading scorer with 11 points, while Neely
Gallimore followed with 10.
Taylor Futrell had eight. Cunningham six, Allison Rogers
four, Lauren Benson three,
Cheyenne Maddox two and
Megan Pittenger one.
•The Lakers' seventh grade
boys' team dropped its contest
to South Marshall by a score
of 36-31 to fall to 7-8 on the
season.
Joe Futrell was the leading
scorer for CCMS with 12 points.
T.J. Elam and Jacob Burkeen
had six each, while Dannis
Seay tossed in three. Nathan
Gream added two, while Jay
Green and Jessie Vaught had
one apiece.
• In eighth grade boys'
action last Thursday. Caloway
defeated Carlisle County 5331.
Shawn Thompson had 17
points to lcad the Lakers. Patrick
Kelly, Kyle Underhill and Tyler
Morton had six apiece, and
Jeremy Pruitt, Blake Maness
and Garrett Schwettman tallied
four each. Brandon Higgins.
Russell Garland and Joe Futrell
rounded out the scoring with
two apiece.
Last Saturday, the Lakers
dropped a 48-37 decision to
University Heights Academy.
Thompson again led CCMS
with 11 points. Underhill tossed
in six, Futrell had five, Pruitt
four, Eric Thurmond three and
Maness, Morton, Kelly and Hig-

From Page 1B
bined for only 16-of-47 shooting from the field. MSU also
had its worst night of the season from 3-point range, hitting only 4-of-19 triples.
Murray was 0-of-12 from
the arc before Amber Guffey
finally connected from long
range with just 1:33 remaining in the second half.
The Lady Racers managed
to slice their deficit all the
way to four points (65-61) on
a trey by freshman Jenny Petrie
with eight seconds left. But
Nixon knocked down a pair
of free throws with only five
ticks to go to end Murray

Regional Special Events Center
Murray, KY(Highway 121, just across from Lowe s)

1110AT.
BOATS
BOATI
Seminar Schedule

P644/
Tackle, ATVs, Fishing
Equipment, GPS,
Motorcycles,
Tourism AND MORE!
SHOW HOURS
Friday 4:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Saturday 10:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Sunday 12:00 - 5:00 p.m.

Kids Area
Fishing Pond

•CCHS

Friday, January 12
5 30 p m
7 00 p rn

How to Ehmnate Ware,.5 Fncl Bass
GPS Technioues Or Successful
Crappe Fsr rg

Dave Stewart

From Page 1B

Patric* Harts

Saturday. January 13
11 00 a m Crappie Fishing
GPS Techniques for Successful
12 30 pm
Crappie Fishing
200 p.m. How to Eliminate Wens & End Bass
Performance Reports for Kentucky
3 30 p.m
and Barkley Latta, Fshenes

Jerry Maupin
Patrick Hans
Dave Stewart
Paul Piste,

5 00 pm

Secrets of Ftedear Fshing

Jack Devor

630 pm

Fun Through Local Diving

Michael Busy

Su

Jnuary 14

12 30 pm CrapPe Fishing
GPS Techniques ft), Successful
200 pin
Crewe Fishing
3 30 p m _Secrets ol %dear Fshing

Jerry Maupin
Patrick Hails
Jack Devor

The Weer Konfixity Bost et Outdoor Show a wombed on parr by
Re NNW

Why/

Grab the Cash CO/Meet
YOU COULD WIN $10,000!

n'
mufray

mama_
EXPLOREKENTUCKYLAKE.COM

Bank

www.WestKyBoatShow.com
For more information call 270-492-6477

Greenup Co 59 Bath Co 30
Greenwood 63. Onto Co. 51
Ironton, Ohio 33. Fairview 31
Jenkris 58. South Floyd 48
Johnson Cilar(41 57, Beery 56
Knott Co Central 60 Hazard 46
LOVOINICO Co 78. Prestonsburg 51
Lax Sayre 31, West ANNINTIMO 25
Lou Assumption 58. Lou MEW as
Lou Atherton 60, Lou Shawnee 19
Lou Christian Academy 57 Lou
Faurdaie 53
Lou Western 70. Eminence 12
Madison Central 62. Median Southern
52
Marion Co 65. Burgin 42
Mason Co 85. Carnpbel Co 56
Muhienberg North 70, Henderson Co
59
North Laurel 47. Esti Co 26
Notre Dame 69, Highlands 42
Owensboro Catholic 50. McLean Co 34
Pendleton Co. 60. Downing 41
Powell Co 63, Owasy Co. 30
Ramo Co. 84, Lewes Co. 42
Russell 72, Elliott Co 40
Russell Co 47 Campbellevae 38
Pyle 47, Beachwood 24
Simon Kenton 63 Trimble Co 33
Spnng Valley W Va 60, Boyd Co 42
Wayne Co 62. McCreary Central 39
West Carter 52 Ashland Mazer 40
Whiteheicl Academy 75. Lou St Francis
39
Whitley Co 54 South Laurel 53
411
Wolfe Co 73 Lee Co 45

•MSU

•Racers

January 12, 13 & 14
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Calloway did hang tough
with the Lady Eagles in the
early going, playing to an 119 first-quarter Graves' lead. In
the first period, there were three
ties, and Calloway had a slim
8-6 lead after a Beth Ross
bucket with 3:02 left to play.
Ross and Kayla Cunningham each had nine points for
Calloway to lead all Lady Laker
scorers. Rachel Adams added six
points and Sam Butts finished
with four. Karra Jones had two
points and Brittany Fox had a
free throw.
Graves built a 10-point (3828) lead after three periods of
play, outscoring Calloway 138. The Lady Eagles went on
to outscore the Lady Lakers
11-3 in the final eight minutes.
"This is a learning experience," Sivills added. "We have
to bounce back with a anoth-

From Page 1B
ably had as big a challenge as
he's ever had in college basketball, because he was playing against everybody's pick
for player of the year. And he
responded," said Edgar. "My
heart goes out to Witherspoon.
He's a warrior. To play with
the pain he's in, he's just playing on heart and guts."
Kennedy admitted that his
star forward was still hurting,
but insisted that his young and
inexperience team needed Witherspoon's leadership on the floor.
"To be honest, he moved
better (Monday) than he's
moved in a long time," the
MSU coach claimed. "He's
fighting and competing for 'us.
We know he's got heart, and
we've got to have him on the
floor. We can't say that about
all of our (guys) right now."
The play of Foust further
exposed the Racers' weakness
on the interior, where a host
of MSU players-Witherspoon.
center Rob Kennedy and forwards Dwayne Paul and George
Fotso - combined for just 18
points and 17 rebounds.
While Foust was having his
way on the interior. Hill and
fellow guards David Johnson
and Roderick Pearson were
wreaking havoc from the
perimeter.

Sadlossit Ms.IS, lbeira IS
SE MISSOURI(641)
Foust 9-17 4-10 23. Rembert 2-5 0-5 4
Johnson 4-12 7-8 18, Person 3-7 101217 Rhodes 2-4 1-2 7, Perry 3-32-2
8, Paradoski 0-2 0-0 0_ Drew 0-1 0-00
Hill 5-8 3-6 16. White 1-1 0-0 2,
Maxwell 0-1 1-21 Totals 29-61 28-47
96
MURRAY ST.(7-9)
Witherspoon 3-5 0-0 6. Kennedy 3-4 12 7 Horton 3-8 0-0 6 Holloway 4-9 1415 24. Caner 6-16 6-9 20 George 3-9
8-12 14. D Thomas 1-2 1-33. Paul 2-6
1-25. Folso 0-3 0-0 0 Tot** 25-62 3143 85
Halftime - Southeast MISSoun Slat,
43-37 3-PoInt Gaels - SE IlMatiouri
10-23(Hal 3-5. Johnson 3-7, Rhodes 22. Foust 1-3, Pearson 1.3, Dm* 0-1,
Paradoski 0-2). Murray St. 4-15
(Carter 2-5, Holloway 2-6 Witherspoon
0-1 George 0-3) Fouled Out - Ha.
Witherspoon
Rembert
Horton
Rebounds - SE Missouri 37 (Foust
9) Murray St. 44 (Caner 7) Altaildi
-SE Missouri 20 (Johnson. Pearson
5) Murray St. 14 Paul Witherspoon
3) Total Fouls - SE Missouri 29,
Murray St. 30 A -2 777

Hill - filling the void left
by former MSU signee Terrick
Willoughby, who was left in
Cape Girardeau as he continues to recover from mononucleosis - came off the bench
for 16 points on 5-of-8 shooting, including a 3-of-.5 effort
from 3-point range.
Johnson was 3-of-7 from
behind the arc while knocking
down 7-of-8 free throw attempts
for 18 points. Pearson scored
most of his points from the
charity stripe, hitting 10-of-12
foul shots for 17 points.
"We had to help (defensively). And when we helped inside,
we had to play some zone."
Kennedy said. "They made some
State's seven-game winning big 3-pointers. The zone helped
streak -the program's longest us for a stretch in the second
since an eight-game streak dur- half, but we were small.
ing the 1988-89 campaign.
We made them shoot perime"We were just real tenta- ter shots, but they made them."
tive, that's the bottom line,"
Murray trailed 43-37 at the
Felton explained. "We just kind halftime break, but rebounded
of stood around and looked to pull to within two (53-51)
for Joi to do something.
on a jumper by Bruce Carter
"We turned down a lot of with 12:27 to play. Carter would
open shots and did things that add another bucket two minwe just haven't done all seautes later to keep the Racers
son. We've got to get back to
close.
doing the things that have gotBut MSU would score only
ten us to this point."
two more points in a decisive
MSU will return to the court
four-minute stretch, helping
on Thursday night at Austin
Southeast build a 15-point
Peay. Game time is 5:15 p.m.
advantage (70-55) with 6:56 left.
at Dave Aaron Arena.
The Racers would get no closer than six the rest of the way.
"We had to have the heart
Edgar
of a
champion,"
explained. "Murray is the OVC
II 14 13 11 - 49
Graves Co
champions until somebody beats
Galloway Co
09 11 08 03- 31
them. ... It's like a heavyGraves Co. (11-7) Doran 22. Al Clapp
weight fight. You can't win a
13. Starks 8, Starks 8. Hopkins 6. A
Clapp. Beach, Harrison. Green. Dowdy,
split decision with the chamSternbndge, Foy. Gamble
pion. You have to have more
FG: 18-30 3-point FO: 3-9 (NI Clapp)
heart, play harder and play betFT: 10-13 Rebounds: 11 Fouls: 15
Calloway
Co. (10-7) Ross 9,
ter."
Cunningham 9. Adams 6 Butts 4 K
Jones 2. Fox 1. Webb Seavers.
Thurmond. Wicker. McCuiston, W
Jones, Govern
FO: 10-27 3-poInt Kt: 0-6 FT: 11-16.
Rebounds: 19 Fouts: 10
.--er tough district game Friday

against Murray. We'll have to
be ready to play, but I'm just
really disappointed in our effort.
I just thought we would do a
lot better tonight coming off
Saturday's game. Getting the
feedback from the kids following the Marshall game was very
positive and upbeat. We just
came out and played a very
flat game."

WI SPONS01111 DTI

Undy Stator
Iliste Wen num Or
ims an ma horn numb,
cavort abd.*
He Mein St.• 753-5841

TV, radio
Today
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN - Arkansas at Florida
ESPN2 - West Virginia at Notre
Dame
p.m.
ESPN - Ohio St at Wiecenson
ESPN2 - LSU at Alabama
NHL HOCKEY
p.m.
VERSUS - Detroit at Colorado

Theedity. Janraars, 9. 111117 •is
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 Ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Murray Calloway County Hospital is currently

NETWORK ADMINISTRATOR

Inking bids on Digital Lougee* end various
Interested

communications items.

parties

should contact Pam Williams* at 270.7113-111111
before COO p.m. on January 12.

PUBLIC FORUM
The Murray Independent School Distnct Local
Planning Committee LPC will meet Tuesday.
January 16. 2007, 6,00 pm and Tiseaday. January
23, 2007, 6:00 pm at the Carter Administration
Building to discuss continuing azulior amending its
current facility plan
A public forum will be conducted at 730 pm on both
evenings for those in attendance to review the
facility plan and ask questions

4

0-2
0,
2,
7

Nan

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray Planning Commission will hold a public
heanng on Tuesday. January 16, 2007 at 6.00 pm in
the council chambers of City Hall located at 104 N
Street to review proposed text amendments to

5th

the toning ordinance as it pertains to residential
Planned Development Projects in an R-2 zone Section 2, Article 2 and Section 3. Article 5

Henry County Medical Center is seeking
a Network Administrator for our
Systems
Department.
Information
Position is responsible for installation,
configuration, and maintenance for all
enterprise LAN/WAN data communications, other applications EMC SAN,
Centers, Microsoft clustering I and server hardware. This position reports
directly to the Director of Information
Systems.
Interested candidates must possess
strong knowledge of multiple network
topologies and protocols including
CISCO routing/switching, static routes,
Ethernet, TCP, DHCP,DNS, WINS, FPT,
VLANS and wireless. Must have a BS
degree in Computer Science or related
field and 5 years enterprise level experience in a distributed networking environment with at least 20 servers.
We provide an excellent benefit and
salary package including health, vision,
dental, and retirement. Interested candidates should send a resume or apply in
person.

All interested persons are invited to attend and par-

Henry County Medical Center

ticipate in this meeting

P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242

If further information is needed, please contact the

731-844-8472

Department of Planning and Engineenng at

cowen@heme-tn.org

762-0330
Richard Vanover, Chairman
Murray Planning Commisaion

St

Equal Opportunity Employer
Liv
City Planner

COMM TER RI ( CHM;
Sattirdal..lantlar 13, 2007
Diffurcuce

HELP WANTED
Home Medical Delivery Tech needed to
set-up and educate patients in the home
with hospital bed, oxygen, etc., full-time
w/benefits.

Slew art Stadittlit
9:04)

uo I

mo

Apply in person:
905 Arcadia Circle, Murray, hl

I edclaily
ma&
,gh the Liiiinininetual and Public Pro'..
aste
net. ()fusion ot
.cy,ling and ‘larl.eting Assi,! •
tidy R‘
Thomas S. led ( oordmator

Now hiring
resident assistants.
Excellent benefits.
Call for interview
270-759-8700

060

Hickory Woods Retirement
Nip Wanted

GET THIS 1X1
Al)FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1914

a

KINDERMUSIK classes starting January
31st for ages (0-3)
a
is
Kindermusik
known
nationwide
music and movement
program. Call Linda
Stalls (270)753-3763.
NOW forming Monday
night 8 Ball league at
Billiards
Breaktime
759-9303
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

prescription
LOST
glasses, black & silve
frames 753-1776

cittovoi
CHILD care center is
now accepting applications for child care
providers to guide children birth through 12
years. Apply at 109
South 15th Street
Murray.
COSMETOLOGIST
opening. MondayFriday. full time with
40Ik. vacation 8 medical benefits. Call
444-8472

cabinet shop
is looking for expenenced help. Must be
dependable, professional and able to lift
heavy objects. Call
270-759-9672 to
schedule an interview

C.N.A.

CUSTOM

Foster Parents
Needed. $35/day to
help a child in need
with excellent foster
parent support. 24
hour cnsis intervention,
and weekly in home
support. Cali NECCO
at 866-306-3226 or
270-898-1293.
Front desk professional wanted with excellent clencal. communication and computer
skills, personable. positive attitude
Experience in real
estate preferred but
not required
Resume to ghunny2Cliaol corn
FULL time help needed. No expenence necessary. Apply in person
7.30-4:30, 8503 U.S
Hwy 68 East. Benton
(Fairdealing)
FULL time position for
with
changer
tire
mechanical knowledge
& ability. Economy Tire
753-8500
FURNITURE & flooring
sales person needed
to float between
departments APO,' in
person at Carpet
World 13395 liwni 641
Puryear, To
(731)498-816 1
HVAC installer KY
license required
Excellent pay, company retirement & matoance Send resume to
PO Box 1040-0,
Murray. KY 42071

Full-time, 6AM-2PM.good working conditions,
pleasant atmosphere. Apply in person at:

Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium View Drive

2002 Ford F-350 diesel
super cab, loaded, plus
extras. 183 000 miles
$19.000
White mower 50' cut
zero turn. new, $2.500
Yard machine lawn
mower, make offer
-72 Mercedes. $2,000
'41 Ford 4dr coupe.
restored
needs
$2.000
New bush hog. $1 500
270-382-2420.
270-727-4055
92 Cougar. V-8, tacit,
sun-roof, new transmission, kG tees,
loaded $2,575 0130
Washer 753-4109

LOCAL truck driving
school needs instructors Need 2 years
OTR expenence Great
for retired drivers! Call
270-519-0925 for into
REWARDING Career
Opportunity
Professional sales
position with excellent
income potential for a
self-motivated, hardworking team player.
Excellent fringe benefits. Complete training
provided. Brtng or mail
resume to: Fleming
Furniture. 3060 Hwy
641 N.. Murray. KY
42071

DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLETCMC, INC.
taking, applir .1
for
for CM. il
111,1
appl

is

hi' 1.110n ii
( had(

Mori+, Dan in
Omani fallow
TRUCK Driver, minimum 3 years COL to
pull mobile homes, no
experience necessary
(270)293-1837 or
(270)753-7975

CLEANING houses is
my business. Call
Linda H. 759-9553.
HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129
HOME daycare in my
home looking for children to come kid
around with usl Great
home environment. 10
miles from Wal-Mart
toward Almo. Give me
a call at 753-7031 or
293-5212.
120
Computers

prom
CINDERELLA
dresses 1 size 4 yellow. 1 size 8 blue $150
each 270-492-8614
ENCLOSED trailer,
7x14, ramp door
$4.000 753-1816
FREE
DISH Network 4-room
system.
Satellite
America's Top 60 channels
only
for
$19 99imo Get your
HBO,
of
choice
Cinemax. Stan. or
Showtime FREE for 3
months FREE OVR or
HO upgrade Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901
HO Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza. Murray to see
our large selection of
HD Televisions
Plasma, LCD. DIP &
CRTs. Brands by'
Toshiba. Sony, LG.
Zenith. & JVC. We
also have a large
selection of entertainment centers & TV
carts. Beasley TV
759-0901

Calloway County
'clonal History &
Family Histon;
Books
759-4938
753-235C

Certified Technician
Service, repairs
759.3558

PLAYSTATION 1 & 2
GAMES Now F.okVtraded at Wood Electronics
on the Court Square
Huge Selection, Great
Prices1 753-0530
TREADMILL $100
obo. total
workout/weight station
$175 otio, New
Wilson's white, leather
motorcycle iacket,
women's L $50. New
brown, fnnged leather
motorcycle iacket and
chaps, fits women M-L
$100 753-7997

r

iligaappliswas

support for homeibusine•..

SELECTION

Want to Buy

-LAN/WAN Network Experts
-Software and Integration

-Internet sites and Marketing
-Phone sy stems - I e Long Distance
- 24 x 7 Affordable Assistance
ww‘t.dcreek.com

V

era;For NEI

OAK Hickory 3 rick
min deb/ $50 rick
Justin Tnpp 293-9569
270

**OWNER
Financing***
No credit chock. 3/313
284. Lot with barn
$4.000 clown. $595
month 3632 Olive
Creek Rd. Benton, KY
42025 Marshall
County. 270-753-1011,
ask for Malcon
***OWNER

Financing***
No credit chock
Mobile home and

lot.

38R 2BA, 133 Joseph

Street, Almo. KY
42020 nice and clean
$4.000 down. 5595
month Calloway
County 270-753-1011
ask for Malcon
***OWNER
Financing***
No credit check.

Mobile home and 1
acre lot. 38R 2BA.
12440 ST RT 94E.
towards lake Murray,
KY nice and clean.
$4,000 down, $595
month. Calloway
County. 270-753-1011,
ask for Gail
1998 Champion 16x80
38R 2BA with appliances. excellent condition 270-489-2525
2 brand new mobile
homes on lots, movein ready, Almo area,
(1) 16)(28 ft. doublewide. (1) 76x16 singlewide Call
(270) 978-0921
99 Champion
Doublewide, 343R, 2bath in Palmersvitle
Tenn $21,900
(270)293-1837
NEW models are here'
All 2006 models must
go!! Get a great deal on
your new home today!'
731-584-9109
NEW Year's
Celebration!' 3813 2BA
SW fireplace, pantry,
dishwasher & much
more with payments
under $350 yr a.c.!!
731-584-4926
REDUCED,
rental
EXCELLENT
property or starter
home 28R with fenced
in 1/2 acre shaded lot
510.300 753-6012
YOUR tax refund gets
you in your new
homew New & preto
models
owned
choose from!!
731-584-9429
Ikon For Runt

USED APPLIANCES
ANTIQUES. Call
753-3633

Larry

CASH paid to,
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S. 12th.
Murray.
GOOD used refngerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters. Used carpeting_ 753-4109
trucks
Call Larry 753-3833
WASTE

oil

wanted

Drum exchange
Maw ID Farms LLC
(270)436-2215

WARD-ELKINS
On ti.' Scitcv, Vi

(270) 753-1713
160
Nsew Furniullap
MATCHING sofa and
loveseat. cream, blue
& txogandy $200
76,Q14I
200

For sale or rent '96
16X80 on 6/10 acre.
rent
$450/month
Rosemary Risner
270-210-4756
NICE 2 BR. no pets
753-9866

Murray. KY 42071

NOW AVAILABLE:
TViu Bednxim S4.'.4

C_able • Washer. Dryer. Rage, 1.)i.fivabci
Retngerator •All Electrk:•CeorraJ Heat Air
• Carpetkeraaut Tar • Paw/1)0,k

18-A 1-1'2 blocks
from MSU $225 plus
pets
No
deposit
References required
759-0632 after 5

Call Joy for details 270 762 1044
Or 270-804-0850
ITN'S 900-648-60%
Some reSintlitins apply

t'alloway Garden/Essex Downs

Apartments

1BR

2-BR, clean, C/H/A.
WAD hook-up, no
pets, references
deposit 641 South
492-8634
2BR apartments available Great location 1
year iease 1 month
deposit, no pets
753-2905
4B13 2BA. all appliances. central KA. Ask
about move-in free
days. Coleman RE
753-9898
CLOSE TO MSU1 Very
nice 2hr. Includes
water all appliances.
lovely covered picnic
area $525,mo
762-0991 559-1164
DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W Large. 2813.
1.5 bath garage, all
C/H/A,
appliances.
water. sewer, and trash
pick-up furnished 1
pet
indoor
small
allowed $675 mo
435-4273 Or 293-7404
FURNISHED 1BR, low
lease
no
utilities,
required, no pets. $245
month 753-3949
LARGE 2BR, quiet
neighborhood, Bambi
Court North. $675
No
month
pets
Available 2/1/07
270-376-2746,
270-841-5653
LARGE 3-4813 loft
apt., $435 month,
located at Bradley
Book Company on
campus. 270-2933710. 270-293-4602
LIKE new. 1BR apt, all
appliances, Brooklyn
in
Available
Dr.
January 270-435-4382
or leave message
UVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
2813 $340 00
3813 $425 00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
75341221

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mum-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4964
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO *1-800-648-6056

1.505 Diuguid

Dnve •

Murray. KY

42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
()M. aid

Two Bedroom

Apartnicnis

Central Hear and Air

Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m..6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
C1'
[
IESPI

Muses For RIel

Supplies

ALL blue A/Thence', Ps
Blue King
Gott bloodline dual
papers 17311225-8776
Pans, TN
DOG Obedience
436-2958

2813 stove refrigerator

Bull puppies

dishwasher,

washer/dryer hook-up,
C1-11A $550 month, 1
year lease, 1 month
deposit No pets
753-2259 or 527-8174
Roommates wanted 2
slots available Only
$200 per month! No
pets Close to campus
761-HOME

LEL.

17 rolls hay. 125 roll
293-9569
2005 Ag Rain 1240
feet 3 nal hose
382-2788, 205-1162

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S Ita St

270-436-54%
270-293-69%

All Real Estate adver
;sect in the newspaper
S subiect to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968. as amended. which makes it de gal to advertise any
preference, kmrtabon
or discnounstion biotic

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE

•inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

OFFICE or retail space
available. 700 to 1,400
sq.ft. 400 N 4th St.
Call Shroat Developer
753-3018
OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905.
293-1480
PROFESSIONAL
office located on 2nd
floor at 309N 4th St
Across from Judicial
Building. Two offices,
waiting room, full bath
and shower Pubic
and private entrances.
Covered parking
space ApProxlmIlifiN
625sq ft $450 per
month plus utilities
759-3954

on race, color. reboot"

sex, or national origin
or an intention to make
any such preference
kmnation, or cliscrim
nation This newspaper
will riot knowir G,.
accept any achrem-tor real estate relict
in violation of the law
Our readers are hereby
that
informed
all
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis
Haley Professional
Appraising
"for Wier rts worth"
,2'Cvt'Cci-4218

111 lit 1

i1111 si•

%its I roc:Mini.
Condit'
( ash or lerms
( all 761-111)‘11
i4631

5 acre latifellia 1
mile west fres Sit
Muffs tonatry
Club, 402.03 f1 of
road frontage.

270-293-0371

5-

$110 per month Newer
homes only 492-8488

.
I i1‘
t. \Nu
Accepting tor consignment sale good, clean
working sports 'gym
equip,isccecc

OR 2bi opts near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109

753-4663

pets allowed 753-8221

IBA apartment Small

I Sumba

Check out the

$100 Deposit
1813 5325

AKC Shih-Tzu. 3

2813 $375

males, reedy Jan 23r

Cal Today!
7534118*.

vet checked

classifieds
at
Www murroyiedger corn

(270)851-8148

UNFURNISHED 1-BR,

close to campus. ideal
for one person, no
pets. available January

I I it:

ill

APARTMENTS
i *so Lines Drive

RED OAKS APTS,

Sports Equipment

(ii

TANGLEWOOD

• Free

LARGE

140

JUNK cars 8

JOB wanted FT/PT
Odd rcibs, light lifting
762-0029

Over 200 lbs of cast
iron weights and bars
with bench $75.
Call 759-9518 or
227-0998, it no answer
leave message.

MOM COMPUTERS
A+

-Fast

Sot* Moms For Salo

CANON Digital Rebel
camera 2 lenses 28135 mm with IS & 1855 mm Like new.
$500 Call for details
Ray or Janet.
270-767-2229

FOE

Madan

Duncan Creek technology
270-489-2666
Gre. Dowd
Computer Support

VISA

3rd 753-5980

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

Moms Par NM

*All Size Units

2813 house, lease 8

Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

ciePoelt required
270-7133-4109

property
Mt deep wetikr dry-k
$700 month 75990.1.
436-5258
2813 take front

753-31153

CLASSIFIEDS

4B • leesday, January 9,2007

For Sob

2 story house, con
structed in 2003, 3 bed
rooms, 2.5 baths on
fenced 14 acres with
pond and pole barn
Call (270)978-1213

{121Aas".
1 to 300 acres. Wes
Owne
Calloway.
financing. 489-2116
leave message.
10-15 acres good
building site, West of
Murray 293-5215 or
435-4738
35 Acres w/ 1/2 mile of
rd front, on the corner
of Nig 80 & 1346.8.7
miles from 641 & 4
miles from Kenlake.
Call 753-1323 ext. 120
for details.

Fekic.

2003 Lincoln Towrycar
Executive.
Silve , C & C Renovation and
loaded. hitch receive, Remodeling.
excellent
condition, We care about your
96K, 511,500 080, new home. Home repairs,
roofing,
additions,
tires
&
brakes
decks, floor repair &
(270)753-7612
coverings. siding.
500
"FREE ESTIMATES"
limbs
Call (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
2000 Red Ford F-150
ycrobertson0wk.net
XLT, 146,xytx miles
DNJ HANDYMAN
Call 762-0997 or
We do all the odd robs
293-4147
you don't have time
510
for
Campers
Painting, siding, roofs,
decks.
94 Fleetwood travel
293-5438
trailer, 32 ft. self contained, central air &
heat, big fridge, island
bed, many extras, asking $5,500. 436-6081

Doan Electrical
Services

Boats & iblors
iI...'..
Nice Building
mall dcreag,
stannic ,
.1,;.501) an ..
4t0-2-1f4t)

767-0433 • 350-0954
2003 War Eagle hunt
ng/fishing boat
270-705-0567

WANTED
HUNTING LAND:
Call Larry Newton
Campbell Realty
(270)978-1172

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Leaf mulching &
removal, shrub
& tree trimming
Satisfaction guaranteed
Call 753-1816
or 227-0611

198 Browns Grove
Road, Lynn Grove,
28R/1 BA, new CH/A.
all appliances, W/D,
storage building, many
upgrades, pnced $70s.
(270)293-2664
FAIRLANE DRIVEOpen by appointment$117,900 Brick home
with three bedrooms
and 1 plus bath; some
hardwood and tile
floors: nice basement
family room; 2 car
garage Fenced yard
and shed. call 7615700 ASK FOR Vicki
Realty Service Direct,
LC
FSBO
4 BR,2.5 Bath
1553 Oxford Dr
293-4183 759-1506
IMMEDIATI
DEBT REI Ill
We will bti,,
hOLISV or takc
your paymentCall 761-4558.
ask for Kristin.
VERY nice 3BR 3BA.
1,360 square feet w/
24x24
garage,
detached garage on 1
acre. 795 Beane Rd.
$119,500.
270-978-1107

I

lMillUssd Cars
'97 Camry.
Around 140K
miles,6 cyl.,
leather,
loaded,$16,500.
293-5001

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 noun SERVICE
Res., Corn., 8t Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
293-4954, Affordable
Home Repair. Sagging
floors to leaking roots
We do it all. Call Greg
Collins.
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, etc. Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clear
out garages, gutters
Junk & tree work.
A to B Moving. Local
and long distance
moves. Call Brian at
270-705-4156

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.
G&T Nomebuilders
a Mom Peplos Additions,
Drywall & Netts; De(ks, Siding,
Pressure leashing I Pooh

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT
• tkeekl) ..qk.,ialpii.kups
•locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

JOE'S JOBS
plumbing. caipenri:,
Somor II 'omit\
753-43-14 • 227-..
4 444

MITCHELL
Rom, - TECH
• Comm. Res.
• Winter Repairs
• Free Estimates
• Licensed Insured
270-21 7-8987

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
A-1 Stump Removal.
sources reliable, but
Fully insured.
inaccuracies do occur.
437-3044.
Readers using this
information do so at
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS --their own nsk. Alttioutjh
persons and compa(270) 293-8726 OR
nies mentioned herein
759-5534
are believed to be repChuck Van Buren
utable, The Murray
BACKHOE &
Ledger & Times, nor
TRUCKING
any of its employees
ROY HILL.
accept any responsibilSeptic system, gravel,
ity whatsoever for their
white rock.
activities.
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
Need help
hoo
Promoting your
Businoss?

WILL PICK UP
Most scrap mowers,
tillers, washers,
dryers, and metal
Items tor the items.

270-227-2864

Call as vs will
help.

ON/ to

be

Murray Wpm &
Thin
270-7113-11111

Photo provided
ART WORK: Eighth grade Student Zon Taylor works on her
line drawing in her art Class at Murray Middle School. Art is
one of the specials offered at MMS. Gena Maley ts the art
teacher.

IG FREE-re NGs
11

-9

If you are a NEWCOMER to
Murray/Calloway County
Call BARBARA G. JACKSON
AT 753-8062 OR 293-4113

COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE FOR
A SPECIAL WELCOME
We want to bring you gifts from many of our
business and professional people. It's their way of
saying, We are glad you have moved to
Murray-Calloway County."
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS
since 1946 almost 60 years!
411141Ulli

doroscops
Iilacomiles ilear
for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Wednesday, Jan. 10,2007:
If you step up to the plate, you
might be more than happy with
the end results this year. You not
only will be congratulated, you
also might see financial rewards
As money comes in, be careful
with your funds. Do not trust
anyone regarding your finances.
Count your change carefully.
Money easily could slip out of
your hands. Your efforts mark a
period in which you will be mak
ing some major changes. This
year, you might be a thinker.
Next year, you will act. If you
are single, many people see you
as a good catch. Make sure
someone has depth before you
bond. If you are attached, share
your successes. LIBRA often
pushes you into a leadership
position.

TV Lisfin& Wedhàdy,Tanuary 10,Sir
mt.iii.4cold. IP- GA1AX1
WEDNESDAY MORNING 4- CHARTER. B- MURRAY ELE.CTRIC,C'-. 4,.. 10, 00 10 30 11 00 11.30
800 8 30 ,4
The VISE (NJ I Mahe IN)1
Relia OR KEI4
IMION 2 2
(5431 Mean
Geed WM!ERWIN I
Tym Mies lifts
11111.4BC $ $ 3
fleeted Ray a X TM Vat(N)IR
News
Good Morning Marfa.I

ABCD

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** Think in terms of
understanding and gaining new
insight. You find that others seem
to lay a smorgasbord of ideas,
events and choices on your
plate. Your job is to pick and
choose. Tonight: All smiles.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Slow your pace and consider what needs to be done.
Think in terms of accomplishment and new ideas. Opportunity
seems to strike in multiples. Tap
into a boss's or someone you
respect's perspective. Tonight:
Put on some good music.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Ever playful and full of
tun, you make a difference wherever you focus your energy. Your
instincts mix with ingenuity. This
combo nearly makes the impossible possible. Be sensitive to an
or
child. Tonight:
admirer
Midweek break.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** You might discover that
working at home or staying close
to your office feels good.
Sometimes you underestimate
the importance of anchoring. You
like to go out and about, yet you
flourish in your personal space.
Tonight: Happily at home.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Speak your mind, and
others turn around and listen
Don't underestimate the power of
persuasion. If you have been
putting off a discussion, the time
has come. If you meet someone
interesting,
stop.
Tonight'
Socialize, which is what you do
best.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
*** Indulge and enjoy. Think in
terms of growth and gains. What
might have felt restricted loosens
up. Be aware that this fact might
be simply in your mind and attitude. Don't take any action
based on this sense. Tonight:
Treat yourself to dinner out or
some other treat.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Someone easily could
mistake you for the Cheshire cat,
with your ear-to-ear smile. A
romance could be heating up or
a bond with a child deepening.
Your imagination shows no limits. Let it go. Tonight: Go for the
proverbial pot of gold at the end
of the rainbow.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
** Take your time relaxing and
listening. What you might be
thinking and in the process of
deciding need not be common
knowledge. Think in terms of
long-term ramifications. Buy a
new item for your home or a
token gift for a roommate.
Tonight
. You don't need to decide
on anything!
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Where achieving your
goals might have seemed somewhat of a task, events turn in
your favor. Don't hesitate; network and reach out for others.
You might be even more delighted by what others suggest.
Tonight: Aim for what you want.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You might want to rethink
a project, especially as,you
sense people aren't adversarial_
Ask for feedback, but know that
ultimately the decision is yours.
Your instincts are right-on with a
boss, family member or another
key associate. Tonight: A must
appearance.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** From being in the
midst of an uproar, you land in a
position where you nearly can do
no wrong. Pull back and ask
yourself where this change in
attitude comes from. Hopefully
you can bottle it for the future.
Share a decision you have been
considering. Tonight: Put on
music.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** A partner or loved one
makes an overture that is touching and perhaps long overdue in
your opinion. Be happy about
what is occurring Someone
opens up and finally reveals his
or her thoughts. Listen to your
inner voice. Tonight Go with a
loved one's wishes
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10 years ago
District Judge Leslie Fun:hes
adnunistered the oath of office to
members of the Murray City Council New members are Dennis
l'rawford, Melvin Henley and
James Outland.
Published is a picture of Bruce
Leaven of Murray Fire Depanrnent and Nelson Garland of Murray
Electne System removing
Christmas decorations si the corner of North 12th and Chestnut
Streets.
Murray State University Racers won 80-68 and Lady Racers
lost 65-57 to teams from University of Tennessee at Martin. High
scorers for Murray were Vincent
Ramey and Stephanie Minor.
Births reported include a boy
to Pamela and Randy Wilson, Jan.
20 years ago
Published is* picture of Richard
Fulks. Charlie Hoke and Jack
Prescott of Adams Construction
Company pounng concrete for a
curb at the parking lot expansion
at MCCH. while Danny Stone,
truck driver for Fitts Block and
Ready Mix. Inc., looks on. The
photo was by Staff Photographer
David Tuck.
Dr. Steve L. Trevathan has
joined the medical staff of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Births repotted include a gtrl
to Norma and Douglas Smith, Jan
6; a boy to Rachel and Junior
Ross and a girl to Elizabeth and
Richard Walker, Jan. 7.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of Charlie Lassiter, Calloway County
Director of Pupil Personnel, presenting his collection of legislative records to Joanna Sykes, librarian at Calloway County High
School. Lassiter is a former state
representative. The photo was by
Staff Photographer David Hill.
A garage and an automobile
at the home of Toy Jones, Rt

Dexter, were destroyed by fire On
Jan. 7_ The C.alloway County FueReset:// was able to save the Jones'
home from the blaze.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie A Cook,
Dec. 23. a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Ronald Cella. Dec. 31; a
gut to Mr and Mn Andy Stratton, Jan. 4.
41I years age
Published is a picture of Army
Lt. Col. Vernon F. Curdreeeivtng
the Legion of Merit in ceremonies
at Saigon. Vietnam. on Dec. 19.
In high school basketball games.
University Colts won 52-33 over
Fancy Farm with high sCoten being
James Gantt and Randy Barnes
for the Colts, Calloway Lakers
won 82-43 over Benton Indians
with high scorer being Stan Key
for Lakers; Murray Tigers lost
56-47 to South Marshall with high
scorers being Vic Dunn for Murray and Vaughn for South Marshall.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs William Taylor,
Dec. 16.
50 years ago
Tobacco pool receipts were
higher on the local market than
in opening day last year, according to Holmes Ellis. general manager of Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association,
Murray State College Thoroughbreds lost 90-78 to Western
Kentucky Hilhoppers in an Ohio
Valley Conference game held at
Racer Arena with about 5,300
fans present.
In high school basketball games.
Hazel Lions lost 97-52 to South
Marshall Rebels with high scorers being Waters for Lions and
Miller for Rebels; New Concord
Redbirds won 72-71 over Milburn with high scorer being Coleman for Redbirds, Murray Tigers
lost 74-47 to Mayfield Cardinals
with high scorer being Jerry
Buchanan for Murray.

So what's in a name?
In this case, Chuckles
DEAR READERS: Mail
keeps arriving regarding names
that ruakh occupations. My
staff and I have been having
a wonderful time reading it,
and I would love to share
more with you. So, if you're
up for a chuckle, read on. (If
not, just go
back to the
national
news.)
DEAR
ABBY:
When I saw
letter
the
about Miss
Hunger, the
dietitian at
Stout University, I had
By Abigail
to
write. My
Van Buren
father was
born in Menomonie. Wis..
where Stout is located, and
later taught there. He used to
tell me about a law firm there
called Ketchum and Cheatum.
Also, he had a high school
classmate named Iva Liver. - ANN H.. COLUMBUS.
OHIO
DEAR ABBY: Years ago,
I interviewed an attorney who
was supposed to handle an
important matter for me. His
name: Rex R. Case. (Needless to say, I did not hire
him!) -- LINDA. NJ.
DEAR ABBY:The day your
column on funny names
appeared. I had a good laugh
and then began reading the front
section of the paper. where I
encountered the following. It's
from The Associated Press with

Dear Abby

Todayinilistory
By The Associated Press

3
3

Today is Tuesday. Jan. 9, the
ninth day of 2007. There are 356
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On /an. 9, 1913, Richard Milhous Nixon, the 37th president of
the United States, was born in
NOrba Linda, Calif.
On this date:
In 1788, Connecticut became
the fifth state to ratify the U.S.
Constitution.
In 1793, Frenchman Jean Pierre

I3O1V

Et

Blanchard, using a hot-air balloon, flew between Philadelphia
and Woodbury, N.J.
In 1861, the Star of the West.
a merchant vessel bringing reinforcements to Federal troops at
Fort Sumter. S.C., retreated after
being fired on by a battery in the
harbor.
In 1945. during World War
American forces began landing at
Lingayen Gulf in the Philippines
In 1964, anti-U.S. noting broke
out in the Panama Canal Zone,

Thvighal. keerary 1. 1117 • FR

resulting in the deaths of 21 Panamanians and three U.S. soldiers
In 1968. the Surveyor 7 space
probe made a soft landing on the
moon, marking the end of the
American series of unmanned
explorations of the lunar surface
In 1972, reclusive billionaire
Howard Hughes, speaking by telephone from the Bahamas to
reporters in Hollywood, said a
purported biography of him by Clifford Irving was a fake.
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a byline of Lama Neeirsud,
which I am enclosing. Its tided
'Circumcision of African men
can cut HIV risk by half.'
The physician quoted from die
%aid Health Organization is
Dr. Kevin De Cock. I weld
not believe the two articles
appeared in the same newspaper on the same day. -BONNIE IN WABASH. IND.
DEAR ABBY: For many
years the Internal Revenue
supervisor in Oklahoma City
was 'I.M. Filer.' -- ANONYMOUS IN OKLAHOMA
DEAR ABBY: My sister
lives in Williamsville, N.Y.
(near Buffalo). where there is
a funeral home that seems
nothing out of the ordinary.
except for the name: Antigone
Funeral Home. (Am I Gone.)
True! Look them up -- they're
in the phone book! -- ALAINE
IN JAMESTOWN, N.Y.
DEAR ABBY: Here in
Anchorage. Alaska, we have
a dentist named Dr. Phil Wright.
-- VERN S.. ANCHORAGE

DEAR ABBY: I have two
names for you. My daughter's
pediatrician is Dr. LeFevere,
and my former priest's was
Father O'Pray. -- STEPHANIE
IN BLOOMINGTON. MINN.
DEAR ABBY: When I first
moved here. I was looking for
a new ob/gyn and came across
a listing for a Dr. C. (Cynthia, I believe) Hymen. -MEGAN IN STRATFORD,
CONN.
DEAR ABBY: A few years
ago I needed minor surgery
and went to the VA hospital
in Palo Alto. The young female
anesthetist was a novice named
Mallet. Try as she might, she
could not find a vein -- and
when I took the 'Mallet by
the handle" and told her if
she couldn't find a vein she
should use a mallet, she didn't crack a stnile. -- EARL
C.. MANTECA. CALIF.
DEAR ABBY: I once met
a liquor salesman named Casey
Sause. -- PAMELA IN BATON
ROUGE. LA.
DEAR ABBY: I have diabetes and see a dietitian and
a diabetes educator. Their last
names are Short and Stout.
I'm sure they never hear the
end of it. -- NANCY IN
NOBLESVILLE, IND.
DEAR ABBY: Linda Toots
taught flute at Tanglewood! - PEGGY B.. CHICAGO
DEAR ABBY: There's a
nudist colony in northern New
Jersey that is owned by a Dr.
Lust. -- ADRIAN IN PRINCETOWN. N.J.
DEAR ABBY: Years ago,
here in Fort Worth, Texas, we
had a doctor named Dr. Rumph.
His specialty? Proctology, of
course! -- HAD TO LAUGH
IN FORT WORTH
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips, and
was founded by her mother,
Pauline Phillips.
Write Dear Abby at

High sed rate a symptom,
not an illness
MAR OIL GOTT: Sum
1997. different doctors and
dsemossologista have boas tryIns to sepias ley sad rue. It
should be shoot 23 when normal. At my kat biood inet, it
was 106. I've never had a aortas! toe. My
question is.
how Sup:cum Is St to
have a normal sed rate
My current doctor
has use on
prednisone
daily
and
tnedsomexate
once a week
By
plus weekly
Dr. Peter Got) blood tests.

Ll
Da aft

DEAR READER: The erythrocyte sedimentation rate measures the speed with which red
blood cells sink to the bottom
of a tube to an hour's time. An
elevated level (above 25 mrnihn
may be an indication of cancer.
an infection or inflammation hidden in the body.
Your doctor is treating the
sed rate, not the cause. You
need further testing with some
studies and blood work to identify the cause in short, the sed
rate is a sign of disease, riot a
disease itself It may be high
in a variety of condmons.
To give you related informa-

tion. I am sending you a copy
of my Health Report "Blood —
Donations and Disorders."
DEAR DR. GOTT: I hope
you can stand one more letter
on the soap-in-the-sheets topic
A few years ago. after having read several different letters
from your readers attesting that
it really does relieve leg cramps,
I decided to give it a try I
often get cramps in the arches

of my Itim at eie.t. se 1 took
a bar of soap bun ow bailsman that was opus mid part a
in the drawer of., miliesemst
so that the mast Om I woke
iç with a avow in my arch.
would have it heady However.
the next tune I got a camp.
rather than putting the bit ender
the sheet, 1 put oa a nut and
slipped the bar of sou imide,
right up gams my arch. The
relief came almost '_Subsequent attacks yieidad the
same results, and I became a
true believer I tell everyone
who will lutes that it really
does work.
Once. I was at a trend's
borne and got a lembie cramp
in my toes. causing them to
draw up and cross Streschnig
and standing on my foot did
not relieve the spasm, so 1 made
a beeline to the bathrooms ant,
-borrowed- their bar of soap from;
the shower As it was summer'
and I wasn't wearing socks. I
simply sat on a chair and akanated between letting the bar of
soap lay on top of my toot and
resting my foot on top of the
soap The spasm eased completely within a few minutes I
washed my hands with the soap
and returned it to the shower stall
Recently. while out of town.
I was awakened by a cramp in
my shin. I got the hotel bar of
soap, lay down on my side and
placed the soap directly on the
spasm The pain subsided within a few seconds. and I promptly went back to sleep
My brother has been using
Vick's VapoRub on his toenails
with excellent results, and he now
swears by it.
So, for all those skeptics out
there, don't knock it before you
try it'

DEAR READER:Thanks for
sharing your experiences

Coolrocarldes
South dealer
North-South :vulnerable.
NORTH
•Q 8 6
11? Q 94
•5
•AQJ 7 4 3
EAST
WEST
•10 7 2
•id 8 2
111 5 3
•A10743
•K 4 2
•K 6
•8 2
SOUTH
4A K 4
IP AK 7
•Q1 86
4109 5
The bidding:
North East
South
West
All Pass
I ?sT
Pass
3 NT
four of diamonds
Opening lead
There are Mays that are difficult
tor a declarer to make because they
run completely contrary to standard
procedure. But bridge being the kind
of game it is, there is room for an
occasional deviation from the norm
— especially when logic indicates
that the deviation has everything to
gam and nothing to lose
Take this case where West led the
four of diamonds against three
notrump, and East won with the
king. East returned the diamond
nine, covered by declarer with the

queen, whereupon West made the
eminently correct piss of the three
West's sway hope was that I „rot
would later gam the lead and return a
third diamond before declarer could
score nine tricks Eases return of the,
nine indicated he did not have tour
diamonds original!). As in that case
he would base returned his original
fourth-best diamond. Declarer's.
most likely diamond holding, therefore. sou Q-1-s-s
Lukas'a Meth trick. South now
tried a club finesse Fast was with
the king and returned a diamond,and
the COntraCt went down one
The eseeneat defense nom ohstanding. declarer did himself in at
trick two when he cosered East's
nine of diamonds with the queen
Instead, he should base played his
eight on the nine! This maneuser
would have thonsughts de:coml.:ohoInert the defense Another diamond,
lead bs FAS( wtsUld have gis en the
defenders thew third trick, and East's
king of clubs would subsequends
has e scored then final trick
From atectarer's viewpoint, the •
diamond duck at trick two guarantees three notrumr regardless of
whether Ars( started with tour. five
or sex diamonds The hard part is to
think of it before the queen or tack
pops out of declarers hand

Tomorrow: A horrible nightmare
,
4:200,K.OesturesS,,Ighourl
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Crosswords
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1 Harbor vessel
4 Breezed
through
Places
12 Bracket type
13 Glen
14 Actress
- Adams
15 Collection
of tales
16 Skin softener
18 Pilots aid
20 Deep-dish
desserts
21 Urn's cousin
22 Home, in the
phone book
23 '<Doper (hyph 1
27 Stockholm corner
29 Brief craze
30 Deep-space
meson
31 Cosmic sound
32 Winged mammal
33 What, in Seville
34 Condition
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35 Lee a basket
37 Val
38 Not dry
39 Mex miss
40 Travel word
41 E9Wftlic90
(1
42 Catch spht Of
44 Rice dish
47 Joint combonent
51 Up for payment
52 Fiery gem
53 Tiny insect
54 Hot erne in Pans
55 Withhold
58 sale disclaimer
(2 ads
57 Drowse oft
DOWN
1 Get dewy-eyed
2 Arrn bone
3 Clearings
4 Swear
5 Rotating pan
8 Bud to wed
7 Lox outlets
8 Free time
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36 New England
at
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pond
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LEARNING
Poster, essay contest expands, offers new prizes

Photo provided

Pictured above is Katie DeCillo.

MHS senior desires to pursue a professional
broadcast journalism electronic media career
By AMANDA PEEBLES
MISD Intern
Murray High School senior
Katie DeCillo not only has a
challenging senior year as far as
classes go, but unlike many seniors, she knows where her path
will lead her after the four years
in high school. Interested in
and
Broadcast Journalism
Electronic Media, she plans to
attend Murray State University
in the fall of 2007 to begin her
education for a future career as
an employee of a major news
network.
in
enrollment
DeCillo's
Murray High School classes
such as Journalism II and
Yearbook II help teach her the
journalistic side of television.
DeCillo is also involved in the
speech team, which lends skills
to a professional career in broadcasting journalism.
DeCillo said she is interested
in learning about how the news
comes together."I don't ever get
tired of learning different ways
to present and report the events
in our world. I've enjoyed learning about print journalism

through writing for the Murray
High School Black & Gold
newspaper, as well as radio
announcing through different
speech competitinns with the
Kentucky High School Speech
League (KHSSL)," she said.
"My interest in broadcast journalism has really peaked since
making some really great contacts at Murray State University
TV- I I (Jeremy McKeel and
Stephanie Zellar) who have
allowed me to be a shadow during newscasts at the station.
After every newscast. I leave the
studio full of knowledge about
the field and skills that I'm able
to apply to real-world situation.
I would like to extend my gratitude to them for allowing me to
work with them," says DeCillo.
Along with classes and clubs
to help her succeed in the journalism field, DeCillo is also the
Beta Club president. Being president, she has organized many
service projects, including one
to help raise money for Kosair
in
Hospital
Children's
Louisville. Under DeCillo's
leadership, the Beta officer team

recently traveled to Burksville
to a leadership conference
where both DeCillo and Colin
Capps, junior vice-president.
received individual leadership
awards and the officers as a
whole received a team leadership award.
"Katie is an amazing young
lady with a tremendous amount
of talent and dedication to the
things she is involved in at
Murray High. She is the Beta
Club president, the editor of the
school newspaper and the editor
of the school yearbook," said
MHS Beta Club, Yearbook and
Journalism adviser Jill Herndon.
Herndon said none of these
tasks are easy, yet she gives her
all to each and every one of
them, doing an outstanding job
at each one. "Not only is she
committed to those things, but
she does it while taking honors
classes and being very involved
in our local Playhouse in the
Park. She is quite an asset to our
school and I know she will be an
asset to Murray State University.
I wish I had a classroom of Katie
clones."

FRANKFORT, Ky. - The
annual Poster and Essay Contest
will offer new prizes and be
open to more students in 2007,
Commissioner
Agriculture
Richie Farmer has announced.
The teacher of each winner
will earn $500 for use in the
classroom. Kentucky kindergarten students now may participate in the contest, joining students in grades 1-8.
-These changes will make the
even
better,"
contest
Commissioner Farmer said.
"For years the Poster and Essay
Contest has helped thousands of
Kentucky youths understand
why agriculture is an important
part of their lives. Now we will
reach even more students, and
the classroom prize will create
an added incentive and a greater
reward that will help our teachers. I want to thank the
Kentucky Grocers Association
for its generosity in sponsoring
the $500 prizes."
Teachers may use the $500
award to take students on a field
trip to an agri-tourism site; buy
classroom supplies to carry out

activities in the Project Food,
Land and People Resources for
Learning guide; reserve the
Adventures:
Agriculture
Kentucky program for their
school; reserve the Mobile
Science Activity Center, or buy
books or supplies related to
plants, soils and growing food.
The theme of the 2007 contest
is "Kentucky Farms Are Fun!"
Students will be asked to choose
a topic related to an agn-tourism
business and draw a poster relating to that business or wnte an
essay about the importance of
agri-tourism to Kentucky farmers.
Agri-tourism is defined as any
business conducted by a farmer
for the enjoyment or education
of the public. Increasing numbers of Kentucky farmers are
opening their farms to the public
to introduce them to the farm
experience and to make more
money on the farm.
All artwork and essays must
be exclusively student-created.
Students may participate in one
or both contests. Drawings must
be in color. Essays from stu-

dents in kindergarten through
third grade may be no more than
150 words, and essays from students in grades 4-8 may be no
more than 250 words.
Entries must be postmarked
by Feb. 23. Entries submitted by
mail must be addressed to
of
Department
Kentucky
Agriculture, Poster and Essay
Contest, 500 Meio Street, 7th
Floor, Frankfort, KY 40601.
Winners will be selected in
each grade and will be notified
by March 9. Each statewide
winner will receive a $100 savings bond as well as the $500 for
his or her classroom. Winning
posters and essays will be used
in Department publications and
at special events. Winners will
be honored at the Kentucky
Agriculture Day luncheon
March 22 in Frankfort.
For more information. contact
Rayetta Boone or Teresa Prather
at the Kentucky Department of
Agriculture by phone at (502)
564-4696 or by e-mail at rayetof
ta.boone@ky.gov
teresa.prather@ky.gov.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

TAKING AN ADVENTURE TRIP: Kindergarten students in Aymee Hemdon's class at
Calloway County's East Elementary School were all ears recently as they participated in a
"picture walk-through" of a favorite book. The students listened and answered questions as
Herndon led them through the story.

Photo provided

Photo provided

HELPING THE ANIMAL SHELTER: Sixth grade Beta Club
members at Calloway County Middle School recently helped
the Murray-Calloway County Animal shelter by collecting towels and other necessities to keep the animals warm and clean
during the winter season, according to Mananne Scott, 6th
grade teacher at CCMS. Pictured above, from left, are: Ben
Hartline; Brandy Baker; Allia Earick; and Miranda Braun.

MUSIC IN ACTION: North Galloway's MANIA (Music at North in Action) performed on
December 1st at MSU's Dickens Dinner at the Curris Center, The dinner was a special scholarship fund raiser hosted by MSU's choral department, under the direction of Dr. Brad
Almquist. MANIA has been a featured ensemble during the Dickens' Dinner since its inception in 2004. The students, under the direction of Tracy Leslie, have enjoyed learning period
pieces and having the opportunity to dress in costume for the event.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

FOR
ROPE
JUMPING
GOOD EXERCISE: Students
in Jo Ann Shoemaker's first
grade class at Calloway
Southwest
County's
Elementary School enjoyed
jumping rope in the school's
gymnasium recently with
Chris Cain, physical education teacher at Southwest.
Pictured above, Elizabeth
McClain participates in the
activities.

Photo provided

CLASSROOM EXERCISE: Laiken Suter, a fourth grade student in Stacy Wortham's Murray Middle School class, exercises in the classroom. Students want to participate in exercise activities so they can become more healthy in the year
2007. Wortham shows students the correct way to do push
ups and arm circles and explains how important it is to exercise correctly so they get the full benefit of the exercise and
wont have injunes.
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City council prepares for new faces, voices
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Sure, new years are about transitions. Just look at the City of Murray.
Four new city council members will
join the 12-person governing body for
Thursday.
meeting
first
their
Meanwhile, the city's staff is getting
used to losing a combined 46 years of
experience with the retirements of City
Administrator Don Elias and Finance
Director Don Leet.
"1 think it's going to be a year of

eight incumbents who
were re-elected. The
meeting begins at 6:30
p.m.
Matt
Both
Mattingly and Carol
Roberts. who are succeeding Elias and
respectively,
Leet,
aren't new faces.
Already city employ8.1
ees, they're easing into
their new rol‘s after being trained and

transition in a lot of
ways," new councilman David Ramey
said. -It will be an
interesting year."
to
addition
In
Ramey, Jeremy Bell,
Jane Brandon (who
previously served one
term on the council)
and Linda Cherry will
Rarevri
sit around the table in
the council chambers Thursday with the

F-79

prepared to take over
the two departments
the
following
and
November
December retirements.
In addition to getting used to one another, Ramey expects the
new council to continue dealing with growpains. Some coning
Chaffy
cerns are MOM immediate than others, but all of them AM

spurred by the residential growth. especially
in the city s southwest
area
"I

Brandon

III See Page 2A

Safety seems Library's inventory
priority for
work aims at better
planned park service to community
mg with merging a park with the
residential neighborhoods that
are experiencing much growth.
"It the park is developed and
we receive the funding, it's
something the city will take a
look at for public safety," said
City of Murray Director of
Administration Matt Mattingly.
"... Putting a sidewalk along
Doran Road is a great idea. It's
not in our master plan, but it
could be part of our master plan
because this is a new thing for
us. It's the first new park in 30
years."
Minimal lighting will be
incorporated for security purposes but ball fields and other
facilities that would require
additional lighting aren't included in the park plans. Martin touted the project as a "passive
park" meant for low-key recreation on land being donated for
such a use.
Martin also plans to implement a park ranger program this
summer to have an officer on
duty during the peak evening
hours — likely from 6:30 to
10:30 p.m. — to patrol the two
existing parks and this proposed

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
None of the 30 or so residents
gathered Tuesday evening to
hear about the new southwest
park spoke out against the plan.
But they did have plenty of ideas
about how to make it safer.
As part of the process to
obtain two grants worth a comMurray$175,000,
bined
Calloway County Parks Director
Matt Martin held a public meeting to collect input from the residents. And that's what he got
for the dozen or so people who
spoke.
Security and access were the
biggest concerns raised for the
city's first new park in three
decades on the northeast corner
of Wiswell and Doran roads.
"On Doran Road, when I go
out to get my mail, I am afraid I
am going to get hit by a car.
There have been three dogs hit
on Doran Road," said Nancy
Haverstock, who would have the
proposed park surround the
south and east sides of her property. "With a park, you will have
lots of young children."
Sidewalks into the park and a
slower speed limit were ways
several residents suggested deal-

•See Page 2A

Leading lawmakers
miss ethics sessions
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Senate's leading
Republican and Democratic
lawmakers were absent when
campaign finance reformer
Norman Omstein spoke at the
first of two mandatory ethics
training seminars.
The Lexington HeraldSenate
reported
Leader
President David Williams, RBurkesville, told Francene
Cucinello of WHAS radio in
Louisville about his whirlwind
trip to watch the Orange Bowl
the night before in Miami.
Senate Minority Leader Ed
Worley.0-Richmond. also a noshow at the ethics session,
returned from Miami with
a.m.
4
after
Williams
Wednesday, he said.
More than a third of
Kentucky's 38 senators skipped
at least one of two 90-minute
ethics seminars Wednesday and
Thursday morning, the newspaper reported, even though a state
law created in the wake of a

INDEX
mums

1992 bribery scandal makes
attendance mandatory.
are
lawmakers
Absent
allowed to certify that they have
watched a video of the sessions
to avoid a potential charge of
ethical misconduct, according to
Tony Wilhoit, executive director
of the Legislative Ethics
Commission. Fourteen of 100
lawmakers in the House also
missed at least one session, as
did 10 of the 16 lawmakers
elected to lead their party's caucus in the House and Senate.
Among the leading lawmakers missing at least one session
was House Speaker Jody
Richards, D-Bowling Green:
House Minority Floor Leader
Jeff Hoover, R-Jamestown:
Senate Majority Floor Leader
Dan Kelly, R-Springfield; and
Senate Minority Caucus Chair
Johnny Ray Turner, a Democrat
from Drift who pleaded guilty
last month to a misdemeanor
charge of non-willful vote buying.
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Sports

By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
The Calloway County
Public Library is currently
closed so staff and management can conduct a routine
inventory and maintenance of
all items in the collection. The
library has approximately
58.000 total items in its collection of which there are approximately 55,000 titles.
Ben &Ayes, libranan, said
that four-to-five years ago the
library made the jump from
being the largest small library
in the state to a medium-size
library.
"Part of the change is in the
way we work and the way we
handle the collection. We're
actually working on maintenance that involves an inventory that we go through. We will
locate books, determine nonfunctional books, non-working
bar codes, reassess missing
books and those that were
missing and have mysteriously
reappeared, along with many
other things," Graves said.
He added that library personnel were contemplating a
considerable expenditure on a
state-of-the-art theft prevention system as well as expenditures on other items for the
collection.
"We have all kinds of books
and we want to continue to
provide our patrons with as
much as we can of what they
want, within the broad limits
of what we can provide. We try
to keep and provide items to
the public that are popular.
Books are actually a part of the
library's collection," he said.
Among other things, the
library offers Internet services,
movies that circulate and
more.
"We're not a retail business
GREG TRAVIS/Ledget & Times
that deals in movies. But we
do try to offer our patrons a Pictured above, Ben Graves (top). librarian at the Calloway
service. Stores will have many County Public Library, gets help from Bentley Utgaard
copies of a film, but we'll only
(center) and Tasha Duncan with the inventory of books at
have one copy of a movie, plus
we offer a lot of older movies," the library.
he added.
basic philosophy is "what can I want to be closed any longer
Graves said the local library do for you" and how can we than it had to be for the sched"weeds" vigorously to make make people happy.
uled maintenance. "With this
sure it has what patrons want.
"We're a valid entity. We many items it has to be done.
"Electronic and computer- have patrons of all ages who so we are incorporating as
ized scanners and databases frequent our library. We have much as we can into the temhave really changed what we young people and we have porary closing. We're doing
do with what we have in- retirees. We are a place where other maintenance and cleanhouse. We want our books to people can learn to love books, ing as we go." he said.
circulate once every five years use computers - we're a place
Graves noted that local and
and be current and correct. where people can come. We're area women's clubs, as well as
Some items get a pass. a blessing to the community," churches and other organizadepending upon things such as Graves noted.
tions have been tremendou.
a topic or an issue," he added.
He said the library didn't supporters of the library.
Graves said the library's

Call me for
all your
insurance
needs.

think there are a
lot of issues surrounding our growth that
nuglu he a factor this
year I'm interested in
*here we're at with
pros iding services. par

Magazine
again
honors
Pella
Special to the Ledger
For the eighth consecutive
year. Pella Corporation has been
named to Fortune magazine's
annual "100 Best Companies to
Work For" listing.
According to a release from
the corporation. Pella achieved
the recognition based on its benefits, development opportunities
and work environment.
A total of FW."4111
f a
t
i
l
446 companiesf
sought to be
•
itschaded on the
2007 Fortune Li...2mA
list. With it.
100,000 workers evaluated their employers.
making this the largest simultaneous employee survey in corporate America.
Pella employs more than
9.0(X) team members primarily
based in the United States and
Canada Pella Corporation's
window and door manufacturing facilities are located in tha
Iowa communities of
Carroll. Shenandoah, Sioux
Center and Story City, in addition to manufacturing operations in Columbia. S.0 .
Fairfield, Ohio; Gettysburg, Pa..
Macomb. Ill.; Murray, Ky..
Tucson, Ariz.: and Portland.
Ore.
Pella Corporation also owns
and operates Pella Window &
Door Showrooms in the
Chicago, Detroit, Minneapolis,
Phoenix, Rockford. 111., Salt
Lake City; and Toronto areas.
The complete list and relaic'
stones appears in the Jan. _ _
issue of Fortune. available Jam
15 and now online at www.fortune.com.
Pella Corporation president
and CEO Mel Haught said the
Fortune honor is a reflection of a
work environment where team
members are valued, appreciated and heavily involved in ctn.ing continuous improvemen,
and customer sansfacuon.
"We're extremely proud ot
the accomplishments of Pella's
team members and the reputation the ve earned for quality
and innovation in satisfying our
customers' window and door
needs." Haught said in the
release. "It is always gratifying
when an objective third party
recognizes the strength of our
company and the collective
strength ot our team members."
Pella Corporation ranked No.
59 overall in the 2007 ratings of

II See Page 2A
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Bush to acknowledge mistakes made in Iraq tonight

PoliceLogs

WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Bush will tell the
nation tonight he will send more
additional
than
20,000
American forces to Iraq,
acknowledging that it had been
a mistake earlier not to have
more American and Iraqi troops
fighting the war, a senior administration official said.
Seeking suppon for a
retooled strategy to win support
for the unpopular war, the president also will acknowledge that
the rules of engagement were
flawed, White House counselor
Dan Bartlett said.
Even before Bush speaks,
Democrats were laying plans to
register their opposition to the
troop buildup. House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi pledged to hold a
vote on the increase, trying to
isolate Bush on his handling of

Murray Police Department
• A gas drive-off was reported at Murphy USA at 8:33 a.m.
Tuesday
Murray State University Police Department
• Emmanuel Roberts, of Murray, was arrested for cnminal trespassing and violation of a letter than banned him from campus
after he was at Stewart Stadium at 4:09 p.m. Tuesday.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

CourtDocket
Calloway Circuit Court
• Alden Heyde! II, 21, of Riviera Courts in Murray, waived his
arraignment Monday and entered an innocent plea to trafficking
in a controlled substance within 1,000 yards of a school and possession of drug paraphernalia. As part of a drug roundup, he was
arrested in October 2006 for selling marijuana near Apple Tree
Day Care and It Takes A Village Day Care. Haydel is scheduled
for a pre-trial conference Feb. 16.
• Clifton D. Jones, 27, pleaded guilty to first-offense possession
of a controlled substance, possession of marijuana and firstoffense possession of drug paraphernalia during a pre-tnal conference Monday. He appeared in court with public defender Scott
West. A plea agreement with the commonwealth attorney's office
recommends he serve three years in prison. An additional
charge of second-degree persistent felony offender was dismissed in the agreement.
• Michael Stover, 36. was given a five-year prison term with only
six months to serve for four counts of theft by unlawful taking
more than $300 when he appeared in court with attorney Amy
Roos. The sentence will be probated for five years as long as he
meets at the court conditions. Stover was arrested on the
charges in March 2006.
• Roy A. Swift, 35, of Murray, pleaded guilty to two counts of firstdegree possession of a controlled substance that were amended from their original trafficking offenses during a pre-trial conference Monday. He appeared in court with public defender Scott
West. He was arrested in March 2006 as part of a drug roundup.
• Jennifer Young, 33, of Paducah, pleaded guilty to first-degree
possession a controlled substance, second-offense possession
of drug paraphernalia and third-degree possession of% controlled substance when she appeared in court Monday with attorney Louis Zimmerman. And additional charge of a convicted
felon in possession of a handgun was dismissed in the plea
agreement with the commonwealth attorney's office. Young will
be sentenced Feb. 26.
—Information from court records.

the war. Democratic leaders in
the Senate, saying they hoped to
win some Republican support,
said they planned to have their
chamber debate a symbolic
measure next week also expressing opposition to trocisYncreas-

ON

THE ISSUES

Where they stand on Iraq
kk,.. do 2008 presidential candklease view a troop Increase in Iraq?

es.

The Democratic congressional election victory in November
voters
showed "American
expect us to help get us out of
Iraq," Sen. Joseph Biden, DDel., a 2008 presidential hopeful
and chairman of the Foreign
Relations Committee, said as his
panel heard independent experts
on Iraq.
In the latest sign of GOP
unease on the war, Sen. Richard
Indiana,
top
Lugar
of
Republican on the Foreign
Relations panel, said,"The president and his team need to

Sen.
Sen.
Joseph
Miry
Gln
Sedan
called tor
says,
flawing 'a phased
ividepioy
troops
would bs merit' of
troops.
&'tragic
mistake.'

John
John
&WWII
has ailed allaCein
for 40.000 favors
adding
metal
bins of
troops to
lhoube withdrawn irn- tends of
mediae*. Poop..

explain what objectives we are
trying to achieve if forces are
expanded, where and how they

Ogro. Mai
See.
Renew"
Berecik
Oboes says with- I,
drawing
urges a
"gradual *would be
a miseelakei
and
substant deciakina ,
or reduc- should be
lalt the
tional
forces.

will be used," and how long
additional troops may be needed.

•Pella.
From Front
companies of all sizes.
"The 100 Best Companies to
Work For" list is based on two
criteria: an evaluation of the
policies and culture of each
company, and the opinions of
the company's employees.
Companies are scored in four
areas: credibility (communication to employees), respect
(opportunities and benefits),
fairness (compensation, diversity), and pndeicamaraderie (philanthropy, celebrations).
Companies that are at least
seven years old and have 1,000
or more employees are eligible
for the list.

Calloway man sentenced in firearms case
Staff Report
PADUCAH, Ky. — A 52year-old Calloway County man
was sentenced to 2 1/2 years in
federal prison for having
firearms in his possession as a
convicted felon.
David Elliott, of Pottertown
Road, was sentenced to two
years and six months plus three
years supervised release following incarceration for possession
of firearms while he was a convicted felon. U.S. District Judge
Thomas B. Russell handed
down the sentence Monday during a court appearance.
There is no parole in the federal judicial system.
Calloway County deputies

responded to a domestic violence call at Elliott's resident on
Aug. 7, 2005. at which time
they found various firearms.
Although the deputies left the
residence once the domestic
issues were resolved, an additional investigation learned that
Elliott was a convicted felon.
After obtaining a search warrant for the residence, officers
from various law enforcement
agencies found 13 firearms —
two loaded revolvers and 11
rifles — and a large amount of
ammunition at the residence on
Aug. 11,2005.
From 1978 through 1999.
Elliott was convicted in six state
felony cases involving burglary

or stolen property. A jury found
him guilty Elliott of the firearms
charge.
In the six previous cases,
Elliott was convicted in
Calloway Circuit Court on two
counts of third-degree burglary,
five counts of receiving stolen
property, two counts of obscuring the identity of a machine
and two counts of seconddegree persistent felony offender and in Henry County, Tenn.,
of theft.
The case was investigated by
the Bureau of Alcohol,Tobacco,
Firearms, and Explosives, the
Kentucky State Police, and the
Calloway and Marshall County
Sheriff's Departments.

comfort
Providing comfort for all ages.
Offering c warm,[nvni...ctmosphere,
you'll feel welcome the moment you
walk into Primary Care Medical
Center. When you visit with us,
you'll appreciate the amount of
concern we have for your health
and well-being. We strive to the
highest degrees to bring comfort
and care to children and adults alike.
All of our Physicians, Nurse Practitioners
and Physician's Assistants are trained
and certified in the primary care
specialty of Family Practice,
Internal Medicine or
Pediatrics. You will feel
secure and comfortable
to know that your
physician has attained
the highest level of
training possible in
their specialty. You can
trust Primary Care
Medical Center each
and every time you visit
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TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times

ROUSE HONORED: Murray Ledger & Times Publisher Alice Rouse, center, was honored by Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins, right, and Murray Mayor Tom
Rushing, left, during a ceremony at the Weaks Community Center Tuesday that was
attended by dozens of supporters. Rouse was honored for her in the community work
with United Way and other local charities.

III Safety seems ...
From Front
one. Plus Martin has talked to
Murray Police Chief Ken Claud
about continuing to patrol the
parks.
Residents also talked about
the importance of creating a
buffer between the parks and
nearby residences so park-goers
don't trample through yards.
The preliminary park plans
submitted with the grant applications show the entrance off
Doran Road with parking just
inside. One source of funding
the city is hoping to obtain for

the park is a $75,000 Land and
Water Conservation Fund grant
that would go toward two playgrounds — one each for 2 to 5
year olds and 5 to 12 year olds
— and a pavilion.
Another $100,000 grant
would be for a quarter-mile
walking trail, handicappedaccessible restroom and parking.
"I am glad to see these kind
of meetings. Everything we've
talked about goes back to M-0N-E-Y," Mayor Tom Rushing
said at the conclusion of the
meeting. "... We've got to have
these grants."

•City council ...
From Front
ticularly to the southwest part of
the community. That's a key
issue for me," Ramey said. "I
think the other thing that will be
part of the discussion — what I
hope to bring up — is looking at
our community 15-20 years
down the road and see where
we're going."
One of the council committees that will address how the
city should respond to the
growth is the long-range planning committee, which councilman Jason Pittman will chair,
Bill Wells, Dr. Dan Miller, Pat
Scott, Danny Hudspeth and
Linda Cherry join him.
The council members' cornmittee assignments officially
will be made with a municipal
order at Thursday's meeting.
The biggest issue on the
long-range planning committee's table will be how to best
deal with providing better fire
protection to city residents and
businesses by building a third
station or relocating one of the
two existing stations.
Newcomer Bell said moving
forward with expanding fire
protection is the one thing he'd
like to see accomplished this
year. As a member of the public
safety committee. Bell expects
to be involved in some discussions about not only building a
new station but also staffing it.
"I think one issue that is very
important is having a firehouse
on the north end of town. I know
that's one issue that has come up
and that they've been working
on." Bell said. —The guys at the
fire station have done a great job
and they just need another

place."
Another growth-related issue
is continuing to progress on
making drainage improvements
using the money generated
through the stormwater utility.
Bell also will serve on the public works committee and hopes
more improvements are to come
to keep up with the continued
growth.
Cherry said solid infrastructure and public safety measures
will be necessary to meet residents' and businesses' needs as
growth continues.
"I just see the council continuing in its efforts to maintain
and solid and safe infrastructure
for the residents in Murray as
well as the merchants and industry that is located here," Cherry
said. "I think that's always been
an important issue for the council and should be."
With a firm foundation she
wants to see built upon, Cherry
said the council has the opportunity to continue responding to
growth. Yes, there are some
issues that arise out of having
more people, homes and businesses here, but she called those
good problems to have. And
she'll likely address some of the
traffic woes as a member of the
council's transportation committee.
"I think that orderly planned
growth will be the natural outcome of good public safety and
infrastructure practices," Cherry
said. "I believe Murray will continue to preserve its unique
hometown atmosphere will
enjoying the benefits that this
orderly, planned growth will
provide for our children and our
children's children."

The other items on the publid
hearing agenda were discussion
about Almo Park and Poole Hill
Park, which is off Fourth Street.
But nobody in the audience waS
in attendance for those.

Town Crier
NOTICE
el The Calloway County
Board of Education will meet
in regular session Thursday
at 6 p.m. at the board office,
Items includethe election of a
chair and vice-chair for the
board, a special meeting of
the school district's financial
corporation, reports on the
2005-06 district report card,
achievement gap targets lot
2007-08, and the comprehensive district improvement
plan relative to the technolos
gy program. An executive
session for possible litigation
is also listed on the agenda.'
•The Murray City Council
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
Thursday at city hall. The
agenda includes Solid Waste
Management Coordinatot
Rita Burton; the first reading
of an ordinance authorizing
the issuance of revenue
bonds for Murray-Calloway
County Hospital; the second
reading of ordinances relateq
to the annexation and zoningi
of land on King Richard Drive
and Gibbs Store Road; resol
iutions related to grants fot
the Murray-Calloway County
Parks; and municipal orders
related to appointments.
The
Murray
•
Board
of
Independent
Education is scheduled td
meet at 7 p.m. on Thursday
in the central office board
Carte'
room
of
the
Administration Building on
South 13th Street. On the
agenda for the meeting is the
swearing in of new board
members, consideration of
the district's food service
charge policy and special
reports from department
heads and principals. The
meeting will be preceded bi
a public forum concernind
the district's nutrition and
physical activity report a
6:30 p.m. and the annua
meeting of the MISD Finance
Corporation at 6:45 p.m.
II The Calloway County
Courthouse will be close
Monday to observe Martil.
Luther King Jr. Day.
MI To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.
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Some soldiers wary of Bush's
plan to boost troop levels in Iraq
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.
(AP) — Some U.S. soldiers
aren't convinced that President
Bush's plan to send as many as
20,000 more troops to Iraq will
make a difference.
Pfc. Odom Walker, who
served in Iraq two years ago and
is stationed at Fort Drum in
northern New York state, wornes that the window of opportu
nay has passed.
"This is what we should have
done in the first place," said
Walker, of Montgomery, Ala.
"We could have done the job
right. Now it might be too late."
Bush is to address the nation
tonight on a new strategy for the
war in Iraq, and he is expected
to send thousands more troops
to Iraq's tnost troubled regions,
Baghdad,' and western Anbar
province. The troop increase
could bring the U.S. total in Iraq
to about 157 000.
Master- Sgt. Mark Brown,
who just came home to Fort
Campbell from his second
deployment in Iraq. said that
inure troops could help stabilize
Iraq. but that he knows most
Americans don't like the idea.
"Atnericans want a winning
team, and nght now it appears
we don't have one," Brown said.
Other soldiers say the U.S.
strategy in Iraq has to be about
more than troop numbers.
Juan Dtiff, a recently retired
Marine siirgeant major from
Camp Pendleton. Calif., said a
-troop escalation would work
only if Iraqi security forces bolster their efforts to fight insurgents.
"My concern is what the
Iraqis are doing. Are they stepping up'7 said Duff, who served

AP
Fort Campbell solider David Peveto says he is very interested in what President Bush has to
say about the war in Iraq as he eats breakfast in Fort Campbell. Ky.. Tuesday Peveto says he
supports additional troops if it is necessary to accomplish the mission
in Iraq in 2003.
Fresh out of basic training at
Fort Henning, Ga., 19-year-old
Zac McDonald said that he
expects to be part of the next
wave of soldiers in Iraq, and that
he hopes military leaders have
plans to use the new troops well.
"They have to come up with
a
better
strategy,"
said
McDonald, who just arrived at
Fort Campbell. "More troops
isn't enough."
Lt. Col. Chris Beckert of
Madison. Conn., helps train
U.S. soldiers at Fort Riley. Kan.,
and served in Iraq dunng the initial invasion and the fall of
Saddam Hussein. He agreed that
there had to be a reason for
boosting troop levels and a
clearly defined mission.

Troops to increase in Iraq by end of month
President Bush is expected to announce Wednesday an increase
of up to 20.000 additional U S. soldiers being sent to Iraq
150 Ihcosand
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"I needed more intelligence. violence and danger.
not more soldiers." Becken
"We have people coming into
said.
training now who are fully
But Brown, the master ser- aware that they will be deployed
geant from Fort Campbell, said in harm's way," Brown said.
soldiers will continue to support "We can only hope our leaders
military efforts in Iraq, even will put them in the safest possithose who could face combat, ble position."

Soldier accused of murder
posed homicidal before attack

dis

CAMPSELL. Ky.(AP)— An Ann', private charged wilk
the slaughter of an Iraqi family was diagnosed as•bomacattal darn(
by a military mental health team three months Wow Wm Mack
Pfc. Steven D Green was found to have lonmodid adamant's'
after seeking help from an Army Combat Stress Team in kaq on
Dec. 21, 2005 Green said he was angry about the was. desperate to
avenge the death of comrades and driven to lull Iraqi amens
according to an investigation by The Associated Press
The treatment was several small doses of Seroquel — a dnag to
regulate his mood — and a directive to get some sleep, according I
medical records obtained by the AP The next day. he returned
duty in the particularly violent stretch of desen in the southern
Baghdad suburbs known as the -Tnangle of Death "
No follow-up exams or further treatments were ichodukst
records indicate. But Green had a conversation with his battalion
commander one month after the examination in which he expressed
hatred for all Iraqis.
On March 12, 2006. Iraqi police reported a break-an at the home
of a family in Mahmoudiya. about 20 miles from Baghdad fl
intruders shot and killed the father, mother and two young daughters The older girl, 14-year-old Abeer Qassim al-lanaba, was raped
and her body set afire.
The carnage first was assumed to be the work of Insurgents That
changed in late June when two members of Green's unit told their
supenors of suspicions that soldiers were involved in the killings
Now the Army believes Green and four other soldiers are responsible. One of them has confessed and provided information to prose
cutors: in testimony at his court-martial, the soldier identified Green
AS the nngleader.

Soldier sentenced to 9 months in
deaths of Iraqis
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.(AP)— A 101st Airborne Division soldier was sentenced Tuesday to nine months after pleading guilty to
aggravated assault with a dangerous weapon in the deaths of Iraqi
detainees.
Under the plea agreement. Juston R. Graber's rank 1•Vil-S reduced
from specialist to pnvatc.
The judge ruled that Graber's sentence could be reduced to six
months if he cooperates with prosecutors. He also was ordered to
forfeit all pay and allowances for six months.
Graber. 21, is accused with three others from the division's 187th
Infantry Regiment of killing detainees dunng a raid last May of a
suspected al-Qaida stronghold near Samarra. about 60 miles north
of Baghdad, and attempting to deceive insestigators by saying the
detainees were fleeing when they were shot.
Pfc. Corey R. Clagett, Spc. William B. Hunsakcr and Staff Sgt.
Raymond L. Girouard are awaiting courts-martial.

Fletcher hires campaign manager
FRANKFORT. Ky.. tAP) Go... Ernie Fletaier has hired a new
campaign manager to lead his re-election bid.
Marty Ryall most recently headed the campaign of Karen
Handel, who was elected secretary of state in Georgia last year.
Now he'll take on Fletcher's efforts to win a second term.
"I'm looking forward to it." Ryall said of managing Fletcher's
campaign. "I think the governor has a great record to run on."
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FORUM
Making Things
Observing members of my family create things is a dear
blessing to me. Whether it is my children creating art,
writing, and making music, or whether it is Evelyn making
a home, the act of making beautiful things is surely one of
the unique gifts that we enjoy as human beings. In fact, a
characteristic of being human is the ability to make things.
My son is convinced that even reading
is a performance art. The act of reading,
according to Kurt Vonnegut, requires a creative performance on the part of not just
the writer, but the reader as well. And
the easier the writer makes this collaboration for the reader, the better.
What if a composer made a piece of
music so difficult that a philharmonic
orchestra could not perform it? Likewise,
Home and what if a writer made a poem or short
story or novel or memoir so unintelligible
Away
By James
that the reader was unable to perform the
Duane Bolin
act of reading? It is, after all, the perLedger & Times formance of the reader that gives the perColumnist
formance of the writer value and worth.
Anyway, a characteristic of being human
is the ability to make things, whether that act of creation
involves painting, music, writing, or even reading. Evelyn
and I cherish the various creative performances of our children, even more so now that our children are teenagers.
We have kept every scrap of their drawing and painting
from their very earliest efforts. We hoard their writing
pieces, their portfolios, and even their random scribblings.
We have stashed their creations in drawers and file cabinets,
stacking them in piles in chests in the attic.
At the same time, we have tried not to miss any of their
musical offerings — the children's choir at church, a Christmas or Spring band concert, the high school choir, or the
series of marching band performances each Fall. In fact, it
seems that at times our lives revolve around these various
performances, these creative acts of our children. These performances often move me to tears, and I remain grateful for
the creative gifts of our children.
This is as it should be. This is as it is meant to be.
The Genesis account of creation explains that we are made
in the image of God. "So God created man in his own
image, in the image of God he created him; male and
female he created them." (Genesis 1: 27) I think it is significant that the image of God portrayed in these first verses
of Scripture is the image of a creator. So, if we are indeed
made in the image of God, I suppose we are also made
with the ability to create.
We live in close proximity to man-made things, but we
also have close at hand here in western Kentucky the results
of the creation of woods and waters, of natural and living
things that we have not made ourselves, but over which we
have been given the daunting responsibility of conserving
and preserving.
But we are ourselves creators, not in the sense that we
are able to create something out of nothing, but in the various degrees of our abilities and through various creative
forms, we have been gifted with the ability to create. How
could we live without experiencing in ourselves, and in others the act of creating art and architecture, music and literature, film and dance. We came into being through a creative act, and we live and move and have our being in the
acts of making things.
G. K. Chesterton said it best when he wrote in his book
"The Everlasting Man" that "Art is the signature of man."
He explained that our ability to make things sets us apart
from the lower creatures. Art, the ability to create, makes
us truly human.
So here's to this New Year. And here's to all of the
acts of creation that will sustain us and enrich us in the
coming days.
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Duane Bolin teaches in Murray State University's Department of History and may be reached at duane.bolin@murrav.state.edu
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Fears about the LBL Heritage Program
When I first heard about
the Heritage Program in
Land Between the Lakes. a
thought or question entered
my mind: Wouldn't it be
beyond ironic if, after TVA
bought and impounded all
the land in Land Between
the Lakes, saying the reason
that they required all the
land, and the reason they
had to push down and burn
all the properties in LBL -that there was to be no
commercial development in
the Forest Service,
LBL
thru their Heritage Program,
used the historical heritage
of the folks forced out of
LBL to commercialize LBL
thru tourism fees?
Of course we don't know
if this will happen, as the
Heritage Program in the LBL
is still in the early development phase, and we don't
know its outcome (or haven't
been told so far.) But my
fear isn't without concern,
nor is it without merit.
In 2003 the USDA Forest
Service published a 99 page
book entitled "Heritage
Resource Management Plan Land Between the Lakes
National Recreation Area".
(A copy of this plan is
available by request at the
administration building in
LBL, or by contacting the
Forest Service thru mail or
email. It can also be read
on the web at:
www.irimothere.org/LBLHeritagePlan.pdf
"Plan Goals," in the first
chapter of this book says:
"The Heritage Resources
Management Plan (HRMP)
provides an overview of
LBL's history, documents
heritage resource management
standards & guidelines, and
outlines future management
initiatives."
Who could deny that honoring the historic heritage in
the LBL isn't a very noble
idea? Who from or connected to families from between
the rivers wouldn't support
it? Between the rivers folk
had all their historical artifacts destroyed by TVA. and
any plans to honor that
missing heritage would finally be a step in the right
direction; to honor the
unique way of life, and history that was developed
there.
The biggest part of the
HRMP presents a background
of pre-historic heritage, or
that of the Native American
Indians in the LBL area.
How the Forest Service is
going to gather this pre-history is another question that
comes to mind. In the
Appendix they mention the
Cherokee, Chicksaw, and
Shawnee Nations, as contacts.
But how to gather European historic heritage, that
began with settlements in
1783, isn't a question. They
will gather it from those that
lived in between the rivers,
before the installation of the
dams and after, and from
their descendants. They will
get it from those had all
their properties pushed down
and burned, and their lands
and way of life taken away
Their/our heritage is gone at
present, existing only in
their/our memories and 510-

GUEST VOICE
By Harold Dixon
ties. Should we just give
these memories away, to be
turned into profit, by commercializing that winch was
promised wouldn't be commercialized?
Also, in the first chapter
of the HRMP it states:
"Funding for LBL programs
and activities, including
resource management, is
derived primarily from congressional appropriations.
Accordingly, the extent to
which these goals and related
activities described in this
document are implemented
annually is dependent upon
the availability of these
funds."
But what if the funds
aren't made available? What
about the possibility Of plans
developing, such as, "Starving the Beast," where the
government pulls funds to
force other means of revenue? The purpose of the
heritage plan is to attract
tourists. What if there is
pressure put on the Forest
Service to use the heritage
plan to charge fees for our
heritage? A search on the
web will reveal that the
nationwide heritage plan has
been used for this purpose.
Why should we think that it
won't be used to do the
same in LBL?
In January of 2007 Jamie
Bennett. the archeologist with
the Forest Service in the
LBL, will be holding meetings to begin development of
the LBL Heritage Program.
A list of these meetings is
included at the bottom of
this article.
I can't urge enough for
folks whose heritage is connected to between the rivers
to become involved. There
are plenty of reasons to get
involved. We with family
connections to the land seem
to be fixated upon the past,
for good reasons: our land
and ways of life were taken
from us. But, for the sake
of the descendants, both now
and future, so that they can
find a cultural connection to
their heritage, it's time we
not only look to the past.
but to the future as well. It
is time we protect our heritage so that future generations, with roots in LBL,
can have an honorable heritage to be connected to.
So why get involved, or
why be concerned? We
should be concerned because
we need to honor the sacrifice made by those that gave
up their land and way of
life for the LBL Demonstration. Before TVA began the
LBL demonstration, and during, they gave reasons to
congress, and to those that
lived there, for turning LBL
into a National Recreation
Area. These reasons
explained why it was
required that TVA had to
take all the land in the
LBL, not leave some people
living there. They also gave
reasons for pushing down
and burning all the towns,
homes, farms, businesses, and
properties. Those reasons
were that The LBL would
be a demonstration of how
establishing a National

Recreation Area — a "Play
Ground of the Rugged," as
Joe Creason of the CourierJournal called it -- would
benefit the area by being a
boon to the surrounding
businesses; that there would
be no commercial development in the LBL; that if
visitors wanted or needed
anything. they would have to
go outside of the LBL to
acquire them.
But when has the government ever kept a promise?
Apparently. only when we
hold them to it. In January
1996, serious public concerns
were raised about the management of LBL, when TVA
explored five development
concepts ranging from
upgraded campgrounds to a
major theme park. Public
outcry. heated meetings, and
30 thousand signatures, put a
stop to the five concepts,
which was full blown commercialization of LBL. In
the end, TVA was removed
as the managing agency of
LBL, the LBL Protection act
was passed, and the Forest
Service was brought in to
replace TVA management.
That all seemed good to
everyone, and has been over
all. But, it was TVA that
made promises of no commercialization, and the Forest
Service didn't. So those at
the Forest Service say they
only have to abide by the
LBL Protection Act, and
don't have to honor any
promises made by TVA.
They act as if the promises
were made by TVA only,
and not by congress and the
President, which isn't true.
Moreover, the LBL Protection Act basically gives them
free hand to do most anything they want in LBL.
What has become known as
"The Promise" wasn't honored in the LBL Protection
Act.
To make matters worse,.
the budget of the Forest Service has been cut; combined
their budget has been cut
close to 60 percent. Thanks
to the Federal Fee Demonstration program. which was
a test of the public to see if
they'd resist paying fees to
use national parks and public
lands, the Forest Service is
now under pressure to charge
fees to support our national
public lands. ('rvA, by the
way, was the first to volunteer to try out the Fee
Demonstration Program in
LBL, when it was introduced.) The Federal Fee
Demonstration Program ended
in 2004, and was replaced
with R.A.T - "Recreation
Access Tax." Now the Forest
Service has a legal right.
and obligation under budget
concerns, to charge fees in
our national public lands
wherever they can.
Is this true for the LBL
Heritage Plan? The LBL
Heritage Plan is just part of
a nationwide Heritage program, that's meant to honor
mostly Native American heritage. But it's being used to
honor any heritage. and in
this case, the LBL heritage.
To be honest, I like the
Heritage Plan. Finally, after

all our artifact historic her- I
itage was pushed down and,
burned, we can have hope
that our family's heritage in
LBL may be honored.
What's not to like?
What's not to like is the,
possibility that because of
budget concerns, and pressures to make our public
lands as self sustainable as
possible, the Forest Service
may decide to charge fees
for tours of our heritage. In
other national public lands,
where the Heritage Plan hid
been put into place, it has
been used to generate fees.
If they charged fees for the
LBL Heritage Plan, it would
be the ultimate insult to
those that sacrificed their
land and unique way of lifc,
with promises that there
would be no commercial
development in LBL.
truth, it would be breaking •
"The Promise:" with the heritage of those they made
The Promise too. I can't
think of a greater insult.
Our folks that were forced
out of the LBL were very
trusting of their government.
They couldn't believe that
their government would do
anything to harm them.
They were wrong. Maybe
we can trust them with this
Heritage Plan, but maybe
not. We've been burned
once, let's not be burned
again.
So, it's time to become
involved again. We stopped
the Five Concepts by becoming involved, and we may
need to stop the profiting off
of our heritage too. The
coming meetings on the Heritage Plan are listed below.
Let's show up in force. If
not, we endorse the Forest
Service to do anything they
wish; we endorse that our
heritage, the sacrifice made
by our between the rivers
folk, and The Promise, be
profaned.
Also, Jamie Bennett of
the Forest Service, who is in
charge of implementing the
Heritage Plan says: "If you
are unable to attend any of
the community sessions, I
still want your input. Please
contact me at 270-924-2015
or at jwbennett@fsfed.us to
arrange a more convenient
time or place to meet.
Please also contact me for ,
additional information or to .
5
answer questions or con- :•
cerns."
I believe it's time to
:
become involved in our her%
itage, and to protect it from
being used to break The '
Promise made to our folks,
that made a great sacrifice
for the LBL National Recre.
ation Area.
Forest Service meetings in
the Heritage Plan are
planned at the Trigg County
Public Library in Cadiz, Ky..
on Saturday from 10 a.m.noon; Stewart County Public
Library in Dover, Tenn.. Jan.
20. from 10 am.-noon; Marshall County Public Library
in Benton, Jan. 27 from 10
am.-noon; and Lyon County
Public Library in Eddyville,
Ky., Feb. 3, from 10 a.m.noon.
Harold Dixon resides in
Murray. Ky.
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Somali official: Top al-Qaida
suspect killed in US airstrike

Chades L (Chuck) Pennington jr.

The funeral for Charles E. (Chuck') Pennington Jr. will be
Thursday at 7 p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York
Funeral Home. A graveside service will be
Friday at 2 p.m. CDT at Crown Hill Memorial
Park, Cincinnati, Ohio. Visitation will be at the
funeral home from 4 to 7 p.m. Thursday.
MOGADISHU,
Somalia
Mr. Pennington, 67, Dublin Drive, Hazel.
died Monday, Jan. 8, 2007, at 4:33 p.m. at (AP)- A senior al-Qaicia susVanderbilt Medical Center, Nashville, Tenn. A pect wanted for bombing
Navy veteran, he had been employed at Kenlake American embassies in East
Africa was killed in a U.S.
Foods for 36 years.
Born June 14, 1939, in Cincinnati, he was the airstrike, a Somali official said
this morning, a report that if true
Pennington son of the late Charles E.
Pennington Sr. and would mean the end of an eightEvelyn Kraemer Pennington.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Judy Hopkins year hunt for a top target of
Washington's %Sax- on terror.
*
Pennington, to whom he was married July 3, 1999;
There was no immediate conthree daughters, Mrs. Laurie McGirr and husband,
firmation from the U.S. In
Mike, Chaffee, N.Y.. Mrs. Kim Hopkins and husWashington, a U.S. intelligence
band, Mike Johnson, Murray, and Mrs. Sandy
official said the U.S. killed five
Robbins and husband, Bob Stangl, Sandusky, N.Y.; four sons,
to 10 people in an attack on an
Cameron Pennington and wife, Tracie, Plainfield, Ind., Gregory
al-Qaida target in southern
Petuungton and wife, Piper, Cincinnati, Rodney Pennington and
Somalia but did not say who was
wife, Shelia, Brazil, Ind., and Jamie Hopkins and wife, Christy. killed. The official, who spoke
Hazel; 16 grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.
on condition of anonymity
because of the operation's sensiDavey L Merrell
tivity, said a small number of
Davey L. Merrell, 56, Midlothian, Texas, died Sunday. Jan. 7, others present, perhaps four or
2007, at Baylor Medical Center, Waxahachie, Texas. A 1968 gradu- five, were wounded.
ate of Calloway County (Ky.) High School, he retired after 3() years
The report came as U.S
of service with Southwestern Bell Telephone Company.
forces apparently launched a
He was born Nov. I. 1950, in Puryear. Tenn. His mother, third day of airstrikes in southHyburnia Merrell, and a nephew, Danny M. Merrell Jr., both preced- ern Somalia. Witnesses said an
ed him in death.
AC-130 gunship attacked a susSurvivors include his wife, Mrs. Carolyn Maddox Merrell, to pected al-Qaida training camp.
whom he had been married for 37 years; two daughters, Mrs. Kelly At least four separate strikes
Wednesday
Schmidt and husband, Vance, and Mrs. April Cornett and husband, were reported
Brandy, one son. Daniel Merrell and wife, Sarah. three brothers, around Ras Kamboni, on the
AP
Danny Merrell and wife, Sherrin, Dennis Merrell and wife. Ton, and Somali coast and a few miles Former President Abdi Kasim, second nght with cap, and President Abdullahi Yusuf. left, talk
Joseph Merrell and wife. Chaundra. all of Texas; two sisters, Mrs. from the Kenyan border.
to Journalists after their meeting in Mogadishu, this morning U S. special forces are needed
Also this morning, Somalia's
Melanie Swaringen and husband. James, Texas, and Mrs. Debra
on the ground to flush out any remaining al-Oaida suspects in Somalia, the deputy prime minPaschall and husband. Danny W.. Kirksey, Ky.: his father, Dan J. Deputy Prime Minister said
ister Hussein Aideed, not seen, said after U.S. forces staged at least one airstnke in the first
Merrell and wife. Jo. Texas: six grandchildren, Travis and Karlee American troops were needed
offensive in the Afncan country since 18 Amencan soldiers were killed here in 1993.
on
the
ground
to
root
extremists
Schmidt. Mallory. Madison and Montgomery Cornett, and Shawn
from his troubled country, and
Merrell.
troops last month.
He is also suspected of planBurial will be in Midlothian. Texas, today (Wednesday. he expected the troops soon. It
The Somali troops and their ning the car bombing of a beach
Top
al-Qaida
was
the
first
indication that the
Midlothian Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements. Cards may
Ethiopian allies have driven the resort in Kenya and the near
be sent to the family at 2340 Mockingbird Lane, Midlothian, Texas, U.S. military may expand its
Islamist movement that had simultaneous attempt to shoo(
suspect
killed
campaign.
76065.
dominated the country for six ckwili an Israeli airliner in 2002.
Fazui Ad:Milan
Fazul Abdullah Mohammed,
months out of the capital and Ten Kenyans and three kraals
Mohammed.
who allegedly planned the 1998
wanted to the US
were killed in the blast at the
toward the Kenyan border.
bombings of two U.S. embassies
embassy bombings
Hassan said local intelligence hotel, 12 miles north of
Africa
was
lulled
in
east
in East Africa. was killed in a
reports indicated Abdirahman Mombasa. The missiles missed
in a u S atrstnhe in
U.S. airstrike early Monday
lanai:low. one of the Islamists' the airliner. Somalia's Depots
Somalia
morning local time, according to
deputy leaders, had also been Prime Minister Hussein Aiderd
Glenn Warren
an American intelligence report
SOMALIA
said U.S. special forces are
killed.
Mr. Cecil Glenn Warren, 85, Hardin. went home to be with the passed on to the Somali authoriETHIOPIA
Fazul, 32, joined al-Qaida in needed on the ground as governLord on Monday. Jan. 8, 2007, at 1:16 p.m. at his residence in ties.
!wham
Afghanistan and trained there ment forces backed by Ethiopia
Hardin. He attended Heritage Bible Church.
"I have received a report
Ocean
with Osama bin Laden, accord- are unable to capture the last
An Army veteran of World War II, he from the American side chroniing to the transcript of an FBI remaining hideouts s4 suspet tcd
received the Purple Heart. Mr. Warren was a part cling the targets and list of daminterrogation of a known associ- extremists.
°Mogadishu
•ic
of the Fourth Division that was in the first wave age." Abdirizak Hassan, the
>ate. He had a $5 million bounty
-The only was we are going
z
•
Armada..
0 250 wa
in the invasion on Utah Beach along the Somali president's chief of staff.
on his head for allegedly plan- to kill or capture the surviving
Normandy coast of northern France on D-Day. told The Associated Press. "One
200
0
Kambors
lo Res
ning the 1998 attacks on the al-Qaida tenonsts is for U S.
June 6, 1944.
AP
of the items they were claiming
SOURCES AP reportIng, ESRI
U.S. Embassies in Nairobi and special forces to go in on the
He graduated from Murray State University was that Fazul Abdullah
Dar es Salaam. Tanzania. which ground.- Aideed. a former US
killed there in 1993.
with a master's degree and conducted his prac- Mohammed is dead."
Marine said
The campaign is aimed at killed 225 people.
tice teaching at the University of Kentucky. He
If confirmed Mohammed's
taught vocational agriculture at Hardin High death would be a major victory capturing al-Qaida members
Warren
School, South Marshall High School and for the U.S. in its hunt for the thought to be fleeing Somalia
Marshall County High School until his retire- 1998 embassy bombers. The since the Islamic militia that
strike was part of the first U.S. sheltered them began losing
ment in 1976.
Mr. Warren is survived by his wife. Mrs. Dorothy offensive in the African country ground to Somali government
Swig Akin*
Holland Warren. to whom he had been married for since 18 American soldiers were soldiers backed by Ethiopian
Add SpeedSfrrom and
more than 50 years; one son, Bob Warren and wife,
S4II aft to ifXfisted
Kim, and one grandson. Benjamin Warren. all of
Irevamc• 1.11.g Avatloble.
3mcia
Hardin.
Wave Sear I 9‘
Preceding him in death were his parents, Lex Warren and Myrtie
• FREE 24/7 live Technical Support
4
Lavina Puckett Warren, and three brothers, Kelzie Warren, Elroy
• Unlim,ted Hours. No Concoct,'
www tore coin
Warren and 011is Warren.
• 10 E-mail Ad,•
1
Call Pon
The funeral will be Thursday at I p.m. in the chapel of Collier
• FREE Sporn P
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Funeral Home, Benton. Bob Warren and Kevin Gaunce will officiate. Burial will follow in the Wadesboro Cemetery, Hardin.
Visitation will be from 5 to 9 p.m. today (Wednesday) at the funeral home. Memorial contributions may be made to National WWII DDay Museum, 945 Magazine St., New Orleans. La., 70130. Online
Located at 4th & Sycamore, Murray, KY
register book can be found at www.collierfuneralhome.com.
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Owen Hodges
The funeral for Owen Hodges will be today (Wednesday) at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Danny Herndon
and Josh Herndon will officiate. Pallbearers will be John Brittain,
Sam Henry, C.R. Henry, Kenneth Geurin, Bill Stubblefield and
Harold Phillips. Burial will follow in the Hicks Cemetery. Visitation
is now at the funeral home.
Mr. Hodges,84, Murray, died Saturday, Jan. 6, 2007. at 4:50 p.m.
at his home. A retired farmer, he was a member of Pleasant Valley
Church of Christ.
Born Aug. 28, 1922, he was the son of the late Jeff Hodges and
Easter Hodges. Also preceding him in death were his twin brother,
Noah Hodges: four brothers, Thomas, Loyd, Woodrow and Rubber
Hodges; four sisters, Dorothy Thompson, Burlene Hodges, Ava
Kiger and Sheltie Hodges; one half brother, V.B. Hodges; and one
niece, Judy Thorn.
Survivors include one sister, Lavelle Hodges, four nephews,
Bobby Hodges and wife, Barbara, and Pat Hodges and wife. Carol,
all of Murray, Larry Kiger, Pennsylvania. and Lonnie Kiger and
wife, Judy, West Virginia; several great-nieces and great-nephews.
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COMMUNITY
The 4-H annual banquet
is scheduled for Jan. 20
The Calloway County 4-H
Council will host its Annual
Recognition Banquet on Jan.

The newest focal point for wassones seems to be the wide belt worn at
We waist. Tighter corset belts, stretch
styles over long tops and leggings seem
to be a hot item However, it is not a
style everyone can wear, or would even
want to wear.
The 80's have certainly had an influence in accessories with geometricnew wave style jewelry, the wide belts
and neon color schemes, mainly for the
junior market.
The more missy customers seem to
be going in the direcuon of country.
club preppy
Dresses are certainly back this season. The designers have finally gotten
it together and a lot of the dresses have
sleeves. The wrap dress is back and
very flattering.
Handbags are still large in a variety
of styles and shapes with lots of hardware.
We are getting in lots of spring — so
all of you early-bird shoppers who like
to get first pick — the time is now.
Ow winter clearance is going strong
so you still have a lot to choose from.
Leather coats. sweaters, Lauren Vidal
pants. French Dressing jeans and blazers are included in this 50-60cik off sale.
If you've been putting off getting tall
boots for gauchos, now is die time. We
have them at SO% off.
Sterling silver jewelry is 20%. of!.
some Lucky jeans and t-shins are 25%.
off.

The selection is still good so daft
wait too long for winter apparel.
When shopping the sales figure out
which pieces you need for your
lifestyle. This way you will avoid having a closet full of -bargains" that you
never wear.
Invest in the classics and don't feel
guilty about spending more for shoes,
handbags and coats. Some of these can
last you a long time and will always be
stylish.
Think about cost per wear. If you
divide the price by the number of times
you'll wear it, it forces you to see the
value. A pair of $100 jeans will be
worn 100's of times, so you're really.
making an investment. A pair of cheap
jeans don't feel as good, don't fit you
as well and won't hold up as long, so
you won't wear them as much.
Congratulations to loan Gibson who
won the door pnze last Friday.
Quote of the Week: "Hope is the ladder on which every dream gets to
climb." Stephen Reuser
Stay tuned to next week's Fun &
Fashion report__

ekomc

The Something 1.., Evervtuee Store

305 South 12th
Murray. KY • 753-7441

20th at 6:00
p.m. at the
Westside
Baptist
Church.
Reservations
for the Banquet must
have been
called in by
today at
Extension
noon. A
Notes
delicious
By
chicken.
Ginny Harper
pork or
Calloway
beef dinner
County Agent
will be
for 4-H/Youth
served.
Development
The cost of
the meal will be four dollars.
-The banquet is a great
chance to review the year in
4-H and celebrate the work
and accomplishments of our
4-H'ers. Our Calloway Coun
ty 4-H youth are successful
in many county, area and
state events," Donna Miller.
Past-President of the Calloway County 4-H Council
commented.
"It is also great to learn
of other events and projects
that might interest your children," Miller continued.
#
The evening will be filled
with awards and recognition
of youth and leaders. The
Mr. and Miss 4-H Contest is
always a highlight of the
event. Forms for the Mr.
and Miss 4-H Contest were
also due today to the Extension Office. County, Area,
and State winners will be
recognized as well as various
individual clubs. The public
is welcome to be a part of
this festive event of celebrating youth and their accomplishments.
Upcoming Events:
The Dusty Spurs Parent
and Leaders Meeting will be
Thursday Jan. 11 at 6 p.m.
at the Extension Office.
4-H will have a booth at
the Boat and Outdoor Show
on Jan. 12-14 at the Regional Special Events Center. If
4-H youth can work at the
booth, please call the extension office to sign up. The
times are 3 to 9 on Friday,
10 to 8 on Saturday and 12
to 5 on Sunday.
The Calloway County
Cooperative Extension Service is open Monday to Friday from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. The phone number is
753-1452 and the fax is
759-4243. Calloway County
4-H Council receives funding
from the Murray-Calloway
County United Way.
t_
Eddeational programs of
the Kentucky Cooperative
Extension Service serve all
people regardless of race,
color, age, sex, religion, disability, or national origin.
University of Kentucky, Kentucky State University, U.S.
Department of Agriculture.
and Kentucky counties, cooperating.

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment
will be held Friday at Goshen

Vows 7enewaf

lo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Angel Alert issued by center
An Angel Alert has been issued for a futon or twin or full
size bed and mattress for a grandmother of two grandchildren
has been issued by the Calloway County Family Resource
Center. Any person having any of these to donate call the center at 762-7333.

Harry L. and Jamille White

Girl Scout Cookie Kick-off Thursday

Mrs. Lewis Hudspeth and Ms. Lisa Jones of Murray request
your presence for the renewing of the wedding vows of their
granddaughter and daughter, Jamille Hudspeth-White, to Harry
L. White ill, son of Harry L. White II.
This will be Saturday, Feb. 24, 2007, at 1 p.m. at Greater
Hope Missionary Baptist Church, Murray.
Rev. Henry Greer, pastor, will officiate. Luciana Ray will
be soloist.
Ms. Rosa Hudspeth will be maid of honor and Jody Ward
will be best man.
A reception will follow in the Murray room of the Murray
State University Regional Special Events Center.
All relatives and friends are invited. Only out-of-town invitations will be sent.

Girl Scout Cookie Kick-Off will be Thursday at 6:30 p.m.
at the Murray State University Curris Center Ballroom. For
more information contact Cheryl Hicks at 753-6016 or Kandee
Houston at 753-3984.

Scholarships available
for local Farm Bureau
members in two amounts
The Calloway County Farm
Bureau is sponsoring two scholarships for students of Calloway County Farm Bureau
families. The scholarships in
the amount of $1,000 and $500
is in addition to the numerous
scholarships awarded through
the Kentucky Farm Bureau Education Foundation.
The local scholarship program began 13 years ago for
graduates of Calloway County
High School, Murray High
School and Eastwood Christian Academy. The applicants'
parents must be members of
Calloway County Farm Bureau.
The recipients may attend
any accredited college, but must
pursue a four year course of
study. The recipients must enter

To place an
ad call
753-1916
DGER TIMES

college as a beginning freshmen no later than the semester following high school graduation. The scholarship proceeds will be divided into two
equal payments to the winners.
Mark Paschall, Calloway
County Farm Bureau president,
said the local scholarship program was established to promote leadership and academic
achievement during high school
and to encourage students to
seek higher education. Paschall
also stressed that applications
for the local scholarships must
be delivered to the Farm Bureau
office by Feb. 28.
The Scholarship Selection
Committee will use the rules
established by the Kentucky
Farm Bureau Education Foundation, Inc., with the exceptions of the GPA and ACT sc011e.
The scholarship applicatiods
and entry rules are available
from high school guidance
counselor( and at the local
Farm Bureau office at 1702
Ky. 121 North Bypass.

293-5527
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We would like to give a special thanks
to the Jaycee Fair board for supplying all of our
residents with pizza, Cokes and sundaes.
Our residents were very appreciative.

High Style
My brother would have felt a fool
Wearing overalls to school.
Now the garments once for dad
Are featured in teenagers ads.
While dad's were denim, striped or blue,
Today's bibs come in varied hue
Grandpa's chin would drop a mile
To see bib overalls in style.
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Kids Under 5 Eat Free On Tuesdays
With Purchase of Adult Meal
0

Health Express lists stop
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer blood pressure checks, pulse and osteoporosis screenings
on Thursday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.. and 42:30 to 3 p.m. at
Lowe's in Murray.

TOPS to meet Thursday
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Club will meet.
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library.::
The meeting is open to the public. For information call Marge::
Andrews at 753-7732.
•.
•

Lighthouse Clothes Closet open
Clothes Closet at Lighthouse Missionary Baptist Church is'
open every Thursday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. For more information call 437-4588.

Make A Difference Day planned
The Resource Centers of Murray and Calloway County will
host the 59th Make A Difference Day on Saturday from 9
a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Murray State University Stewart Stadium. Items to be recycled are paper and cardboard (please box,
bundle or bag); aluminum cans: eyeglasses: tin cans; plastic
and glass; used motor oil; ink jet cartridges; cell phones; used
clothing; old computers but there is a limit of two computers
per carload. For more information call Rita Burton at 7593549.

Post 6291 to meet Thursday
Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars of Murray is scheduled to meet Thursday at 7 at the headquarters of Murray
State University Reserve Office Training Corps inside the Trio
complex of the campus off North 16th Street. For information
contact David Foley at 753-5822.

Lodge 592 will meet Thursday
Woodmen of the World Lodge 592 will meet Thursday at
6 p.m. at Ryan's Family Steakhouse.

El Tequila..

Robert Burns Supper planned
Murray Caledonia Society will present its 14th annual Robert
Burns Supper on Saturday. Jan. 20, at the Murray Country
Club, 2200 College Farm Rd., Murray. A reception will start
at 5:30 p.m. and dinner will be served at 6:30 p.m. Featured
will be the traditional ceremony, feasting, toasting, music and
Scottish frivolity. Kilts and tartan dress is optional and Scottish heritage is not required. Reservations at $30 per person
may be made by calling the Murray Tourism at 753-5171.

SAVE

One Coupon Per Visit

Real Mexican
Burrito
12-14 inches!

MN

LUNCH OR DINNER 1
I Buy 1 Fajita - Get 2n4

Try The New

Relay for Life team of McKinney Insurance will have a
rebate day Thursday at Mugsy's Hideout, 410 Main Si., Murray, from 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.

The Murray State University Athletic Hall of Fame banquet
will be Friday, Jan. 19. The reservation deadline is Monday.
Being inducted this year are Dennis Jackson, football and track
(1960-1964); Gary Stephens, rifle (1984-1988); Tony Wretlund,
men's tennis (1985, 1987-1989); Jill Doty, women's track &
volleyball (1988-1993); Ronald (Popeye) Jones, men's basketball (1989-1992); and Jessica Widman, women's golf (19962000). For reservations contact Crystal Morrow, administrative
assistant, department of athletics, MSU, at 809-3746.

753-9533
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Relay for Life team plans promotion

Athletic Hall of Fame banquet planned

1502 Sycamore St. • Murray
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Calloway County High School Diamond Club will have a
rebate night today at Captain D's. Customers are asked to tell
the cashier they are there for the club.

Calloway County High School Based Decision Making Council will meet today at 3:45 p.m. in the media center of CCHS.

(131 APPOINTMENT)
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CCHS Diamond Club plans promotion

CCHS Council will meet
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Zeta Department will meet

Zeta Department of Murray Woman's Club
will meet Thursday at 2 p.m. at the club
house with Sherry Purdom presenting the program. Hostesses
will be Betty Sue Vinson, Cathryn Garrott and Georgeann
Sanders.

Elizabeth Kim Designs

GAZETTE

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment
Ministry will have its weekly event on Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship
hall of Goshen United Methodist Church,
located at 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella.
Featured this week will be Tarnished
Gold, Set Free and Amanda Groves.
There is no admission charge, but items
for Need Line will be accepted.
For more information call Joe Lawrence
at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at 7534124 or
Patrick Lea at 761-2666.
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on auto nsurance
PUT NATPONWFOE ON KtUR NOE FOR PRIM SENVIDE. AND CONVEMENCE
Save Big! Ca// for a free no obligation quote

Dale Willis
201 N. 5th St., Murray
(270) 753-8485
ctwilltsiawillts-insurance.corr
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'You can wing it with these recipes'

2Jit4 2nnouncernents

Some mends were asking
me about Chicken Wing
Recipes and here are three
of our
fey=

Trey Aaron and
Tyler Austin Ward

fl

Vilsematko. Jaissary IS. 3107• 7A

Barry and Tina Ward of Hazel are the parents of twin boys
born on Monday. Nov. 16, 2006, at Jackson Purchase Medical
Center, Mayfield.
Trey Aaron. born at 8:28 p.m., weighed 6 pounds 8 ounces
and measured 20 112 inches.
Tyler Austin, born at 9:19 p.m.. weighed 5 pounds 12 ounces
and measured 19 inches.
The mother is the former Tina Butler.
Maternal grandparents are Ricky and Kathy Butler. Maternal great-grandparents are Margerie Butler and the late Carillon Butler and Lawrence and Pauline Rushing.
Paternal grandparents are Larry and Lynda Ward. Paternal
great-grandparents are Govie Ward and the late Louise Ward,
and Buddy and Omeda Irvin.

favorite
wing
recipes.
This was
my wife's
favorite
thing to
help in the
kitchen
Tried & True th. She
Recipes always
By Mr. Mom - loves to
Mark Anderson help with
my Chicken Peg Legs, but that's
another recipe for the future.
My daughters love the sweet
Bar-B-Que Wings, but everyone asked for spicy wings
and here goes:
Mom's Hot Wings
Ingredients:
— 20 whole chicken
wings
1 cup all-purpose flour
— 1 tsp salt

— 1 tsp ground pepper
— I tsp cayenne pepper
— 1 cup Franks Hot
Sauce
-- I cup ( two sucks)
melted butter 1 unsalted)
— 1 tsp freshly squeezed
lemon Juice
— 2 tsp dried basil
leaves
First cut off the wing up
and separate the
drummenes. Wash the wings
and lay on paper towel to
dry then place in a large zip
lock bag In a medium bowl
combine flour, salt, pepper,
and cayenne. then pour into
bag and toss
Pour the wings onto a
baking sheet and spread
esenly. Allow chicken to set
on the baking sheet and dry
out for about and hour. Get
a stock pot or a fner and
fill with vegetable oil. Heat
oil to 350 degrees and add
chicken. Cook for about 10
to 13 minutes. Place in a
large bowl after cooking and
toss in the remaining ingredients.

Aaron Tuff
Blake

IT
at

Aaron Tuff Blake

Tuff Blake and Kristina
Moore of Hardin are the parents of a son, Aaron Tuff
Blake, born on Wednesday. Dec.
20, 2006. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed 7 pounds
eight ounces and measured 19
1/2 inches. A brother is Landon.
Grandparents are Sherri
Hasty and Marlon Cox of
Hardin and Roger and Monica Moore of Almo.
Great-grandparents are Brenda Moore of Murray and Joyce
Hasty of Coldwater.
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Lucas Ryan
Tucker
is
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Lucas Ryan Tucker
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Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Tucker of Browns Grove Road,
Murray, are the parents of a
son, Lucas Ryan Tucker, born
on Wednesday. Nov. I. 2006,
at 11:28 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 7 pounds
5 ounces and measured 20
inches. The mother is the former Tanuny Culpepper.
Grandparents are Jerry and
Donna Tucker and Larry and
Vicki Kirks, all of Murray, and
Randy and Peggy Culpepper
of Cape Girardeau, Mo.

Photo provided

STUDENT OF THE WEEK: Jonathan Ramirez-Higgins,
center, senior at Calloway County High school, has been
named as Student of the Week by WNBS Radio and
Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors. Pictured left is Rebecca
Landolt of Century 21, and nght is Susan Williams, guidance counselor at Calloway County High School. RamirezHigggins is the son of Robert and Ester Higgins.

— 1 air owyeinsiw
— 3/4 cup mar amain
— 2 tbsp mak
— 3/4 tap Waleallarlillit
SIM!

— 3/4 tsp fresh ground
PePPer
— celery sticks for sen ing
Pre beat your boiler
First at off the wisig lip
and sepals the
dismissals. Wash the wiles
WI* 0001 NOW and lay on
paper towel to dry In a
sauce pan add melted butter.
cayenne. but sauce and salt
Place the wings on a baking
sheet and brash with butter
mixture Broil them about 1
inches below heat for 8 minutes. Turn wings brush them
again with butter mixture
and broil them for 4 minutes
or until done
Dipping &haft Owe
In a food processor bowl
add blue cheese, mayonnaise.
sour cream. milk. Worcestershire, salt and pepper
Process until smooth. If you
do not have a food processor use a blender
Dipping Sauce Two
Combine one cup blue
cheese crumbles. 1/4 cup
sow cream, 1/4 cup mayonnaise, 1/2 cup buttermilk. I
tsp. fresh lemon _puce, 1/2
tsp. minced garlic. 1/2 tsp.
salt and freshly ground black
pepper
Dipping Sauce lime
Combine 1 container of
sour cream with one regular
bottle of ranch dressing.
We love all of these and
hope you try all three As
my oldest daughter said "
It's a keeper" Remember if
you need or want a recipe
write Mr MOM, at Murray
Ledger & Times. Be sure to
fix this for your next football game or party.

Jesus is the Reason

for the Season'

AFTEK CHK1STMAS

Murray'sSource For The Most
Lip-To-Da(e HomeFashions

SALE!

Drapery Specialty Rods • Cust2orin %Wing
Upholstery • Design Service Available,

NOW THKU ?
%Ns,&1ccelrithan ZOOkiafW
5th & Main St. • Murray • 753-1622
Mon. - Fri. 9:30 a.m. - 5 p.m. • Sat. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Alcott retirement dinner
to be held Friday, Jan. 19
Steve Alcott, District Conservationist with the Natural
Resources Conservation Service, 88 Robertson Road South,
Murray, retired on Wednesday.
Jan. 3 after 36 years of service with the United States
Department of Agriculture.
In 1970 Alcott began his
employment with the Soil Conservation Service as a student
trainee during the summer
months at Clinton. After graduating with a BS degree in
Agriculture at Murray State
University in 1971, Alcott continued his employment as a
at
Soil
Conservationist
Louisville. After 2 years Alcott
was transferred to Mt. Sterling to serve as a District Conservationist. In 1978, Alcott
was transferred to Murray to
fill the vacant District Conservationist position for field office
operations. For Alcott's remaining 28 years with NRCS, he
assisted the Calloway County
Conservation District with their
conservation program along
with helping Calloway County farmers and producers participant in USDA programs in
applying soil and water conservation practices on their
farms.
In 1972, he married Paula
McGregor, currently librarian
at First Baptist Church of Murray. Their three daughters are
Mrs. Paige Smith and husband.
Jim, of Hinesville, Ga., Mrs_
Autumn Ridenour and husband.
Jay, of New Haven, Conn..
and Mrs. Katie Wright and
husband, Mike, of Lakewood.
Wash.
The Calloway County Conservation District will have a
retirement dinner in Alcott's
honor on Jan. 19 at 6:30 p.m.
at First Baptist Church Fellowship Hall across the street

Micheal's Garlic (2hicks,
Wings
lagrediewts:
— 2 dozen chicken wings
— 1 cup all purpose
flow for dredging
— 2 tbsp papaika
— salt and pepper to
taste
-- 1/4 cup olive oil
— pinch red pepper
flakes
— 1 bay leaf
— 2 lemon halved
— 10 toasted cloves of
garlic
— 1/4 cup chopped fresh
oregano
— 1/4 cup sherr 1 preferred Spanish)
— 2 cups low sodium
chicken broth
First cut off the wing up
and separate the drumrnettes
Wash the wings with cool
water and lay on paper
towel to dry. In a small
bowl add flow, paprika, salt
and pepper. Toss wings in
mixture to dredge wings
good. Heat oil in skillet and
hrown wings on all
sides. Remove from pan and
set aside.
Add the pepper flakes.
bay leaf, lemons, garlic,
sherry and chicken broth to
the pan. Cook 2 minutes to
remove the alcohol. Return
wings to pan, cover and
simmer for 15 minutes. or
you can also braise in a
preheated 375 degrees oven
tor 20 minutes.
Jason's Buffalo Wings
Ingredients:
— 16 chicken wings
— 1/4 cup ( I suck) melted unsalted butter
— I tsp cayenne pepper
-- I teaspoon Tabasco
Sauce
— 2 1/2 tsp salt
— I 1t2 crumbled blue
cheese

11 Maple
Kentucky 420-1

Lucy is a Labrador Retnever, Golden
Retriever rm. two years old female

Hula is a Catahoula leopard dog
rix. 7 months old ferrule

SHELTER HOURS: MONA-RI. le AM-4 PM • SAT. 111 AM-3 PM

For more 'wort/1.460n contact

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at(270) 7594141

lt /TO - /1c)ME., - I.!!!
Steve Alcott
from the main church located
at 203 S 4th St., Murray. Reservations can be made by calling the district office at 7670491 by Tuesday. Jan 16.

ANNOUNCE
YOUR EVENT.
CALL 753-1916

HOMETOWN
ON ALL FITNESS EQUIPMENT
MONTHS,
NO INTEREST.
12
NO PAYMENTS
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Ear, Nose & Throat of Murray
Complete Ear, Nose & Throat Care
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Including the Treatment of
Hearing Loss and Tinnitus
No Referrals Required
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AND FREE DELIVERY
Beverly Jones - Audiologist
Patricia Klapper RN - Hearing Aid Specialist

1 Physician's Hearing Center
Medical Arts Building Suite 304 E
300 South 8th Street • Murray, KY 42071

(270)759-4811 • 1(800)291-4926
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authorized Retail Dealer

Available at this Store location only

Murray liamars
Owned & Operated By Dwight Hortivia
Bel-Air Center • 763-2310

Open Mon.-Oat. 1110-4, Sun. 1-0

Murray L.
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Health
Clock is ticking on
diabetic epidemic
By TARA SHELTON, RD, LD, CDE
Diabetes is often an ignored disease, but it is one 4the most
prevalent, debilitating, deadly and costly diseases. Today, nearly
21 million Americans live with the disease and each year approximately 4 million deaths occur from diabetes. It is the leading
cause of heart attacks, strokes, blindness, kidney failure and amputations.
The Amencan Diabetes Association is launching an ad campaign titled "Every 21 Seconds." This campaign represents that
every 21 seconds another American is diagnosed with diabetes.
Even more alarming is that, if the current trends continue, one
in three Americans and one in two minorities born in the year 2000
or later will develop diabetes in their lifetime.
Recent data released shows if significant action isn't taken, by
the year 2025, over 380 million people will live with diabetes.
The United Nations General Assembly has recognized the global
threat of diabetes and reports governments are now acknowledging
that diabetes, which is a non-infectious disease, poses just as serious a threat to the world health as infectious diseases such as
HIV/AIDS, TB and Malaria.
The cost of diabetes is skyrocketing as well. In 2002, one in
every 10 healthcare dollars went towards the care of diabetes.
That's an alarming $132 billion or more!
Risk factors for diabetes include: being over the age of 40,
being overweight, sedentary lifestyle, family history of diabetes,
and if you are African, Mexican, or Native American. Diabetes is
also more prevalent in the elderly.
Symptoms of diabetes include: fatigue, increased hunger, frequent urination. blurred vision, tingling in the hands a feet, and
unexplained weight loss. Often those with diabetes report no
symptoms at all.
How is diabetes diagnosed? Any one of the following meets
criteria for your physician to diagnose diabetes:
— Fasting blood sugar of 126 mg/ell or higher on two separate
occasions (fasting blood sugar of 100-125 indicates pre-diabetes)
— Random (no relationship to the time of the last meal eaten)
blood sugar of 200 mg/di
— Oral Glucose Tolerance Test where the 2 hour reading is ZOO
mg/di or higher (140-199 mg/d1 indicates pre-diabetes)
And remember, there is NO such thing as borderline diabetes.
We need all Americans to work together to control this diabetes
epidemic. To prevent diabetes, the most effective thing you can do
is maintain a healthy diet and stay physically active. If you have
diabetes, control it to prevent complications! About 98 percent of
diabetes care is the care of the patient, but your not alone. Your
physician, certified diabetes educators, registered dietitians, pharmacist, etc. are there to help you.
If you need more information on diabetes or how to manage it,
call the Center for Diabetes at 762-1806.

Study: Adults with kids
consume more fatty food
DES MOINES, Iowa(AP)—
Adults living with children tend
to eat more fat than grown-ups
in kid-free homes, consuming as
much additional saturated fat
each week as found in an individual-size pizza. a new study
suggests.
It may not exactly be the
kids' fault, but household cupboards are more likely to be
stocked with high-fat convenience foods like cookies, cheese,
peanuts and processed meats
when children are around, the
researchers said.
"These dietary choices may
be due to time pressures, advertising aimed at children that also
includes adults, or adults' perception that children will eat
only hot dogs or macaroni and
cheese," said study author Dr.
Helena Laroche, who works in
internal medicine and pediatrics
at the University of Iowa
College of Medicine.
"Once these foods are in the
house, even if bought for the
children, adults appear more
likely to eat them." she said.
Laroche cautioned that the
report "doesn't prove that the
presence of children causes
adults to eat more fat," but
shows that people living with
children may have different eating habits for many reasons.
Laroche and University of
Michigan researchers examined
data from the federal government's National Health and
Nutrition Examination Survey.
The researchers scoured detailed
food questionnaires given to
6,600 adults living with and
without children under age 17.
The survey reviewed what the
adults ate over a 24-hour period.
Adults living with children
ate almost 5 more grams of fat
each day. for a total of more than
91 grams. compared to 86.5
grams for adults not living with
children, according to the study.
That included nearly 2 grams
more of saturated fat daily, the
kind linked to heart disease, or
about 12 grams of saturated fat
per week — an amount equal to
a 6-inch, personal size pepperoni pizza.
An adult eating a 2,000-calorie diet should consume less
than 65 grams of total fat a day,
including less than 20 grams of
saturated fat, according to the
U.S. Department of Agriculture.
Tracey Adamowski. a 39-

AP
HEED THE COMPUTER!:
One of the many computer
terminals at the Forsyth
Medical Center in WinstonSalem, N.C., displays a
screen savers exhorting
staff to wash their hands
frequently. Its hard not to
be reminded about handwashing at the hospital
since Novant Health began
a corporate hand-washing
campaign last year. Its to
improve hand-washing and
hygiene among healthcare workers and hospital
staff, from doctors and
nurses to the people who
clean rooms and deliver
meals.

buy ANY of these phones,
choose ANY nhc)teles FREE.

Pudgy parents
Adults living wtth children take in
slightly more tat than those
without, a recent study shows.

Hurry in!
Sale won't last.

24-hour adult fat intake in
households

R

With
children

Without
children

Saturated fat
29.9 grams
28.2

Total tat
86.5
SOURCE Journal of the American
/ Medtone
Board of Fame,

AP

year-old mother of two from
West Des Moines, knows about
the struggle to eat healthier
foods. She recently lost 30
pounds on Weight Watchers, but
said trips to the grocery store
usually revolved around her
kids' tastes.
"You buy cookies and you
buy snack foods and you buy hot
dogs and you buy canned raviolis and all this, and now that's
there when you open the cabinet," said Adamowski, who sent
her son off to college last year
and has a 13-year-old daughter
at home.
Before adopting healthier
eating
habits, Adamowski
stocked the cupboards with
those foods, picked at her kids'
leftovers in restaurants, cooked
easy-to-fix hot dogs or grabbed
fried fast-food for dinner.
"It's very easy to go through
a drive-thru. especially when
that's the only way you can eat
together as a family sometimes,"
said Adamowski, who does
about 30 hours a week of volunteer work.
Jam-packed schedules are a
problem for many families, said
Susan Mitchell, a registered dietitian, author and nutrition
expert.
"Adults pick up foods that
the kids want, so the kids end up
driving the nutrition habits of
the household instead of parents,- she said. "Parents then eat
what they eat, and everyone gets
a fatty diet."
She recommends families
adopt one or two small changes
at a time — such as cutting back
on the number of times each
week they eat fast food.
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LOUISVILLE ATHLETICS

LAKERS 60, CARDINALS 53

'Bout Time

IC

AP

Steve Kragthorpe talks dunng a news conference, where he was announced as the new
University of Louisville football coach Tuesday.

Dazed &
Confused?
WHIRLWIND JOURNEY LEAVES
NEW CARDINAL COACH CONFUSED

SCOTT NANNEv Ledger & Tomes
Calloway County's Landon Lockhart (34) skies over Mayfield defenders Chance Sherrill
(23) and Jordan Elloin (40) for this shot attempt during the Lakers' 60-53 tnumph over the
Cardinals on Tuesday night at Jeffrey Gymnasium. Lockhart scored nine points in the
game.

LAKERS PICK RIGHT TIME TO PULL OUT W
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
It nothing else, give the Calloway County
Lakes credit for good timing.
With Friday's Fourth District showdown versus crosstown rival Murray High looming, the
Lakers picked Tuesday night as just the .right
time to break out of a huge funk.
Losers of six of its past seven games entering
last night's matchup with Class A Mayfield,
Calloway righted its ship with a gritty effort
down the stretch in a 60-53 comeback victory at
Jeffrey Gymnasium.
"It's good to get a win, and it's good to be
back home," said CCHS head coach Terry
Birdsong, whose squad had played its previous
six games on the road since falling to Graves
County in the championship game of the
Heritage Bank Holiday Classic on Dec. 23. "We
made it interesting, which we've done for it
seems like seven or eight games in a row now.
But we chose to fight.
"I saw the old Calloway team that I saw the
first eight or nine games of the year. I thought we
played with a lot of energy," he added.
The key for the Lakers (11-6) proved to be a
component of the game that had been missing
from their arsenal in recent weeks — good free
throw shooting. •
Calloway was dreadful at the foul line in last

weekend's gut-wrenching 49-47 loss at Marshall
County, knocking down just 9-of-22 tries from
the charity stripe in that contest. But CCHS
responded last night. hitting 11 -of-14 foul tosses
in the fourth quarter to finish I 7-of-24 from the
line against the Cardinals.
The Lakers' effort from the foul line was key
in holding off a Mayfield surge that began with
a 22-11 Cardinal scoring advantage in the third
period.
"I thought our rhythm on our shots was much
better," Birdsong claimed. "Foul shooting is a
groove, a rhythm. The only thing you can do is
just work your way out of it. Put your hard hat
on, punch the time card and get in the gym and
work, and that's what we've been doing. We've
made foul shooting (in practice) mandatory."
Calloway was practically forced to do something to counteract the Mayfield duo of junior
Tony Hockett and senior Jeremy Rodgers.
The 6-foot-2 Hockett scored 13 of his gamehigh 21 points in the third quarter — mostly on
strong drives to the basket — while Rodgers provided an outside threat with IS.
The Cardinals (5-5) fell behind 12-5 at the
end of the first quarter and trailed 28-19 at the
halftime break. But a tip-in by Chance Sherrill
started the second-half scoring as Mayfield
begart its comeback drive.
•See LAKERS 2B

Hall closed to McGwire as
Ripken and Gwynn gain entry
NEW YORK (AP)— Mark McGwire's evasions were met with a denial.
While the door to Cooperstown swung open for Cal Ripken Jr. and They
Gwynn on Thesday, McGwire was denied baseball's highest honor, picked by
less than a quarter of voters.
After hitting 583 home runs to rank seventh on the career list, McGwire
appeared on 128 of a record 545 ballots in voting by the Baseball Writers'
Association of America. The result that raises doubts about whether Barry
Bonds. Sammy Sosa or other sluggers from baseball's Steroids Era will ever
gain entry.
"I hope that as time goes on. that number will increase," Gwynn said. "I hope
that one day he will get into the Hall of Fame, because I really believe he
deserves it."
The 23.5 percent vote McGwire received represented the first referendum on
how history will judge an age when bulked-up stars came under suspicion of
using performance-enhancing drugs. Baseball didn't ban steroids until after the
2002 season.
"We knew." Gwynn said. "Players knew. Owners knew. Everybody knew,
and we didn't say anything about it."
Gwynn. with an infectious laugh and smile, and Ripken. with cool proles•
sionalism, were different on and off the field. They both said they knew
wire wonid take some attention from their elections, but while Gwynn w
on Big Mac. Ripken was guarded.

"We might have just concluded the shortest
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Steve
Kragtborpe's whirlwind journey left him a little search in the history of the NCAA." Jurich joked.
Ile process was less of a search and more of
confused.
Moments after being introduced as a mission for lunch, whose relationship with
Louisville's head coach, Kragthorpe was mid- Kragthorpe dates to 1990. when lunch was the
way through an answer about how he'll approach athletic director at Northern Arizona and
recruiting when the day's dizzying events finally Kragthorpe was hired as quarterbacks coach.
After four successful years under the relentcaught up with him.
"We're going to try and find the best players less but ultimately restless Petnno. lunch warned
that fit the University of Tulsa," Kragthorpe said some stability. And with national signing day less
Tuesday. before catching himself. "University of than a month away, lunch knew he didn't have
Tulsa? University of Louisville. I haven't slept in time to fotm a search committee and go through
a formal interview process.
two days."
"It was very important for me to continue to
Yup. Louisville athletic director Tom lunch
didn't waste any time in luring Kragthorpe away build on this momentum we have in this program
from Tulsa The hiring came less than 48 hours and the continuity that is going on right now...
after Bobby Petrino resigned to become head
coach of the Atlanta Falcons.
MI See JURICH 29

Bush bound for NFL
U OF L
RUNNING BACK
WILL NOT
RETURN FOR
SENIOR SEASON
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)—
There's nothing fancy about
Michael Bush's running style.
Deliberate and physical. the
Louisville running back is 250
pounds of determination, both
on the field and off. So rather
than wait until the Jan. 15
deadline to decide whether to
return for another year or enter
the NFL draft, Bush didn't
hesitate.
"I think it is time for me to
move on," Bush said on
Tuesday.
It wasn't the way Bush
envisioned his college career
ending. The Louisville native
wanted to walk off the field in

AP

Louisville running back Michael Bush appears at a news
conference Tuesday to announce he will enter the NFL
football draft in Apnl rather than return to Louisville next
season
triumph after helping the
Cardinals to a national title.
But he broke his right leg
against Kentucky on Sept 3
and spent the rest of the season
serving as a cheerleader and
motivational speaker

While he applied for a medical redstun from the NCAA in
case he decided to return.
Bush's doctors told him his leg
could be ready by the time
NFL training camps get under
way this summer.

WILDCAT FOOTBALL

Archer aims for Wolfpack
UK DEFENSIVE CHIEF LEAVING
WILDCATS FOR N.C. STATE
By UK Sports Information
LEXINGTON, Ky. -- Mike Archer, defensive coordinator at the University of Kentucky, has resigned in order to
accept another coaching position.
Archer has been the defensive coordinator at UK for the
past four seasons, working to build a unit that has been
challenged by low scholarship numbers. injunes, and inexperience. Archer's patient building began showing signs of
improvement dunng the 2006 season, as the Wildcats posted an 8-5 record, including a 28-20 victory over Clemson
in the Gaylord Hotels Music City Bowl.
After allowing 34.1 points per game in 2005, UK
improved to 28.4 points per game during the 2006 season.
The Wildcats also generated 32 takeaways on defense and
the turnover margin of +15 will put UK as one of the top
teams in the nation in that category when final NCAA statistics are released. The defense played some of its hest

football in the final two games of the season in a 17-12 loss
to Tennessee in Knoxville, followed by the bowl win in
which the Wildcats surrendered only six points until the
fourth quarter and also held the powerful Clemson running
game well below its season average
'I appreciate everything Mike Archer has put into the
UK program,' Coach Rich Brooks said. 'Obviously. we
had a very difficult rebuilding job but he got it done this
year with a relatively young defensive group. We wish him
well. Karen and I have enjoyed Mike and Barbara personally as friends and we're sorry to see them go. We'll be
making an announcement on a replacement soon.'
"I greatly appreciate what Coach Brooks has done in
support of me." Archer said. "I also thank OW coaches, our
players, and our fans. The bowl game was a great experience. something I'll never forget, especially how our fans
turned out for the 'Cat Walk' before the game. rm looking
forward to the nest opportunity and challenge'
A native of State College, Pa.. Archer played his college
football at Miami (Fla.). He has coached at Miami. 1St'.
Virginia, Kentucky (1993-95), and the Pittsburgh Steelers
before returning for a second stint at UK in 2003.
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Boat show to
be held this
weekend at
RSEC
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Paying too much for
Home Insurance?
Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 • 1702 HWY 121 N. BYPASS• MURRAY,KY

23RD ANNUAL EVENT
STARTS FRIDAY,
ENDS SUNDAY
By GREG TRAVIS

,tuort,alexonder -Itylbins.com
NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Tuesday's scores
By The Associated Press
PREP BASKETBALL
Boys Basketbell
Adair Co 49, Green Co 36
Allen Co -Scottsville 90. Glasgow 52
Apollo 58. Grayson Co 37
Ashland Blazer 71, Spring Valley. W Vs
67
Australian National Team 52. Lloyd
Memorial 50
Bardstown 61, Washington Co 50
Belfry 62, Phelps 57
Bethlehem 73, Cavema 65
Betsy Layne 71, Plana 53
Boyd Co 62, Fairview 55
Breathitt Co 84. Wolle Co 45
Burgin 77 Berea 71
Galloway Co 60, Mayfield 53
Campbell Co 48. Bracken Co 38
Central Herrin 67, Menon Co 44
Christian Co 80, University Heights 67
Clinton Co 53, Monroe Co 51
Coy Catholic 50. Highlands 47
Coy Holy Cross 63. Newport 42
Dixie Heights 44. Conner 42
East Jessamine 74. Western Hies 72
Elizabethtown 89. Foil Knox 78
Elliott Co 90. Mendee Co. 69
Evangel Chnsnan 75, Lou Ky Country
Day 72
Franklin-Simpson 73. Warren East 40
Frederick Fraize 59, Breckinridge Co
54
Fulton Co 65 Hickman Co 43
George Rogers Clark 60, Bourbon Go
27
Grant Co 89. Williamstown 53
Graves Co 51, Paducah Tilghman 44
Hancock Co 62. Whitesville Trinity 58
Harrison Co 76 Augusta 65
Hart Co 64, Edmonson Co 49
Heath 56. St Mary 55
Henderson Co 80 Ev. Day. Ind 40
Hopkinsville 62, Madisonville-North
Hopkins 60
John Hardin 63, LaRue Co 27
Johnson Central 79, Allen Central 76
Knox Central 85, Lynn Camp 68
Lee Co 80. Owsley Co 41
Letcher County Central 92 Riverside
Chnstian 30
Lex Lafayette 96 Lex Christian 62
Lex Paul Dunbar 84. Franklin Co 70
Lex Sayre 66. Nicholas Co 43
Lexington Catholic 71, Casey Co. 51
Lincoln Co 77, Danville 36
Lou Brown 64, Lou St Francis 44
Madison Southern 55, Wayne Co 41
McLean Co 80, Butler Co 79, OT
Montgomery Co 64. Paris 50
Muhlenberg South 57. Muhlenberg
North 55
Ohio Co 67. Owensboro Catholic 42
Oldham Co 56. Woodlord Co 42
Owensboro 56. Davress Co 51
Paintsville 78 Lawrence Co 58
Prestonsburg 64 Sheldon Clark 48
Pulaski Co 72 Jackson Co 67
Reidland 54 Crittenden Co 36
Rose Hill Christian 86, Lewitt CO 67
Rowan Co 76, Bath Co 64
Russell Co 59. Greenwood 54
Scon 75. Boone Co 61
Scott Co 87, Lex Henry Clay 72
Shelby Co 59. Boyle Co 51
Somerset 60, Rockr-astle Co 45
South Laurel 79, Whitley Co 32
South Oldham 77 tumult Central 49

Staff Writer
The

23rd

Kentucky

annual

Boat

&

West

Outdoor

Show will be held Jan. 12-14 at
Murray
State
University's
Regional Special Events Center.
Hours for this year's show
are: Friday. Jan. 12, 4 p.m. to 9
p.m.; Saturday, Jan. 13, 10 a.m.
to 8 p.m.; and Sunday, Jan. 14,
noon to 5 p.m.
"Admission to the show is
free, however we will be accepting donations at

the

door and

that money will be given to the
United Way of Murray and
Calloway County," commented
Nancy Mieure, owner of the
show.
-This year's show is scheduled to be bigger and better than
ever. This is a family-friendly
show with a Kid's Area and the
Hazel Woman's Club will have a
fish

pond

again

this

year.

Additionally there will be vendors that will appeal to women."
Mieure said there

will be

seminars all weekend with topics ranging from crappie fishing,
redear fishing. GPS, performance reports from Kentucky and
Barkley Lake's fisheries, and a

Photo

team's recent season-ending banquet. Tiger players pictured with their awards include
(front row, from left) Johnathon Hammonds, Dr. Richard Blalock Award; Jamie King, Coach
Ty Holland Offensive MVP; DeMoree Fields, Scout Team MVP; Tanner Richerson, Scout
Team MVP;(back row) Jordan Belcher, Coach Rick Fisher Award; Will Kemp, Coach Rick
Fisher Award; Matt Collins, Coach Rick Fisher Award and Offensive Line Award; Drew
Stephens, Coach Rick Fisher Award and Defensive MVP, Wes Alexander, Coach Rick
Fisher Award and Coach John Hina Award; and Taylor Pierce, Coach Rick Fisher Award
and Tiger Selflessness Award.

•Lakers
From Page 1B
A putback basket by Landon
Lockhart gave the

Lakers a

seemingly comfortable 33-21
cushion

at

the

6:02

mark.

However, a steal by Shelton that
resulted in a transition bucket by
Hockett

"And,of course, there will be
lots of boats and other things

Cardinal run that lasted for the
next five minutes.

related to the outdoors. Last year
more than 5,000 people attended

Adam Shelton's spin move in
the lane for a layup with 1:11
left completed the Mayfield

ignited

an

18-6

comeback, as the Cardinals captured a 41-39 advantage on the
suddenly sinking Lakers head-

The interesting and informative outdoor seminars will be

ing into the final eight minutes.

presented by many of the area's
most knowledgeable outdoors

Lockhart hit 1 -of-2 free throw

enthusiasts. They include Jerry
Maupin, Jack Devor, Patrick
Hahs and Paul Rister.
Maupin, a local fisherman, is
a

columnist for the

Murray

.Ledger & Times; Devor, a forliter professional fisherman, is
the owner of Jack's Tackle Shop
in Benton; Hahs is a wildlife
biologist

for

the

Kentucky

Department of Fish and Wildlife
and is the owner of HydroGrafz;
and Rister is a Western District
Fisheries

biologist

for

the

Kentucky Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources.
The current seminar schedule
is as follows: Friday. Jan. 12:
5:30 p.m. and 7 p.m.; Saturday.
Jan. 13: 11 a.m., 12:30 p.m., 2
p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5 p.m. and 6:30
p.m.; and Sunday. Jan. 14: 12:30
p.m., 2 p.m. and 3:30 p.m.
A unique kid's area will feature a variety of inflatable setups on the upper level of the
center. Equally interesting will
be the return of the kid's fishing
pond. Built and run by the Hazel
Woman's Club, the fish pond is
a great attraction at the show and
all fish caught will be released
back into the pond.
For a detailed description of
this year's show, exhibitors'
information, fees
information,

visit

and

other

the show's

Web site at: www.westkyboatshow.com, telephone (270)492-

Provided

TIGER HONORS: Several Murray High School players were honored with awards at the

seminar on scuba diving.

the show and I'm expecting the
turnout to be just as good this
year," she noted.

Calloway trailed 41-40 after
attempts at the 7:38 mark, and
the Lakers found themselves in
a 44-44 deadlock after Hockett
drained a pair of foul shots with
3:58 remaining.
But the Lakers were determined not to fade again. A Wes
Adams jumper off an Eric

SCOTT NANNEY / Ledger & Times

Laker guard George Gamer (15) tries to keep the ball from
going out of bounds as Mayfield's Jared McCuiston (35) also
tries to get a hand on it during Tuesday's prep action at
Calloway County High School.
haps none of those points were

Berberich feed put CCHS back

as big as the five he scored in the

in front for good at 46-44 with
3:32 to go. Calloway then pro-

final three minutes.

ceeded to hit 9-of-11 foul tosses

Berberich nailed a pair of
free throws at the 2:54 mark

in the final 2:54 to preserve the
lead and the victory.

ioned three-point play. knocking

before converting an old-fash-

"I'm proud of our guys," said
Birdsong. "We got up by 11
points or so, and then it was very

fouled on a successful layup

reminiscent

Calloway a 53-49 edge.

of

Saturday.

(Mayfield) actually

took the
lead, but we didn't fold. We
decided to fight."

down a charity shot after being
attempt with 1:22 left that gave
According to Berberich, the

Mayfield
05 14 22 12 - 53
Calloway
12 16 11 21 -60
Calloway Co. (114) Berbench 19,
Adams 10, Lockhart 9 Perry 8 Garner
7 Miller 7
FG: 19 3-point FG: 5 rBerbench 4
Millerl, FT: 17-24 Rebounds: N'iti
Fouls: kkA
Mayfield (5-5) Hocken 21 Rodgers
15, Shelton 7 Shernll 7, McCuiston 3
FG: 20 3-point FG: 4 McCutston
Rodgers, Shelton Shern11) FT: 9-13
Rebounds: NA Fouls: Niik,
give it our all against Mayfield

out with a

fear of losing helped motivate

and come

the Lakers to get the win over
Mayfield.

Friday's matchup with the
rival Tigers is the first game of a
boys-girls doubleheader. The

The effort of Berberich was
key. The 5-8 senior scored a
team-high 19 points, including

"We'd lost six of our last
seven games. and our schedule

four 3-point baskets. But per-

isn't going to get any easier," he
explained. "We

just

wanted to

boys' contest will begin at 6
p.m., with the girls' game to fol-

Staff Report
The seventh

and eighth grade boys' basketball
teams from Murray Middle School both suffered
losses to Graves County on Tuesday night.
In the seventh grade game, the Tigers dropped
a 30-22 decision to the Eagles, falling behind 7-4
after one quarter of play, 11-10 at the halftime

6477 or write to West Kentucky
Boat & Outdoor Show, P.O. Box

Kendall Deese paced MMS with eight points.

Jamal Felton and Sawyer Lawson followed with
four apiece, while Austin Adams, Garrett Cowen
and Zac Maley tossed in two each.
Meanwhile, the Tiger eighth graders fell by a
score of 54-48.

Staff Report
The

Jurich said. "I wanted a person
who could lead this program for
many, many years to come and
would look at this program as a

Kragthorpe, 41, signed a fiveyear, $1.1 -million deal that runs
through the 2012 season, the first
of what he hopes will be several
contracts

he

signs

with

the

Cardinals.
"I
•
•
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Mayfield

don't want to

be a guy that

moves around. I want to be a guy
that stays in one place,- he said.
Kragthorpe

takes over a
Louisville program that flourished

under

Petrino.

The

Cardinals went 12-1 this season,
won the Big East and the Orange
Bowl and finished sixth in the
final Associated Press poll.

a

long

basketball
visiting

David Craig led the way for
the Warriors with a double-double, pouring in 33 points while
also grabbing 10 rebounds.

Kragthorpe's first days at Tulsa
four years ago, when he took over
a program that had won just two
games in the two years before he
arrived.
But after

posting

a 29-22

Matt Pruitt held Rodgers to just
four points in the second half.
Thomas Wilson added sin
points for the Warriors, includ
ing a key 3-pointer in the fourth

points while also grabbing nine

Northside carried a 22-21

two

out the ECA scoring with

rebounds.

EKU's big first half too
much for Morehead

instead of entering the NFL draft.
Kragthorpe might not have to

night.

Morehead

State

on

Tuesday

Leonard with 10 points each.
Rose, who connected on five
of his team's eight 3-point shots,
scored five of Eastern's first
seven points as the Colonels
raced to a 7-2 lead.
Morehead

Eastern (9-6, 4-3 Ohio Valley
Conference) led 63-46 with 4:53

turnovers

in

16

committed
the

first

half,

Brohm hasn't spoken to the
media since winning the Orange
Bowl MVP last week and has

onship in 2005 — Kragthorpe
knew he was at a crossroads.

until Jan. 15 to decide whether to
return for his senior season.

pull to 65-61 with 1:22 left.
Morehead could get no closer

Though he'd turned down numerous job offers in the past, he did-

Kragthorpe intends to do his best
to assure Brohm that the high-fly-

as the Colonels used 8-of-8 freethrow shooting in the final

n't hesitate when Jurich called.
"I feel like I'm in the middle

ing

Shaun
Williams led the
Eagles with 18 points. Maze
Stallworth added 14 and Cecil

minute to secure the win.
Julian Mascoll added

Brown had 10.

of a great dream right now and I
want
to
wake
up,"

don't

Openings For New Clients

bennettmotorsinc
.com

Individual, Small Business & Farm Returns
Limited Openings • Call Now!

1-800-363-4720

Rodgers. But the

defensive effort of Eastwood's

record in four seasons — including three bowl appearances and
the Conference USA champi-

View Our
Entire Inventory at
www.

appiP

from Cody

his first game at ECA.

If he can find a way to convince junior quarterback Brian
Brohm to stay with the Cardinals

wake up for awhile.

the

on

quarter. Zach Stewart rounded

RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) —
Mike Rose scored 23 points and
hit two game-clinching free
throws to lead Eastern Kentucky
to
a
73-65 victory over

Kragthorpe said.

halftime

into

strength of 14 first-half points

Newcomer Jeffrey Harrell followed Craig with 18 points in

Miller two each.

from

team

Northside

Royals of Mayfield by a 59-52
count on Tuesday night at ECA.

Matt Deese paced the Tiger attack with 14
points, while Robert Olive tossed in 10. Cedric
Cherry followed with eight. Shickell Davis, seven,
David Vinson five and Alex Stephens and Adam

way

Christian

Academy

•Jurich
It's

lead

Eastwood

topped the

58, Hazel, KY 42049.

destination. I certainly found the
guy."

Spencer Co 74, Eminence 48
St Park* 711, Derning 39
Trigg Co 50. Lmrsgslon Central 47
Union Co 96, Providence 42
Walton-Verona 59, Tnmble Co 54
Webster Co. 56, Lyon Co. 52
Louisville(Burdens Tournestent
Lou, Does 76. Caldwell Co. 58
Lou Eastern 55, Lou Central 47
Lou Jellersornown 51. Lou. St. Xavier
36
Warren Central 79, Lou. DeSoles 64
Perry County Central Tournament
Hurd 56. Shelby Valley 48
June Buchanen 77. Pineville Si POSTPONEMENTS AND CANCKLLAT1ONS
Cawood vs Evans. ppd. to Jan 15
Girls Beeleabed
Anderson Co 49, Woodiord Co 41
Barbourville 62. Pineville 41
Barren Co 55, Bowling Green 33
Believue 68. Beechwood 38
Bethlehem 62 Caverns 19
Carrot! Co 66, Henry Co 30
Clinton Co 45. Monroe Co 42
Cumberland Co 58 Macula Co 39
Ehzebethicren 79. Foil Knox 15
Fulton Co 41, Hicanan Co 35
Glasgow 51, Allen Co.-Scottsville 45
Green Co 59. Adair Co 50
Greenwood 48. Russell Co 36
Heritage Academy 52, Calvary Dunker50
Highlands 73, DeylOn 29
Holmes 67, St Henry 47
„Wm Harden 48. LaRue Co 37
Knox Central 51. Lynn Carnp 32
Lex Henry Clay 59. Lex Lafayette 31
Lex Paul Dunbar 77, Lax Totes Creek
sa
Lexington Catholic 81. Lax chasm', 75
Uncoln Co 49. Denville 44
Livingston Central 73. Trigg Co. 30
Lou. Buller 60, Lou DuPont Move/ 56
Lou Ky Country Day 51, &range.
Christian 19
Lou. Moore 73. Lou Southern 17
Lou Pleasure Ridge Park 66 Lou
Jeflersontown 53
Lou Sacred Heart 51. Lou Ballard 33
Lou St Francis 34, Lou Brown 31
Ludlow 63. Vela Madonna 49
Lyon Co 59, Hopkins Co Central 48
Madisonville-North
Hopkins
71
Hoplunsvilie 62,01
Mayfield 68, Carlisle Co 37
North Hardin 63. Meade Co 49
Owen Co 52, Gallatin Co. 37
Owensboro 81. Devises Co 70
Painteville 63, Lawrence Co. 62
Pulaski Southwestern 51, Monticello 48
Roc:kende Co 57, Somerset 49
Shelby Co 61. Bullet Central 51
Simon Kenton 54. Newport Central
Catakc 41
South Oldham 73. Lou Doss 56
St Mary 56. Heath 54
University Heights 41, Crittenden Co 30
Warren Central 58 Todd Co Central 5'
Washington Co 35 Bardstown 33
Athillittfteld Academy 50 Lou Coach*
36
POSTPONEMENTS AND
CANCELLATIONS
Cawood vs Evans ppd to Jan IC
Middlesboro vs Cumberland pod Ic
Jan 10
Bell Co vs Harlan ppd to Jan 15
Christian 11

Eastwood tops
Northside Tuesday

low at approximately 7:30.

MMS losses to Graves Tuesday

break and 21-18 entering the final period before
being outscored 9-6.

From Page 1B
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SPONSORED BY STUART ALEX/LW/1R

offense that made the
Cardinals so successful under
Petrino didn't end when Petrino
headed to Atlanta.

remaining, but the Eagles (9-6,
5-2) rallied, using a 15-2 run to

in the final 10 minutes of
half.

the

17

points for Eastern, followed by
Dialls
and
Adam

Darnell

including six in a row. The
Eagles managed just 10 points
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TV, radio
TODAY
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN - Duke at Georgia Tech
ESPN2- Pittsburgh at DePeix
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COMMISSIONER'S SALE
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

1993 Dodge RAM 150 VIN- 1117HEI6Y5PSI 46p4.53
1979 Chevrolet Dump Thick VIN- C17DB9V127611
Case Model 480 BCK Bac-Wee SERIAL 8748096

COUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS, LNC

BRANCH BANKING AND TRUST COMPANY.
SUCCESSOR IN INTEREST TO AREA BANK,

Levitation Far Closed Slide
Murrey'Callosiray County Parks Department will be
closed bids for the following suplus equipment

CASE NO 06-C1-00432

CASE NO 06-CI-00335

PLAINTIFF

dba America's Wholesale Lender,

PLAINT!FF.

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

VS NOTICE OF SALE

THE CHASE MANHATTAN BANK

UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF RICHARD TODD VANSICKLE,
MELINDA ft VANSICKLE,

AS INDENTURE TRUSTEE. CO

UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF MELINDA A. VANSICKLE,

RESIDENTIAL FUNDING CORPORATION.

DEFENDANT'

HOMILAMERICAN CREDIT, INC ,
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY,and
CITY OF MURRAY.

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of• Default Judgment and Order of Sale entered March 14, 2006, and
by subsequent Orders of the Calloway Circuit Court in the above cause. I shall
proceed to °Bar for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray Calloway
County. Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction en Friday, January 12
2007, at the hour of 10-00 a in, local time, or thereabout, the following described
property with its address being 1418 Oak Hill Drive, Murray, KY, situated in
Calloway County, Kentucky, and more particularly described as follows to wit
Lot 125 of Phase W of Campbell Estates;•part of Ingleside Subdivision, Unit I.
as shown by Amended Plat recorded in Piet Book 13. Page 43 The Plat for
Ingleside Subdivision. Unit I is recorded in Plat Book 5, Page 84 The plats being
of record in the office of the Clerk of Calloway County Court
The property is sold subject to the restrictions set forth on the plat hereof of
record in Flat Book 13. Page 43. in the ('lerki office of the Calloway County
Court
Being the same property ooneeyed by deed horn logisside Development
Corporation, by and through its authorised agent, Marshall Gordon, dated
November 19, 1998. of record in Book 302. Page 388, in the Calloway County
Court Clerk's Office

to

5

The aforementioned property shall be sold for cash or on credit of 30 days If sold
on credit, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the Commissioner ten
percent of the purchase price with the balance to be paid by cash or certified
funds within forty-Sve (45) days. The purchaser of the property shall give bond
for the balance of the sale price with good surety approved by the Master
Commissioner making the sale price and bond payable to himself and bearing
12'4 interest from the date thereon until paid, and to have the force and effect of
•judgment. but a lien shall be retained on the real property to further secure
the payment of the purchase pram All delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner

By vtrtue of• Judgment and Order of Sale entered November 28, 2006. by the
Calloway circuit Court in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky. to the high
est bidder, at public auction on Friday. January 12. 2007, at the hour of 10-00
a in, local time, or thereabout, the following described property situated in
Calloway Cotuity. Kentucky and more particularly descanted as follows to wit
TRACT I. A part of the Northwest Quarter (erroneously described in prior conveyances as the Northeast Quarter of Section 7. lbwnship 1. Range 5 East.
Beginning at• point in the West right of way of the Neal Road. said point being
326 feet south of the southeast corner of the Steve Robertson lot of land and said
point being the northeast corner of the Freeman J Willoughby farm located on
the west side of the Neal Road. thence, in • westerly direction for • distance of
143 feet to• point, thence in a southerly direction for a distance of 132 feet to a
point; thence in an easterly direction for 149 feet to a point in the west right of
way of Neal Road. thence. in • northerly direction and along the west right of
way of the Neal Rood for a distance of 132 feet to the point of beginning

the

BIS

Conveys a lot 149 feet east and west and 123 feet north and south and immedi
eta), south of and adjacent to grantees' present lot
Being the same real estate conveyed to Rodney Duke. et us . by'deed dateo
August 26. 1999, in Book 326, Page '263, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court
The aforementioned tracts shall be sold together as one and undivided, and further, shall be sold for cash or on credit of 30 days If sold on credit, the purchaser
shall be required to deposit with the Commissioner one-third of the purchase
price in cash together with bonds for the remainder of the purchase price, in two
equal installments with good and sufficient surety, bearing interest at the rate if
129- interest from the day of sale until paid, and payable within thirty days A
lien shall be retained on the real property to further secure the payment of the
purchase price All delinquent taxes if any. shall be ascertained and paid by the
Commissioner
DATED this 13th day of December, 2007
MAX W PARKER
MASTER COMMISSIONER
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT

MASTER COMMISSIONER
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT

the

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO 06-CI-00371

sit

U.S BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,

led

as Trustee for the Structured Asset

wo

Investment Loan Trust 2006-2,

PLAINTIFF

FRANK WALKER, sikta FRANK E WALKER.
CINDY WALKER, ak/a CINDY G WALKER,
WILLIAM MASON,

ye
rst
els
I6

Of.

'he

nts

the
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tze

TAYLOR
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activates

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered November 28, 2006, by the
Calloway Circuit Court in the above cause. I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
('ourthouee door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky. to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, January 12, 2007, at the hour at 10700
a m local time. or thereabout, the following described property situated in
Calloway County, Kentucky, and more particularly described as follows to wit
Beginning at the south edge of•tract of land described in Deed Book 101, Page
274, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court; and at the west
edge of Kentucky Highway 121: thence in a northerly direction and along the
west edge of said Highway 306 feet, more or lees to•tract of land conveyed to
this Grantee (Grantor in this deed) ahd her husband. James Robert Farris, by
deed dated April 28. 1972, and of record on Microfilm in Book 151, Card 85, in
the office of the Clerk aforesaid; thence in a westerly direction 225 feet, more or
lees, to•tract of land conveyed to this Grantee (Grantor in this deed) and her
husband, James Robert Farris, by deed dated July 20. 1977. which is of record
on Microfilm in Book 157, Card 1456. in the office aforesaid; thence an a southerly direction 306 feet, more or leas, to the south edge of the property mentioned in
Deed Book 101 above, thence in an easterly direction 225 feet, more or lees, to
the point of beginning.
Being the same property conveyed to Frank Walker and Cindy Walker, husband
and wife. from Ladeen Mason. by deed dated January 5, 2006, of record In Book
627, Page 177, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned tracts shall be told for cash or on credit of 30 days If sold
on credit, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the Commissioner onethird of the, purchase price in cash together with bond'(for the remainder of the
purchase price) in two equal installments with good and sufficient surety, bearing interest at the rate of 124 interest from the day of sale until paid, and
payable within thirty days. A lien shall be retained on the real property to further secure the payment of the purchase price All delinquent tame, if any, dial
be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of•Judgment and Order of Sale entered November 28, 2006. by the
Calloway Circuit Court an the above cauae. I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
('oUrthousie door in the City of Murray. Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday. January 12, 2007, at the hour of 10-00
a in, local time, or thereabout, the following described property situated in
Calloway County, Kentucky. with its address being 1503 Belmont Drive. Murray,
Kentucky. and more particularly described as follows to wit
Lot No 19 on Block •D' of Unit 4 in Plainview Acres Subdivision to the Them of
Murray, Kentucky, as shown by Plat of Record in Plat Book 2. Page 14, in the
office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
Being the Liame property conveyed to Billie L Wilson. by deed dated March 1:
1996, of record in Deed Book 225. Page 145. in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold as• whole to the highest bidder on
the terms of 10.4 of the purchase price to be paid at the time of the sale, wwi the
balance to be paid within sixty 160) days. and any purchaser shall be required to
execute•bond, with surety thereon, to be approved by the Master Commissioner
to secure the unpaid portion of the purchase price, with the bond to bear interest
at the rate of twelve percent ,1241-) per annum from the date diode until paid.
and shall have the mime force and effect as a Judgment and shall remain and be
A lien on the real property until fully paid All delinquent taxes., if any shall be
ascertained and paid by the Commissioner
DATED this 13th day of December, 2007
MAX W PARKER
MASTER COMMISSIONER
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT

ma.

CHILD care center is
now accepting applica
lions for child care
providers to guide chit
dren both through 12
years Apply at 109
South
15th
Street
Murray
COSMETOLOGIST
opening MondayFriday, full time with
401k, vacation & med•
'cal benefits. Call
4444472
CUSTOM cabinet shop
is looking for aspen
enced help Must be
dependable, proles
veinal and able to lift
heavy objects
Call
270-759-9672
to
schedule an interview
DRIVERS: COLA
Miles Available'
Still Home Weekends'
Benefits - Free Health
Co. Phone
W.T.X. - Jackson, TN
Ron: 1-800-552-2314
x205
Foster Parents
Needed. $35/clay to
help a child in need
with excellent foster
parent support. 24
hour crises intervenbon.
and weekly in home
support. Cal NECCO
at 888-306-3228 or
270-898-1293

DATED this 13th day of December, 2007
Ilides

MASTER COMMISSIONER
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
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GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-191$

KINDERMUSIK class
OS starting January
31st for ages (0-3)
Kindermusik Is a
nationwide known
music and movement
program. Call Unita
Stalls (270)753-3763

FULL time pcisrbor tor
tire
changer
with
mechanical knowledge
& ability Economy Tire
753-8500

CHEVROLETGin, INC.
is Likiitu
homp. los
;
111r 11.‘11. Pli
appli se Is I 1.11
kiwi, I , .
11 hold I iii hr.m.
%lows. Dim oi
!twain tailor

C.N.A.
Full-time. 6AM-2PM, good working conditions.
pleasant atmosphere Apply in person at

Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadiums View Drive
El

Excellent benefits.

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

MAX W PARKER

FULL time help needed No expenence necessary Apply in person
7 30-4 30 8503 US
Hwy 68 East. Benton
(Fairdealing)

Now hiring

PLAINTIFF

BILLIE L WILSON, CHARLES H. WILSON,
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. DEPARTMENT
OF THE TREASURY, INTERNAL REVENUE
SERVICE, APPLIED CARD BANK,COMMONWEALTH
OF KENTUCKY,COUNTY OF CALLOWAY, BY AND
ON BEHALF OF SECRETARY OF REVENUE,
CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY,

DWAIN

Nine

resident assistants.

me
VS , NCYT10E OF SALE

\'

l'rhiiIll.is \

LOST
prescription
glasses black & silver
frames 753-1776

LENDMARK FINANCIAL SERVICES. INC.

HVAC insane KY
ICenlle required
Excellent pay. company rebrement & insurance Send resume to
PO Box 1040-0.
Murray KY 42071

REWARDING Carew
Opportunity.
Professionai sates
bastion Mk exameiwit
income pommel for a
sell-monveled. hwdworking Imam player.
Excellent fringe bone
rrts Complete training
provided. Bring or mail
resume to Aiming
Furniture 3060 Hwy
641 N , Murray, KY
42071

‘1.irketin.

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO. 06-CI-00407

ud-

trth

la;

FURNITURE tl) Scoring
sales person needed
to float between
departments Apr" in
person at Carom
World 13395 hhon, ba
Puryear. In
(7311498-8161

LOCAL truck driving
school needs instruc
tors Need 2 years
OTH experience Great
for retired dnvera/ Gail
270-519-0925 foe Filo

CONIPI 1 ER RI t (TIM;
Salt,rda..liintiar.% I. 20117
\lake DilTerence 1).
Ro) Ste,i art Stadium
%.31.'10 1:1141 P.31.

Lost and FOund

d's
ust

EQUIPMENT SURPLUS SALE
MURRAY/CALLOWAY COUNTY PARKS
DEPARTMENT
900 PAYNE STREET
MURRAY, KY 42071
We reserve the right to refuse any or all bids

41e n,A,
TRACT II Beginning on the west right of way of the Garland Neal blacktopped
road and at the southeast corner of a lot heretofore deeded by Freeman .1
Willoughby, it iii.. to Glenmore Kline, it ux (See Book 151. Cabinet I. Drawer 3
Card 262)i thence from said beginning point west with grantees south line 149
feet to a stake, thence south parallel with the blacktopped road 123 feet to a
stake, thence east 149 feet to a stake in the west night of way of the blacktopped
road, thence north 123 feet with the west right of way of the blacktopped road to
the point of beginning

DATED this 12th day of December, 2007
MAX W. PARKER

Equipment may be viewed beforehand by calling the
Parks Department Office Matthew Martin
Director at 762-0325
Bids will be accepted until January 19. '2007 at
4(10 PM Mouse mad or hand deliver to

RODNEY DUKES, ANNIE DUKES

RICHARD TODD VANSICKLE,

111011

COMMISSIONER S SALE

CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT

CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT

ar

Lent
Nene

NOW forrr..no Moodily
night 8 Ball league at
Break time
Billie rds
759-9303

Front desk mansional wanteCI welt excellent clerical, owninunicanon and computer
Mir personate: positive attitude
Experience in real
estate preferred but
not required
Resume to ghunny2•eol corn

Call for interview
270-759-8700
Hickory Woods Retirement

Paris Health Care
Positions available for
RN SNF Nurse
LPN's Full Time
3-11 and 11-7 Shift
• Sick Leave Pay
• Paid Vacations

• Group Health locum.
• Employee Stock

• Paid Holiday%

Ownership Program
• 4411K Retirement

Apphcahonc to he Oiled our in perton

Paris Health Care
800 Volunteer Drive
Paris. TN
People Cann(
ii '11

Pc..pi.

PURITY DAIRIES
ROUTE SALES OPM/RTINITIFS
Punts Dames has an immediate opening for
Commission Route Saki in the MunuyiPaducah
area Applk ant% must peons the abdity to sell /ugh
qualih products ad provide maw cutemnr
wrs ice in a professional Illafalef CM. Class
kAirtwakm or Class B regaied Previous route
sales exprnence preferred Outstanding compensation and henefits including medical, dental. prescription program. vision, 40I1(. and tuition assistance
L'omplete an application at the Murray Career
Discovery Center located m 1401 N 12th Street or
Paducah One Stop Career Molted at 416 Saudi nth
Strew or call f11-94111-0164 for more inforinabon
1106/M/FrV
tobaalptinhdaines

CLASSIFIEDS

4111 • Wednesday, January 10, 2007

060
Hip Wanted

INFORMATION SYSTEMS
NETWORK ADMINISTRATOR
Henry County Medical Center is seeking
a Network Administrator for our
Information
Systems
Department.
Position is responsible for installation,
configuration, and maintenance for all
enterprise LAN/WAN data communications, other applications lEMC SAN,
('entera, Microsoft clustering) and server hardware. This position reports
directly to the Director of Information
Systems.
Interested candidates must possess
strong knowledge of multiple network
topologies and protocols including
CISCO routing/switching, static routes,
Ethernet, TCP, DHCP,DNS, WINS,FPT,
VLANS and wireless. Must have a BS
degree in Computer Science or related
field and 5 years enterprise level experience in a distributed networking environment with at least 20 servers.
We provide an excellent benefit and
salary package including health, vision,
dental, and retirement. Interested,randidates should send a resume or apply in
person.
Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472
cowen@hcmc-tn.org
Equal Opportunity Employer

HELP WANTED
Home Medical Delivery Tech needed to
set-up and educate patients in the home
with hospital bed, oxygen, etc., full-time
w/benefits.

Apply in person:
905 Arcadia Circle, Murray, KY

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and 11wo Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.
Cr
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

..6

TANGLEWOOD
APARTMENTS
1750 Lowes Dnve, Murray, KY 42071
NOW AVAILABLE:
Two Bedroom: $434
• Free Cable • Washer. Dryer, Range, Dishwasher N
Refrigerator • All Electric • Central Heat/All
• Carpet/Ceramic Tile • Patio/Deck
Call Joy for details... 270.762.1044
Or 270-804-0850 . .
TTY# 800-648-6056
Some restrictions apply

Articles
For Sale
NEW
Year's
Celebrationl! 38R 28A
SW fireplace, pantry,
dishwasher & much
more with payments
under $350 w.a.c.!!
731-584-4926

REGULATION
Steepleton pool table.
Excellent condition. 1"
slate, new tell, new
bumpers, table cover,
pool light, set of balls,
several cues, 3 stools,
hanging rack. other
misc. accessories.
$2,000 firm.
270-527-8186

REDUCED!
EXCELLENT
rental
property or starter
home. 2BR with fenced
in 1/2 acre shaded lot.
$10,100. 753-6012

TREADMILL $100
obo: total
workout/weight station
$175 obo; New
Wilson's white, leather
motorcycle iacket.
women's L $50, New
brown, tnnged leather
motorcycle Jacket and
chaps, fits women M-L
$100. 753-7997

YOUR tax refund gets
you in your new
home!!! New 8 preowned
models to
choose from!!
731-584-9429
280
Mobile Hanes For Rent
For sale or rent '96
16X80. on 6/10 acre.
$450/month
rent
Rosemary Risner
270-210-4756

TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
Rob Morton, Murray, KY
2-20-07 to 12-20-07 KY #0231272
Carson Farms, Murray. KY
2-20-07 to 12-20-07 KY #0232166
Wage $8.24 hr. 3/4 contract guaranteed, all
tools and equip. furnished. Housing provided
for those beyond commuting. Transportation
and subsistence pay, after 50%, of contract completed. Contact local dept. for employment
sem ices.

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

NICE 2 BR, no pets
-53-9866

WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murray

(270)7531713
$110 per month. Newe
homes only. 492-8488
320
Apartments For Rent

Sports Equipment

FOR LOVE
070
Position RanWO

JOB wanted. FT/PT.
Odd jobs, light lifting.
762-0029
090
Dereotio & Childcare
CLEANING houses is
my business. Cal
Linda H. 759-9553.
HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129
HOME daycare in my
home looking for children to come kid
around with us! Great
home environment. 10
miles from Wal-Mart
toward Almo. Give me
a call at 753-7031 or
293-5212.

Compuien
MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs.
759.3556
140
Went to Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th.
Murray.
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air conditioners.
baseboard
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109
JUNK cars & trucks
Call Larry 753-3633
WASTE oil wanted
Drum exchange
Miter D Farms LLC
(270)436-2215

150
Articles
For Sale
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
ENCLOSED trailer.
7x14, ramp door
$4,000 753-1816
FREE
DISH Network 4-room
Satellite
system.
America's Top 60 channels
for
only
$19.99/mo. Get your
choice
of
HBO,
Cinemax, Starz, or
Showtime FREE for 3
months. FREE DVR or
HD upgrade. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite.
759-0901
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza, Murray to see
our large selection of
HD
Televisions.
Plasma, LCD, DLP, &
CRTs. Brands by:
Toshiba, Sony, LG,
Zenith. & JVC. We also
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley TV 759-0901

Calloway County
'ictonal History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350
Over 200 lbs of cast
iron weights and bars
with bench $75.
Call 759-9518 or
227-0998, if no answer
leave message.
PLAYSTATION 1 & 2
GAMES Now sold/traded at Wood Electronics
on the Court Square
Huge Selection, Great
Prices! 753-0530

Articles
For Sias
92 Cougar. V-8, tach,
sun-roof, new transmission, A/C, tires,
loaded $2,575 0130
Washer 753-4109

Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

Duncan Creek Technology
270-489-2666
Gre Dowd
Computer Support
-Fast support for home/business
-LAN/WAN Network Experts
-Software and Integration
-Internet sites and Marketing
-Phone systems - lc Long Distance
-24x7 Affordable Assistance
www.dcreek.com

Murray Ledger & times

tit MI C s
Accepting for consignment sale: good, dean
working sports!gym
equip/access.

I OR 2br apts nea
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.

753-4663

I BR IBA 1-1/2 blocks
from MSU. $225 plus
deposit.
No
pets.
References required.
759-0632 after 5.

Firewood
OAK, Hickory. 3 rick
min. delv. $50 rick.
Justin Tapp 293-9569

1BR apartment. Small
pets allowed. 753-8221

***OWNER
Financing***
No credit check. 3BR
2BA
Lot with barn.
$4,000 down. $595
month
3632 Olive
Creek Rd. Benton. KY
42025
Marshall
County. 270-753-1011,
ask for Malcon
-OWNER
Financing***
No credit check.
Mobile home and lot.
3BR 2BA, 133 Joseph
Street, Alm. KY
42020 nice and clean.
$4,000 down, $595
month. Calloway
County. 270-753-1011,
ask for Malcon

2-BR, clean. C/H/A,
W&D hook-up, no
pets, references +
deposit, 641 South
492-8634
2BR apartments available Great location. 1
year lease, 1 month
deposit, no pets.
753-2905
4BR 2BA, all appliances, central H/A. Ask
about move-in free
days. Coleman RE
753-9898
CLOSE TO MSUI Very
nice 2br, includes
water all appliances,
lovely covered picnic
area. $525/mo 7620991 559-1164
DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W. Large, 2BR.
1 5 bath, garage, all
appliances,
C/H/A,
water, sewer, and trash
pick-up furnished. 1
small
indoor
pet
allowed. $675 mo. 4354273 or 293-7404

-OWNER
Financing***
No credit check.
Mobile home and 1
acre lot. 3BR 2BA,
12440 ST RT 94E,
towards lake Murray.
KY nice and clean.
$4.000 down. $595
month. Calloway
County. 270-753-1011,
ask for Gail

FURNISHED 1BR, low
utilities, no lease
required, no pets,
$245 month. 753-3949
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for I & 2br units.
Rent based on income.
Mobility
impairment
accessible.
Phone:
492-8721. Mon 8
Thurs
10-12am, TDD No.
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.

1998 Champion 16x80
3BR 2BA with appliances, excellent condition 270-489-2525
2 brand new mobile
homes on lots, movein ready. Almo area,
(I) 16x28 ft. doublewide,(1) 76x16 singlewide. Call
(270) 978-0921
NEW models are here!
All 2006 models must
go" Get a great deal on
your new home today!!
731-584-9109

LARGE 2BR. quiet
neighborhood, Bambi
Court North, $675
month. No pets.
Available 2/1/07.
270-376-2746.
270-841-5653

NEON BEACH
INIaSTORAGE
*All Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

7534853

Cars
LARGE 3-48R loft
apt..$435 month,
located at Bradley
Book Company on
campus 270-2933710, 270-293-4602
LIKE new, 1BR apt, all
appliances, Brooklyn
Dr
Available
in
January 270-435-4382
or leave message.
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
38R $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221

SUGAR glider babies
or sale Hand-tamed
$75 each or best otter
753-7493 or
(270)556-0679 Ask for
Jonathan

Nes
17 rolls hay. $25 roll
293-9569
2005 Ag Rain 1240
feet 3 inch hose
382-2786, 205-1162
3.3* Ag Rain hard hose
traveler, new Capron
D363 pump, pkg. price
$16,000,
270-293-7109

[MilEst°
All Real Estate adver
tised in the newspaper
is subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended, which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation,
or discnmination based
on race, color,
sex, or national origin,
or an intention to make
any such preference.
RED OAKS APTS.
limitation, or discrimiSpecial
nation. This newspaper
$100 Deposit
will not knowingly
1BR $325
accept any advertising
2BR $375
for real estate which is
Call Today!
in violation of the law.
753-8668.
Our readers are hereby
UNFURNISHED 1 -BR,
informed
that
all
close to campus, ideal
dwellings advertised in
for one person, no
this newspaper are
pets, available January
available on an equal
3rd 753-5980
opportunity basis."

28R lake front property
with deep water dock.
$700 month. 759-9046,
436-5258
2BR, stove refrigerator,
dishwasher,
washer/dryer hook-up,
C/HiA. $550 month, 1
year lease, 1 month
deposit. No pets.
753-2259 or 527-8174
Roommates wanted. 2
slots available. Only
$200 per month! No
pets. Close to campus.
761-HOME

Haley Professional
Appraising
*ior what it's worth"
(270)759-4218

111. Bi

s
kits' Location.
kris Condition
t'ash or 1
Call 761-1IONIII
-16631

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4th St.

270-436-54%
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905 or 753-7536.
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
*We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

1St
Commerical Prop. For Rent
OFFICE or retail space
available, 700 to 1,400
sq.ft. 400 N. 4th St.
Call Shroat Developer
753-3018
OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905,
293-1480
PROFESSIONAL
office located on 2nd
floor at 309 N. 4th St.
Across horn Judicial
Building Two offices,
waiting room, full bath
and shower. Public
and private entrances.
Covered parking
space. Approximately
625sq ft $450 per
month plus utilities.
759-3954

suPPlim
AKC Shih-Tzu, 3
males. ready Jan 23rd,
vet checked
(270)851-8148
ALL blue American Pit
Bull puppies Blue King
Gott, bloodline, dual
papers (731)225-8776
Pans. TN
DOG Obedience.
436-2858

2004 GMC Sierra 2500
HD,4x4, 4-door, diesel,
red, 39K, loaded
270-293-7109
2000 Red Ford F-150
XLT, 146,w miles
Call 762-0997 Of
293-4147
Comm
94 Fleetwood travel
trailer, 32 ft. sett contained, central air 8
heat, big tndge, island
bed, many extras, asking $5,500. 436-6081

2003 War Eagle hunt
rig/fishing boat
270-705-0567
Services Offered
LAM
LAWN SERVICE
Leal mulching &
removal, shrub
& tree trimming
Satisfaction guaranteed
Can 753-1816
or 7:27-0611

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal etc Insured

Forms For Sale
2 story house, con
structed in 2003, 3 bed
rooms, 2.5 baths or
fenced 14 acres with
pond and pole barn.
Call (270)978-1213

Since 1986

24 wow sums
Rex., Corn.. & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All yobs - big of small

293-4954, Affordable
Home Repair Sagging
floors to leaking roofs
We do it all. Call Greg
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages gutters
junk & tree work
A to B Moving. i_Jcal
and long distance
moves. Call Brian at
270-705-4156
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044

C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home. Home repairs,
additions,
roofing,
decks, floor repair &
coverings. siding.
**FREE ESTIMATES
Call (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
icrobertson0wk.net
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roofs,
decks.
293-5438
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal.
stump grinding, firewood. Insured
489-2839.

BIRTHDAY

for

The Stars Show the kind of
-Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;

WANTED
HUNTING LAND:
Call Larry Newton
Campbell Realty
(270)978-1172

4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1-Difficult

460
Homes For Ws

the
same
page.
on
Misunderstandings can happen
quite easily. Finding an expert
proves to be the right idea when
faced with a decision. Revise
your plans with new knowledge.
Tonight: Be a good listener.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You might be waffling over
a decision, but you can be sure
someone else knows precisely
what you want. Working with one
other person just might be the
right answer. Discussions clear
the air. Tonight: Easy does it.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Add that extra touch
that you are so noted for. Ideas
will come easily as long as you
brainstorm. Someone might
annoy you, encouraging you to
back off and not talk. Say "yes"
to differences. Learn through different perspectives. Tonight, Go
into weekend mode.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Someone clearly doesn't
like what you are doing. You
could decide to take this person's comments personally, or
you could thank him or her for
sharing and being honest. Which
do you think will draw better
results? Still. stay close to home.
Tonight: Put your pad in order.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** You might mean well, but
someone could be quite reactive.
You cannot change this person,
but you can give him or her the
space to work through his or her
feelings. Focus. You could be
accident-prone. Tonight: Spread
your wings.

FSBO
4 BR, 2.5 Bath
1553 Oxford Dr
293-4183 759-1506
1 NINII
\ Ii
1 11II311 RI 1111
hu‘
or take iiek ii
r
Call 7h1-4558.
ask for Kristin.
VERY nice 38R 3BA,
1,360 square feet w/
garage, 24x24
detached garage on 1
acre 795 Beane Rd
$119,500
270-978-1107

.7.1,-4 •

MITCHELL
ROOF - TECH
• Comm. Res.
• Winter Repairs
• Free Estimates
• Licensed Insured

270-217-8987

Moat scrap mowers.
tillers, **shows
dryers, and m•tal
items for the items

WE SERVICE
Al) Major Appliar,,,,
and Most Major Brands
WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murray
(270) 753-1713

David's
Home
Improvement
Water Darnageo Floors
Braces 8 Floor Jolts
Renaming 8 Piloting
David Gaternore Owner
mit Do Insurance Won.
Wsa & MasterCat Accaptec

731-247-5422
The Place to
Start . Murray
Ledger & Times
(270)753-1916

by Jacqueline Bigar

4)19-'450

FAIRLANE DRIVEOpen by appointment$117,900 Brick home
with three bedrooms
and 1 plus bath, some
hardwood and tile
floors: nice basement
family room; 2 car
garage Fenced yard
and shed. call 7615700 ASK FOR Vicki
Realty Service Direct,
LC

4.I44 •

270-227-2864

your interactions. Take some
time to see where this energy is
coming from. You have many
responsibilities. This behavior
could sabotage the best-laid
10-15 acres good
plans. Often, responsibilities
building site. West of
Murray 293-5215 or
tumble on your shoulders. With
435-4738
planning, you'll head down the
winning path. Guidance and
35 Acres wl 1/2 mile of
will be necessary
patience
rd front, on the corner
of hwy 80 & 1346.8.7 assets. If you are single, you
might be too focused on your
miles from 641 & 4
miles from Kenlake.
commitments and public life to
Call 753-1323 ext. 120 really develop an intimate bond,
for details.
though you will enjoy socializing. If you are attached, share
more of your outside life with
lots
your sweetie. Make sure your
goals are in sync. LIBRA often
or small acreagc
praises you.
starring 'S l.51111 an

198 Browns Grove
Road. Lynn Grove,
2BR/1BA, new CH/A,
all appliances, W/D.
storage building, many
upgrades. priced $70s.
(270)293-2664

JOE'S )013S

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system, gravel,
white rock.
436-2113
Dozer work 8 Track
hoe

1 to 300 acres. West
Calloway. Owner
financing. 489-2116,
leave message.

`0 z -S03.5

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

WILL PICK UP

Horoscope
HAPPY

weekly & special
locallyi.ns lard/operatal

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

This year, work with your good
sense of timing. Impatience frequently bursts out and marks

Acreage

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

2004 Chrysler Town &
Country. 41,000 miles.
one owner, excellent
condition, all the buttons, $16,500.
293-9991

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hot

1122
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Hill Electric

753-9562

NOW LEASING
I 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

28R house, lease 8
deposit required
270-753-4109

2003 Lincoln Townca
Silver
Executive
loaded, hitch receiver
condition
excellent
96K. $11,500 OBO
new tires es brakes
(270)753-7612

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Confirm that everyone is

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*X* A child or loved one

creates an uproar. This person
wants what he wants and lets
you know how unhappy he is
Don't risk financially. You'll see
gains in the near future. Let them
happen before spending any
money. Take your time. Tonight,
Buy a plant or a new book.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Accept all the attention
with grace. Though you might be
happy, someone close to your
heart could be the source of
uproar. You might need to make
an adjustment. If you revamp
your communications, you might
be surprised by the results.'
Tonight: A token of affection goes
a long way.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Much is happening that,
once more, you choose not to
talk about. Make that OK. You
could have a strong reaction that
could push people away. Ask
yourself where this behavior is
coming from. Stay focused.
Tonight: Nap and then decide.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** You come off far more
strongly than
you
realize.
Someone might find it difficult to
say "no' to you. Be aware of this
tact, as you might get a rather
strong reaction from someone
you care about, which you don't
understand. Tonight: Schedule
private time.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** You might come off as bellicose or ready to disagree. Stop
and look at what is really irritating you. If you feel as if you don't
have enough control in making a
decision, you might need to stop
dead in your tracks. Tonight:
Time to relax with a friend.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Your ability to see the
big picture helps you relax and
understand. Friends or associates move on an idea a bit more
quickly than you'd anticipated. If
you feel irritated, you might be
upset at something other than
what you think. Tonight: A must.
appearance
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** A partner acts in a decisive and creative manner. Given
time and space, you could be
delighted by what emerges. Anoverly assertive friend might stir_
up what you feel is already work-:
mg. Remember, you have the
power to say "no." Tonight Relax
that overactive mind.
BORN TODAY
Actor Rod Taylor (1930), singer
Naomi Judd (1946), actress
Amanda Peet (1972)
Jacqueline Blgar is on the
Internet at http:/hvww.lacque-:
linobigar.com.
(c) 2007 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.
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Looldegiack
10 years ago
A winter storm hit Murray and
Calloway County the night of Jan.
8 dropping two inches of snow
overnight and slowing traffic
throughout the city and county.
Local road crews worked to clear
the streets and roads. Both the
Murray City and Calloway County Schools were closed_
In high school basketball games
Murray Tigers lost 82-71 and Murray Lady Tigers won 54-40 to teams
from Fulton City. High scorers
for Murray were Brent Underhill
and Sara Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Falwell will
be married for 50 years Jan. 16

20 years ago
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Published is a picture of Sheila
Shaw, school business officer,
administering the oath of office
for Tommy Rushing. Dr. Vernon
Gantt and Dons Cella, DCW members of the Murray Independent
Board of Education.
Murray-Calloway
County
League of Women Voters will discuss "What's happening in the Land
Between the Lakes" at a meeting
on Jan. 18 at 7:30 p.m. at the
Calloway County Public Library,
according to Judy Taylor Clark,
league member.
Births reported include a girl
to Sarah and Bernard Moore, Jan.

30 years ago
A winter storm dumped five
inches of snow yesterday and
another three inches in a period
a one to three a.m. today. Both
the Murray City and Calloway
County Schools and Murray-Calloway County Airport were closed.
and basketball games and numerous meetings were canceled
Published is a picture of Randy
Thurmond with some of his paintings now on exhibit at the Calloway County Public Library.
Murray State University Racers lost 79-68 to Morehead State

University Eagles in a basketball
game at Morehead

40 years ago
An institute on traffic and alcohol will be held Jan. 24 at the
Student Union Building at Murray State University This is being
sponsored by the Calloway County Council on Alcohohsm and the
Kentucky departments of Public
Safety, Public Health and Mental
Health.
Murray State University Racers lost 106-93 to Morehead State
University Eagles in a basketball
game.
Calloway County High School
Lakers won 66-42 over Murray
High School Tigers in a basketball garne. High team scorers were
Stan Key fur the Lakers and Vic
Dunn for the "figen.

50 years ago
The United Fund Drive for Murray and Calloway County has
reached a total of S19,548.91,
according to M.C. Ellis, fund drive
chairman.
In high school basketball games,
Kirksey Eagles won 82-57 over
Farmington with high team scorers being Rob Daniell for Kirksey and Andrus for Farmington;
Lynn Grove Wildcats lost 100-64
to Mayfield Cardinals with high
team scorers being Warren for
Lynn Grove and Henderson for
Mayfield. Hazel Lions lost 71-60
to Cayce with high team scorers
being Duncan for Hazel and I.).
Carlin for Cayce; New Concord
Redbirds lost 58-52 to Cunningham with high team scorers being
Rowland for New Concord and
McGowan for Cunningham; Murray Training Colts lost 27-16 to
Benton Indians with high team
scorers being Shroat, Rogers and
Marshall for Colts and Garrunell
for Indians: Murray Tigers lost
76-45 to Sedalia Lions with high
team scorers being Buchanan for
Murray and J. Page for Sedalia.
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By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Jan. 10,
the 10th day of 2007. There are
355 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. la. 1776, Thomas
Paine published his influential pamphlet. -Common Sense."
On this date:
In 1861. Florida seceded from
the Union.
In 1870, John D. Rockefeller
incorporated Standard Oil.
In 1920, the League of Nations
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was established as the Treaty of
Versailles went into effect.
In 1946, the first manmade
contact with the moon was made
as radar signals were bounced off
the lunar surface.
In 1946, the first General
Assembly of the United Nations
convened in London.
In 1947, the musical fantasy
"Finian's Rainbow,- with music
by Burton Lane and lyrics by E.Y.
Harburg, opened on Broadway.
In 1957, Harold Macmillan
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COMICS/ FEATURES
Kitchen is a bloody mess
after husband goes hunting
DEAR ABBY: Every year,
My advice is to practice a
my husband and brothers-in- little self-defenw. When the
law go deer hunting. They next hunting party is planned.
always meet at my house for schedule a nice vacation for
the big hunt. Each year they yourself -- petheps tieing famget sloppier and messier. They ily or a wanner dinastel And
leave bloody footpnnts and make it plain to your husband
pieces of deer carcass through that you will be back only
the
house after he has made sure the house
and
their is spotless.
dirty, smelly
If the job is too much for
clothes in a him and the brothers-in-law,
big pile in then he should hire a profesthe kitchen. sional cleaning crew to do it.
They also After all, he can't claim povernever wash a ty. Because he's being paid
dish, plate or for all the meat processing,
utensil they he should be well able to
usc.
afford the cost.
Dear Abby
P.S. A helpful suggestion:
Not only
do they kill If a regular cleaning crew
By Abigail
these crea- refuses the job, he should check
Van Buren
tures
and into a company that cleans up
drag them back to my house crime scenes.
to clean and cut up, but they
DEAR ABBY: I will make
also do their 'processing" in
my small kitchen. Abby. I don't this short. I am dating this
even eat meat! Despite repeat- guy I'll call 'Rex,' who my
ed requests that my husband sister went to the prom with
not do this, he continues to more than 35 years ago. She
turn a deaf ear, claiming that has since married and has famhe gets paid to do it by every- ily. I knew they had been to
one because they don't like the prom together. but nothgoing to a meat processor and ing ever came up about them
not getting their stuff for a seriously dating.
When Rex and I started
month or more. Now I know
why the black widow eats her dating, I asked my sister if it
mate. Any advice? -- KAY IN was all right. She said there
was no problem, and it was
ST. JOSEPH, MO.
DEAR KAY: I didn't know my decision. Now she hates
the black widow ate her mate. me and has called me every
I thought it was the praying name in the book. She says
mantis -- but only after they it's wrong. I'm confused -had made love. tAfter all, after have I done something wrong?
so much exertion, a girl could -- STUCK IN FREEPORT,
use a "pick-me-up.")
TEXAS
DEAR STUCK: You have
done nothing wrong. Your sister appears to be an unhappy
became prime minister of Britain,
soul who wants to lessen her
following the resignation of Anthofrustration with her own life
ny Eden.
by blaming you. If her relaIn 1967, Massachusetts Repubtionship
with Rex was meant
lican Edward W. Brooke, the first
to
be,
something
would have
black elected to the U.S. Senate
ensued during the 35 years
by popular vote, took his seat
after the prom.
In 1967. National Educational
You were generous to ask
Television (forerunner of the Public Broadcasting Service) operather permission first, but from
ed as a true network for the first
my perspective, it was unnectime as it earned President Johnessary. You deserve to be happy
son's State of the Union address.
and so does Rex. Stop being
so dependent on your sister's
approval and live your life.
OMNI

ABBY:
My
DEAR
boyfriend has a hard time in
social situations. He dislikes
people in general and needs a
lot of alone time.
I am the complete opposite. I need a circle of friends
around me in order to be
happy. How do we find a balance between the two? -CLARA IN CHICAGO
DEAR CLARA: It may not
be easy. I find it unlikely that
someone who "dislikes people
in general." "has a hard time
in social situations" and is
basically a loner will change.
My question to you would be,
how much are you willing to
compromise, and would you
be comfortable socializing
alone?
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Simple solution for
fecal incontinence
DEAR MI GOTT: I am
an 83-year-old man. For some
time, I have had an embarrassing lapse that I cosikin*t
seem to control No matter
how carefully I cleaned myself
after defecating, there would
be a slight
escape
of
feces soiling
my underwear. Sometimes, I had
to change
and rinse my
underwear
as much as
Dr. Gott three tunes
a day. It was
most embarBY
Dr. Peter Gott rassing to go
around
smelling like an old outhouse.
Recently, I hit on a simple
solution that seems to work.
After cleaning with a damp
cloth or a disposable moist
wipe, l fold two sheets of toilet paper twice and insert the
folded paper up close to the
anus (not stuffed in). If there
is any escaped feces, it is caught
by the little folded toilet tissue. Most of the time there is
no leakage.
My guess is that the folded paper close to the anus
may stimulate the anus to clamp
a little tighter. Much of the time,
I'm unaware of the paper,
though sometimes I do feel it.
However, it is a minor discomfort, especially since I no
longer trail an odor of feces.
DEAR READER:As I have
written before, there are few
medical problems as troublesome as fecal incontinence. I
hope that you have been examined by a colorectal specialist. (If not, you should be.)

Ll

ButImamminIspniadiw
covering a rehabs* simple
way to control your leskaga.
To give yes Wised Wetmos. I an sanding you a
copy of egy Hes* Report
"Consupaboe and Diarthea"
Other readers who would like
a copy should send a long.
self-addressed. stamped envelope and $2 to Newsletter, PO
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092
Be sure to mention the title
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
enjoyed your column for years
and have learned a lot. also

After reading the letter from
the 69-year-old with the nail
fungus, I just had to write
This same problem has been
mine for several years, but it
is not a fungus at all Psonattic arthritis is a rheumatoidlike arthnus associated with
psoriasis of the skin andiot
nails. Could this be the sAUSC
of this person's nail problem '
If so, the treatment is different, AS the Vicks of fungal
tneds aren't effective I'm not
sure of the correct treatment
Any suggestions?
DEAR READER: The
treatment of toenail fungus is.
of course, different from the
therapy for psonatic arthritis
— and, in general, the two
conditions are not difficult to
diagnose. I have received some
letters touting the effectiveness
of using Vick's for psonasis.
this is not effective therapy
for arthritis. Several treatment
options are available, so consult with your physician to see
which one is right for you.
To give you related information. I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Eczema and Psoriasis

ContractBridge
Contract Seven Diamonds
North-South vulnerable
NORTH
•A 6 5 32
IPA .1 109
•K9
464 3
EAST
WEST
•Q.1109
•8 7
•7 6 5 4 3
51KQ8
•5 4 3 2
•7 6
407 6 5
4bliC Q 8
SOUTH
•K 4
V2
•AQJ 108
•AJ 1092
Dear jr, Becker: 1 suffer from
nightmares — bridge nightmares.
that is. I have this recurring dream
where I hold the West hand and find
myself on lead against sesen diamonds.
I always lead a tramp, and South
draws four rounds of trumps. I discard a club on the third trump lead,
and so does dummy, but on the next
trump lead I nut into a serious problem
Sometimes I discard the eight of
hearts When I do, South plays a
heart to the ace and ruffs a bean,
establishing the 1-10 as tricks He
then plays the K-A of spades and
cashes dummy's two high hearts,
whereupon 1 get squeezed and
declarer makes the rest of the WICkS

— to the tune of 2,440 points
Sometimes I discard a spade at
trick four When 1 do. South cashes
the K-A of spades and ruffs a spade,
establishing two spade tricks in
dummy He then plays a heart to
dummy's ace and cashes the 6-5 of
spades I discard a heart on the fourth
round of spades, but on the fifth
spade, I'm again hopelessly
squeezed Whether I discard my king
of hearts or a club Irons thc K-Q.
South makes the rest of the tricks
Sometimes I discard the queen of
clubs at trick four, hoping declarer
won't realize l's c unguarded the
king But South is a real smart cookie
and ins ariably secs through my
scheme Ile plays the ace, nails the
king, and I wind up shelling out the
same 2,440 points
Now, esen though the stakes arc
nominal and the whole thing's ilinty
dream, the fact is that rvsychologi
cally. I can't afford to continual!)
lose that many points on one deal I
was therefore wondering whether
you can suggest any viia) for me to
escape this awful dilemma I would
be most appreciatise of any help you
might give me Cordially youn,
Constant Reader
Dear CR.: Happy to oblige The
next time this terribk dream recurs. I
suggest you ask for a new deal You
have only 12 cards! Cordially yours.
S.B.

Tomorrow: Wrong way to nut a railroad.
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1 Wide dvergenas
4 Dater backdrop
8 Expedition
12 Astonish
13 Candid
14 Four-letter word
15 Scan rapidly
(2 wds )
17Timanatot
18 Draw on
19 'Blown in the
Wind' composer
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23 Bank features
26 The chills
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28 Yak
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36 Stopped tor
lunch
37 Apply gold leaf
38 Danes
neighbor

tool
3 Tender pod
4 Beaded shoes
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6 Shark habitat
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8 Blair and Dann
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'Pirates,' Depp lead list of
People's Choice winners
— Leading lady Cameron Diaz
— Leading man Vince Vaughn
— Female action star Halle
Berry
— Male action star: Johnny
Depp
— On-screen matchup: Johnny
Depp & Ketra Knightley
— Movie. "Pirates of the
Caribbean Dead Man's Chesr
— Movie drama: Pirates of the
Caribbean: Dead Man's Chest"
— Movie comedy: "Click"
— Family movie: "Cars"
MUSIC
— Female singer Came
Underwood
— Male singer. Kenny Chesney
— Group: Nickelback
— R&B song. "SexyBack" by
Justin Timberlake
— Hip-hop song: "Shake That"
by Eminem
— Pop song: 'Hips Don't Lie" by
Shakira
— Country song: "Before He
Cheats" by Carrie Underwood
— Rock song: "Who Says You
Can't Go Home" by Bon Jovi
— Song from a movie: "Life is a
Highway" by Rascal Flatts from
"Cars"
— Remake: "Life is a Highway"
by Rascal Flatts
TELEVISION
— Comedy: "Two and a Half
Men"
— Animated comedy: "The
Simpsons"
— Drama: "Grey's Anatomy"
— Competition/Reality show:
"American Idol"
— New Comedy:"The Class"
— New Drama: "Heroes"
— Female star: Eva Longoria
— Male star: Patrick Dempsey
— Talk show host: Ellen

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
The
movie
swashbuckler
"Pirates of the Cahbbean: Dead
Man's Chest" and its stars Johnny Depp and Keira Knightley
led winners during Tuesday
night's 33rd annual People's
Choice Awards.
Aniston,
Ellen
Jennifer
DeGeneres, Carrie Underwood,
Kenny Chesney, Rascal Hatts,
Nickelback, Justin Timberlake,
Eva Longoria and Patrick
Dempsey were also favorites.
"If it wasn't for the people, I'd never win an award,"
Longoria said, laughing as she
accepted her award for female
television star.
The movies "Click" and
"Cars" were also winners.
Depp, appearing by satellite
from London, said he was humbled by the honor.
"I know that I've said this
before. But the fact that this
award comes from the people
makes it all the more special,"
he said. "And thanks for keeping me employed, yeah? You're
the boss."
The CBS-TV show from the
Shrine Auditorium was hosted
by Queen Latifah. Winners were
picked by public Internet balloting. The Favorite New TV
Comedy and Favorite New TV
Drama categories were open
for online voting through the
first hour of the broadcast.
The list of favorites:
MOVIES
— Female star Jennifer Aniston
-- Male star: Johnny Depp
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AP
Kenny Chesney accepts the
favorite male singer award at
the 33rd Annual People's
Choice Awards on Tuesday.
DeGeneres
OTHER
— Funny female star: Ellen
DeGeneres
— Funny male star: Robin
Williams
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days. The secret is our Powerful effervescent carbonating cleaning solutions that use lust a small amount
01 moisture to achieve miraCtibus results. Because the bubbles do the work, Chem-Dry will never soak
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In addition to the cause,
officials were concerned about
why the fire spread from the
park's natural area into homes.
Malibu
Celebrity-studded
stretches 21 miles along the
seaward side of the rugged Santa
Monica Mountains west of Los
Angeles.
Mayor Ken Kearsley said
locals have long objected to
state restrictions that limit the
amount of brush that can be
cleared away from homes in
many parts of the city to 100
feet to preserve vegetation and
wildlife.
He said a state fire commission recommended 300 feet.
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'Three's Company' actress
home destroyed in Calif. fire
MALIBU, Calif (AP)
Investigators were trying determine what caused a windWhipped fire that roared through
a tony beachfront neighborhood and destroyed five homes,
including one belonging to
Suzanne Somers.
The point of origin of the
blaze was believed to be above
a park along Pacific Coast Highway, Los Angeles County Fire
Department Chief P. Michael
Freeman said Tuesday.
"At this point nothing is
being ruled out in terms of
the cause," he said.
Monday's sunset blaze, driven by Santa Ana winds, was
blown downslope from Malibu
Bluffs Park over about 20 acres
and across Malibu Road along
the beach, destroying five
homes and damaging six others including a guest house.
authorities said.
One woman was transported to a hospital after suffering smoke inhalation, but there
were no other injuries. Damages were estimated at $60
million.
Besides the winds, firefighters struggled with the oceanfront homes' decks and pillars.
"We had firefighters crawling on their bellies, dragging
hoses underneath decks .., to
save these homes you still see
standing," Freeman said.
For those that weren't.
Somers and other homeowners
returned to sift through charred
rubble.
"It was a beautiful house.
it was a beautiful place to
live," the actress told reporters
Tuesday. "We'll rebuild."
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